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ABSTRACT
THE USE OF INFORMATION IN THE SEQUENTIAL
EVALUATION OF AUDIT EVIDENCE
SEPTEMBER, 1990
DENNIS M. HANNO, B.BjL, UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME
M.S^4., WESTERN NEW ENGLAND COLLEGE
Ph.D.y UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor Thomas Kida

This study develops and tests a model of sequential information use that considers
the interactive effects of commitment to a prior decision, task importance and
information sequence on the data attended to in an audit judgment task. Auditors’
conservatism, the tendency to weight negative cues more heavily than positive cues,
serves as a central component of the model. In addition, the model is used to show that
both primacy and recency in data use can occur due to the interaction of these factors.
To test the model audit professionals evaluated the level of control risk present in
the inventory cycle of a hypothetical company. Subjects either received no information
on which to form an early belief, or were induced to form a commitment to a positive or
negative initial belief. Task importance was manipulated by varying the level of inherent
risk. The information sequence was manipulated by changing the order in which positive
and negative evidence was presented. In addition to assessing control risk, each subject
listed the information that was relevant to forming the assessment. One hundred twenty
auditors participated from six large international accounting firms.
In general, the model’s predictions were supported by the findings. As predicted,
auditors exhibited a strong general bias towards negative information. Risk assessments
were most negative, and negative evidence was attended to most, when auditors were
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committed to a negative initial belief, task importance was high, and the initial control
test results were negative. Both primacy and recency were observed, with the model
correctly predicting such information use in ten of the twelve cases investigated. The
strongest recency tendencies occurred with no prior commitment and low task
importance.
This study demonstrates the complex nature of the belief-updating process by
illustrating the effects of various task characteristics on the process. It also identifies
factors that may account for conflicting findings of primacy and recency in prior studies.
The results also emphasize the importance of incorporating the effects of task and
environmental characteristics into a model of audit judgment.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Decision-making research in auditing characterizes audit judgment as a sequential
process. In describing the structure of the routine audit task. Gibbins (19S4) concluded
that the process is primarily a responsive, continuous, and unconscious cycle of
sequentially matching perceived cues to knowledge structures. Cushing and Loebbecke's
(1986) model of the audit process is largely sequential in nature, based upon audit
program information and generally accepted auditing standards. In sequential decision
processing information is received one piece at a time and integrated with existing
beliefs to produce an updated judgment. Such a context can create a complex decision
process.
A principal finding of behavioral decision research is that the decision making
process is contingent upon characteristics of the task (e.g. Payne. 1982; Einhorn and
Hogarth. 1981). In examining sequential judgments, studies have found that both
primacy and recency can occur.- Primacy occurs when decisions are biased in the
direction of the first information received while recency occurs when preferential
attendance is given to the last information received. Such variations in the data attended
to by decision makers may therefore be caused by differences in task characteristics. In
fact Hogarth and Einhom’s (1989) belief-adjustment model explicitly recognizes the
importance of task variables on sequential judgments.
The initial auditing studies performed in this area generally observed a recency bias
(e.g. Ashton and Ashton. 1988; Tubbs, Messier and Knechel, 1990; Butt and Campbell,
1989; Messier, 1989). While these recency findings provide important data that should
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be incorporated into a model of sequential information use, research in a number of
disciplines indicates that other relevant task variables should be considered which could,
in certain instances, result in primacy. Thus, it is important to identify those factors that
will affect the data that will be attended to, which, in turn, could explain the observed
differences in information use in sequential judgments.
This study tests hypotheses concerning factors that may influence the updating of
beliefs and the use of information. Also, the effect of these factors on inducing primacy
and recency will be investigated. These hypotheses are generated by analyzing the
results of descriptive and empirical studies on sequential judgments and related issues
conducted in several research domains.

Purpose of the Study

A review of the literature suggests that primacy and recency should be determined
by a number of conditions. Thus, recency or primacy could be observed in sequential
audit judgments under various combinations of these factors. The purpose of this study
is to test the interactive effects of various factors on the use of information in a
sequential audit judgment task. Factors that can be expected to exert systematic
influences are identified from an examination and synthesis of previous research on
sequential judgments and order effects.
Specifically, the interactive effects of three factors that are expected to influence
sequential judgments in an auditing context are examined. These factors are:
1. The level of commitment to a judgment in an earlier stage of the decision
process.
2. The importance of the task to the overall audit process.
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3. The sequential order of the information received.
A model is developed that considers the hypothesized combined effects of these
factors on the attention to information cues in a sequential judgment task (see Figure
1.1). The model outlines the conditions that influence auditors to attend to positive
(favorable) information or negative (unfavorable) information. The model is based upon
a tendency to focus on negative data. However, that tendency can be affected by
commitment, task importance and the order of information received. Thus, either
primacy or recency can exist depending upon the combination of these factors. The
specific predictions of the model are described in the following sections.

Attention to Negative Data
Several studies have shown that auditors tend to focus on negative data in their
judgment processes.2 For example, Ashton and Ashton (1988) and Anderson (1989)
observed that auditors perceive negative information as more important than positive
information in the consideration of internal control strength. Trotman and Sng (1989)
and Kida (1984) found that auditors attended to more negative cues than positive cues
when making going-concern judgments. Biggs, Mock and Watkins (1988) and Cohen and
Kida (1989) showed that auditors were willing to extend planned tests of details when
analytical review indicated potential problems, but were reluctant to reduce testing when
analytical review did not uncover problems.
All of these results indicate a potential conservatism tendency among auditors. This
tendency could be attributable to the loss function associated with errors in audit
judgment. The high costs associated with failing to identify a potential audit problem
(e.g. litigation, loss of professional reputation) may encourage auditors to place more
emphasis on negative information. The extensive training received by auditors also
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Figure 1.1
A Model of Information Use in Sequential Audit Judgments

emphasizes the risks associated with the audit process, thus reinforcing a conservatism
bias.
It should be noted that, in certain other decision contexts, studies have also found
that negative information is weighted more heavily than positive information when there
is a high cost associated with not attending to the negative information (Macan and
Dipboye, 1988; Hollman. 1972; London and Hakel, 1974; Peters and Terborg, 1975;
Rowe. 1984; Tucker and Rowe, 1979; Luchins and Luchins. 1985; Fiske, 1980; Dreben,
Fiske and Hastie, 1979). In general, the evidence indicates that auditing is such a
context. Given this conservatism bias, models of auditor judgment should take this
tendency into account. It is therefore reflected in the sequential evaluation model
developed here. However, given results from prior research, it appears that this
underlying tendency is like!}' to be affected by three additional factors: commitment to
an earlier decision, task importance and the sequence of the information received.

Commitment to an Earlier Decision
Decision-making is often conducted in a dynamic setting. In the evaluation of
internal control, for example, control risk is assessed after documenting the
understanding of the control structure, after performing tests of controls, and as
additional information comes to light during the substantive testing phase (Statement on
Auditing Standards No. 55, 1988). Since these assessments are done at different stages
of the audit process, conditions may change from one assessment to the next. Tests of
controls performed at one stage of the audit process should be evaluated independently
of control tests performed at other stages. The interpretation of control test results
should be unaffected by previous judgments on the same internal control system
performed at different points in time.
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Previous research has shown that obtaining such objectivity is a formidable task, and
may be unattainable. For example, Snyder and his associates (Snyder and Swann, 1978a,
1978b; Snyder and Gangestad, 1980; Snyder, 1981) argue that when testing hypotheses
about the personalities of others, people pervasively engage in information seeking
strategies that confirm their initial hypotheses. Research that supports the importance of
the initial impression and subsequent confirmation-seeking can be found in some studies
on the employment interview process (Binning, Goldstein, Garcia and Scattaregia, 1988;
Dipboye, Fontenelle and Gamer, 1984; Word, Zanna and Cooper, 1974), the formation
of impressions about other people (Luchins and Luchins, 1986; Higgins and McCann,
1984), courtroom verdicts (Ostrom, Werner and Saks, 1978; Pennington, 1982), and
judgments of new products (Hoch and Ha, 1986; John, Scott and Bettman, 1986; Kardes,
1986).
Several studies, however, have not detected the presence of confirmatory hypothesis
testing strategies. Most importantly, Kida (1984), Anderson (1989), and Trotman and
Sng (1989) did not find evidence of confirmatory hypothesis testing strategies in audit
decision tasks. Additionally, research has shown that confirmatory biases cannot be
generalized to other decision contexts (Macan and Dipboye, 1988; McDonald and Hakel,
1985; Sackett, 1982; Oliver, 1976; Crano, 1977; Luchins and Luchins, 1985).
While confirmatory hypothesis testing strategies have been found in psychological
studies using similar approaches (e.g. differentially stating the hypothesis), it appears that
in certain judgment contexts other variables affect the type of hypothesis testing strategy’
used. Studies that have not found evidence of confirmatory strategies may be
characterized by a lack of commitment to the initial impression. In some situations, an
earlier decision may create a commitment to the decision that is highly resistant to
subsequent change. Individuals become committed to a decision when the costs of
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deviating from that decision are high. Commitment may occur because a change would
challenge the decision maker’s values, require a modification of beliefs, create the need
to rethink the issue or modify action, or make previous actions appear foolish (Crosby
and Taylor, 1983). Whyte (1986) explains commitment in terms of prospect theory
(Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). He suggests that sequential, related decisions lead to
the adoption of a decision frame for subsequent decisions that reflect the earlier
decision.
Staw (1981) reviewed the literature concerning decisions that hold implications for
both previous choices as well as future events. The consistent conclusion is that people
have a tendency to become locked into a course of action, even when that course of
action may not be the appropriate one. Similar conclusions were reached by Mayer.
Duval and Duval (1980), Brockner. Houser, Bimbaum. Lloyd, Deitcher. Nathanson, and
Rubin (1986), Staw and Fox (1977). Bazerman. Giuliano and Appelman (1984), Staw
(1976), and Cialdini. Cacioppo, Bassett and Miller (1973).
Schwenk s (1986) model of the commitment process postulates that increasing
confidence in a course of action will increase commitment to that course of action. The
results of a study by Koriat Lichtenstein and Fischhoff (1980) confirm this notion.
Subjects who w ere overconfident of an initial judgment neglected subsequent
contradictors' evidence. Overconfidence has also been analyzed by Einhom and Hogarth
(1978) and Fischhoff. Slovic and Lichtenstein (1977). Their conclusions are consistent
with Schwenk's model. Overconfidence biased subsequent decisions in the direction of
the initial decision even when the initial decision was inaccurate.
Commitment has been found to have an effect under two differing sets of
circumstances- Commitment can occur in a single judgment task as the search for and
the retrieval of information cues is biased toward a tentatively preferred answer (see e.g.
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Koriat, Lichtenstein and Fischhoff, 1980). Commitment can also occur when separate
decisions must be made concerning a course of action rather than one specific isolated
event. Here, commitment to an earlier decision in a course of action may lead decision
makers to make subsequent, related decisions in a nonoptimal manner in order to justify
the previous commitment. For example, Bazerman, Beekun and Schoorman (1982)
observed that subjects who were responsible for an earlier promotion decision
subsequently evaluated the same employee more favorably than subjects who had made
no earlier commitment on the employee’s performance (see also Oliver, 1976, and
Tucker and Rowe, 1977). Since the audit process often consists of a series of
interrelated judgments, the manipulation of commitment in this study will focus on
commitment to an earlier belief developed as part of a course of action.
The results of the prior research on commitment imply that primacy or recency in
sequential judgments can be dependent on the level of commitment to an earlier
judgment. Commitment to an earlier decision should induce the decision maker to place
unwarranted emphasis on information that is consistent with the earlier decision. Thus,
whether an individual exhibits primacy or recency should depend on the strength of
commitment and the position of consistent information in the sequence of data received.
In contrast, if no commitment is formed by the decision maker, prior studies suggest that
the type of data attended to should be affected by other factors such as conservatism
(e.g. Kida, 1984; Trotman and Sng, 1989; Anderson, 1989) or a general recency bias (e.g.
Ashton and Ashton, 1988; Tubbs, Messier and Knechel, 1990; Butt and Campbell, 1989;
Messier, 1989).
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Task Importance
Conflicting results in studies involving sequential judgments might also be attributed
to differences in subjects’ perceptions of the importance of the experimental task. It has
been argued that the more important the decision task, the more analytic, careful and
complete the decision process will be (e.g. Beach and Mitchell, 1978; Billings and
Scherer, 1988; Hagafors and Brehmer, 1983).
Several empirical studies have provided evidence that the decision process is
affected by task importance. Christensen-Szylanski (1978) found that subjects took more
time and analyzed data more carefully when a decision carried with it a potentially large
benefit. Murnighan and Leung (1976) showed that tasks rated as very important by
subjects resulted in increases in both the quality and quantity of performance. Subjects
sought more information in tasks that were rated as more involving and arousing in a
study by Heslin, Blake and Rotton (1972). Petty and Cacioppo (1984) showed that
persuasive communications having high personal relevance to subjects resulted in more
intense and complex information processing. A highly involved person will be
characterized by a willingness to expend greater than average amounts of time and
energy in deciding on an appropriate behavior, and then acting on the decided behavior
(Bybee, 1978).
The importance of a decision can be judged and manipulated in several ways. Petty
and Cacioppo (1986) argue that people become involved when the decision has
important consequences for oneself or others. This may vary over a number of different
dimensions, such as the number of consequences, the magnitude of the consequences or
the duration of the consequences. Importance can also be manipulated by varying
monetary reward (Smith, Mitchell and Beach, 1982), having to justify the process through
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which a choice is made (Hagafors and Brehmer, 1983), or varying the perceived social
consequences (Gabrenya and Arkin, 1979).
Task importance in an auditing setting may also be manipulated in several ways.
For example, the need to operate within budgeted audit hours may hold important
personal consequences for the audit manager. The likelihood that audit workpapers will
be reviewed by partners or that audit performance will directly impact professional
advancement increases the importance of the task. Failure to detect an error in an audit
area that has a high level of inherent risk holds severe consequences for the accuracy of
the overall audit, since errors are more likely to occur in these areas that have a material
impact on the financial statements.
The underlying cognitive processes associated with highly important tasks should be
similar for any manipulation of task importance. However, the type of manipulation
used may interact with other task and individual characteristics to produce different
observed outputs across manipulations. In all cases, high task importance should lead to
a careful analysis of the decision task and new information received, with information
used in a way that maximizes rewards or minimizes losses. This may mean that in some
cases equal attention will be paid to all information, while in others positive or negative
information will be emphasized. For example, if the level of inherent risk serves as the
measure of the level of task importance, increasing inherent risk should lead to increased
reliance on negative information. As previously indicated, given their conservatism bias,
auditors who engage in the careful analysis of tasks high in inherent risk should realize
that the principal consequence of their decision may be the failure to detect a material
error in the financial statements. Negative information provides evidence that such an
error may exist. Thus, judgments on a task high in inherent risk should be accompanied
by an increased reliance on negative data relative to judgments on tasks low in inherent risk.
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The careful processing of information associated with task importance leads to the
prediction of an interaction between importance and commitment. Commitment to an
earlier decision can influence decision makers to rely on subsequent information that
confirms a previous belief. Thus, a commitment to a positive (negative) decision should
be accompanied by a reliance on positive (negative) information. However, in the
presence of high importance manipulated as high inherent risk, auditors should place
heavy reliance on negative information even if that negative information contradicts a
previous positive belief. In contrast, prior studies suggest that auditing judgments will be
subject to a general recency bias when task importance is low and no prior commitment
has been formed (e.g. Ashton and Ashton, 1988; Tubbs, Messier and Knechel, 1990; Butt
and Campbell, 1989; Messier, 1989).
In summary, judgment tasks that are high in importance have been found to be
characterized by careful and analytic decision processes. The importance of a task may
be manipulated in several ways, one of which is the inherent risk associated with an audit
judgment. Consideration of the potential consequences of a judgment on a task high in
inherent risk should lead auditors to place increased emphasis on negative information in
making a decision. Tasks that are low in inherent risk will be less carefully analyzed.
This should result in a decreased tendency to focus on negative data because the risks
associated with failing to uncover a material error will be reduced. Importance should
interact with commitment to influence auditors to attend to information that contradicts
an original commitment, or that is last in the sequence of information, in certain
situations.
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Sequence of Information Received
Given the conservative bias indicated in previous research, there is a tendency for
auditors to rely on negative information in the judgment process. Therefore, the
occurrence of primacy or recency should depend on the placement of negative data in
the sequence of information. For example, primacy would likely occur when negative
information appears first in the sequence of data.
However, the effect of the sequence of information should be mediated by other
variables such as the presence of a commitment to an earlier decision. For example, an
initial positive decision immediately followed by positive information should result in a
positive impression. This combination should mitigate the tendency toward negative
information exhibited by auditors and create more reliance on positive information. On
the other hand, a commitment to an initial positive belief should be weakened when the
next information received is negative.
A study examining sequence effects in an auditing context was performed by Ashton
and Ashton (1988). They found that the belief revision process was dependent on the
order in which evidence was received. Auditors tended to rely on the latest information
received in all cases where mixed evidence (some positive, some negative) was presented.
Recency existed when the last information presented was positive as well as when it was
negative. Similar findings were observed in studies by Tubbs, Messier and Knechel
(1990), Butt and Campbell (1989), and Messier (1989). Since these studies were
primarily concerned with testing the predictions of mathematical process models, they
did not specifically consider the effects of various task characteristics on the judgment
process. For example, they did not consider the subjects* commitment to the initial
belief formed. Ashton and Ashton (1988) provided an initial belief, while the other
studies asked subjects to form their own initial beliefs but provided little motivation to
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remain committed to those beliefs. Commitment occurs when the costs of deviating
from a decision are high, a condition not likely to occur in an experimental setting
without specific incentives. Also, subjects in these studies did not typically receive
information that would make them aware of the importance of the decision being made.
High inherent risk should signal that the decision is a highly important one because
errors in areas that are high in inherent risk will have severe consequences for the
accuracy of the overall audit. While these studies have examined judgments in areas that
are usually high in inherent risk (e.g. payroll, sales and collection, accounts payable), the
information presented to the subjects typically did not emphasize the importance of the
decision to the overall audit by specifically considering a number of the factors that
affect the level of inherent risk (e.g. nature of the business, dollar amount of account
balances, results of previous audits). When inherent risk is not made salient by specific
manipulations, it is likely that subjects may not have engaged in the careful and analytic
decision process that usually accompanies high task importance. Therefore, the recency
bias observed by Ashton and Ashton (1988) and others should be affected by the
presence of the other factors considered in the model. The recency bias observed in
these studies does indicate that certain task characteristics may weaken or eliminate
auditors’ conservatism. As indicated in the model, recency should overshadow
conservatism when both no prior commitment has been formed and task importance is
low.
Thus, the impact of the sequence of information cannot be evaluated independently
of the other factors in the model. The research in auditing indicates that the type of
information (positive or negative) greatly affects the use of data, with auditors
preferentially relying on negative data. However, commitment to an earlier positive
decision should mitigate this effect because such commitment should increase the
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emphasis placed on consistent positive information. Initial information received after a
commitment that is consistent with the earlier decision should strengthen the tendency to
attend to confirming information. Alternatively, contradictory initial information should
weaken the strength of an earlier commitment. The presence of no commitment and low
importance should result in a recency default strategy.

Summary

Table 1.1 briefly summarizes the anticipated effects of commitment to an earlier
decision, task importance and sequence of the information received based upon prior
research. Studies in several distinct disciplines have shown that each of these factors
exerts a significant influence on the use of information in sequential judgments.
However, there has not been an attempt to integrate these findings from different
domains or to test for important interactions among the factors. The existence of
primacy or recency can be dependent on these factors. Note that the proposed model
predicts that both primacy and recency can occur depending upon the combination of
these characteristics. The model developed and tested here incorporates the effects of
these factors into audit judgment and is therefore a first step toward developing a
contingent model of attention to and use of data in sequential judgment contexts.
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Table 1.1
Summary of the Influence of Factors on
Information Use in Sequential Audit Judgments

Effect

Level

Factor
Commitment

Earlier decision is
negative

Natural tendency for auditors to attend to
negative information increases the
strength of commitment and reliance on
consistent data

Commitment

Earlier decision is
positive

Firmly held positive belief is resistant to
change; creates reliance on consistent
information

Commitment

No commitment

No strong initial belief formed; removes
bias toward consistent data

Task importance

High

Careful analysis of task and outcomes
leads to emphasis on data that maximizes
desired effect (e.g. increased reliance on
negative information to uncover errors
when inherent risk is high)

Task importance

Low

Task and outcomes less carefully
analyzed; conservatism could be
overshadowed by other effects (e.g.
recency)

Information
sequence

Negative first

Reinforces earlier negative decision; will
weaken a positive commitment because of

Information

Positive first

Should confirm an earlier positive
decision; not as likely to weaken a
negative commitment because auditors
tend to focus on negative data

sequence
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

Several areas of literature must be examined to develop the proposed model of
sequential information use. The first section of this chapter will discuss mathematical
models of sequential belief updating. The second section will examine prior studies of
sequential updating in accounting settings. The third section will review studies in
various disciplines that relate to the factors included in the model: the conservatism of
auditors, commitment to an earlier decision, task importance and the sequence of the
information received.

Sequential Belief Updating Models

Two major competing models of belief updating provide the foundation for most
research concerning the use of information in the sequential updating of decisions. The
first, information integration theory, is described by Norman Anderson (1981) in his
book Foundations of Information Integration Theory. The second is a model proposed by
Hogarth and Einhorn (1989). Earlier versions of the model were called the contrastsurprise model (Einhorn and Hogarth, 1985) and the contrast-inertia model (Einhorn
and Hogarth, 1987), while the present version is known as the belief-adjustment model.
Both models can be characterized as mathematical models of belief updating based on
assumed psychological processes.3
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Information Integration Theory
The work on information integration was begun by Anderson and his colleagues in
1959. The focus of the initial work on the model involved person perception. Since that
time, literally hundreds of studies have tested the model and expanded it into several
disciplines.
There are four basic concepts present in integration theory. The first, integration,
holds that decision outcomes are dependent on the joint action of multiple stimuli. The
second concept, valuation, proposes that individual differences will cause people to value
the same stimulus differently. The third concept is cognitive algebra. It holds that the
way people integrate information often follows simple algebraic rules. The fourth
concept, functional measurement, proposes that information stimuli can be represented
numerically.
Anderson recognized that order effects were a basic problem in studying sequential
judgments. The presence of an order effect implies that a different response can be
obtained from the same set of information solely on the basis of the order of
presentation. Anderson offers suggested causes for order effects. Earlier information
may be forgotten thus making the later information more important, resulting in a
recency effect. Conversely, earlier information may crystallize a response, causing a
discounting of later information, creating a primacy effect.
Using the four concepts outlined above, Anderson developed several general
mathematical representations of information integration that involve the basic operations
of adding, multiplying and averaging stimuli to arrive at a decision outcome. The basic
model used to study information integration in sequential processes is a serial averaging
model. The model is designed to evaluate the influence of each successive piece of
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information on the final response. The averaging model for the response to a sequence
of N stimuli is represented by

R = w0s0 + wlSl + ••• + wNsN ,

(£wx = 1)

(1)

where wx and sx are the weight and scale value of the piece of information at the Xth
serial position. Thus, wx represents the relative importance of serial position X.
Anderson argues that the model allows the weight of information at each serial
position to be evaluated. However, this evaluation is only possible if certain assumptions
are met. For example, it is assumed that the scale value of any stimulus is constant and
independent of both its serial position and of previous information. It is also assumed
that all stimuli have equal natural weight. While these assumptions may be met in some
situations, particularly those that are artificial and under tight experimental control, it is
more realistic to expect that the assumptions will be violated in most sequential
judgment tasks.
Several early studies outline the fundamental process present in the serial averaging
model. Anderson (1965) had subjects rate the likability of a person on the basis of nine
adjective traits. Subjects responded only at the end of the sequence of information, but
were required to perform several independent evaluations with the favorable information
inserted at different positions in the sequence. The results showed a clear linear primacy
trend. The most favorable likability ratings were achieved when the favorable
information came first in the sequence. In the context of the model, the implication is
that there is a linear decrease in the weight parameters across serial position. Linear
primacy was also found when subjects rated the likableness of individuals on the basis of
polar adjectives (Anderson, 1973).
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Anderson contends that primacy is the predominant order effect. He states:
"Under a standard set of conditions, persons will seem more likable if
their good traits are presented first, less likable if their bad traits are
presented first. This represents a first impression, or primacy effect."
(Anderson, 1981, p. 179)
However, he also recognizes the evidence suggesting that minor changes in the task can
change primacy into recency. For example, Stewart (1965) conducted a study exactly the
same as that conducted by Anderson (1965) except that subjects explicitly revised their
response after receiving each successive adjective. Stewart’s data showed that this serial
responding technique was enough to change the primacy effect previously found into a
recency effect. Use of the serial responding technique also produced similar results in
studies by Anderson and Farkas (1973) and Dreben, Fiske and Hastie (1979). Anderson
(1981) maintains that primacy occurs because of a progressive decline in attention across
serial position. Serial responding eliminates this attention decrement and eliminates the
primacy effect.
These contrasting findings of primacy and recency do not conflict with Anderson’s
serial integration model. The model is designed to generalize the updating process and
not define the outcome of the process. However, the findings suggest that the wx value,
the weight of the information, can vary' under different task characteristics. Thus, though
simple and intuitively appealing, the model itself sheds little light on the cognitive
processes and task characteristics that mediate the formation of a final judgment.

The Belief-Adiustment Model
Hogarth and Einhorn (1989) present an alternative model of sequential belief
updating called the belief-adjustment model. Earlier versions of this model, the contrastsurprise model (Einhorn and Hogarth, 1985) and the contrast-inertia model (Einhorn
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and Hogarth, 1987), had different functional forms but made identical predictions
concerning order effects. The belief-adjustment model assumes that people update
beliefs by using a sequential anchoring and adjustment process in which an initial opinion
is formed on the first piece of evidence presented and is then adjusted for the impact of
succeeding pieces of evidence.
The belief-adjustment model is similar to the framework of information integration
theory in that it attempts to represent the judgment process in terms of a mathematical
model. However, the model differs from Anderson’s in several important respects.
Anderson’s model was designed to describe the process that generated a judgment after
the judgment had been elicited. The belief-adjustment model goes a step beyond by
making assumptions about the process and then testing the predictions from the model.
Anderson’s model also assumes that the scale values of the information stimuli are
constant and that all stimuli have equal natural weight. The belief-adjustment model
assumes that weights and scale values are highly dependent and variable. The focus of
information integration theory is to model the judgment process and is primarily
concerned with measuring scale values and fitting parameters. On the other hand, the
belief-adjustment model is primarily concerned with making predictions about the
outcome of the judgment process.
The general process underlying the belief adjustment model is written

Sk = SM + wk[s(xk) - R]

where Sk

(2)

= degree of belief in some hypothesis, impression or attitude after
evaluating k pieces of evidence (OsS^l).

Sk.]

= anchor or prior opinion. The initial strength of belief is denoted S0.
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s(xj = subjective evaluation of the kth piece of evidence.
R

= the reference point or background against which the impact of the
kth piece of evidence is evaluated.

wk

= the adjustment weight for the kth piece of evidence.

The adjustment weight, wk, represents how the strength of the current belief affects
the revision of that belief based on new evidence. The subjective evaluation of new
evidence. s(xj, represents the individual’s evaluation of the strength of a particular item
of evidence. The adjustment weight is a function of the sign of the impact of new
evidence and the level of the previous anchor, S^. Thus, individuals adjust their beliefs
to adapt to the impact of new evidence. Hogarth and Einhom hypothesize that the
reference point, R. will be equal either to the prior anchor, S^, or a constant. Thus, R
represents the background which while guide the encoding of new evidence. Depending
upon the reference point, new evidence can strengthen a prior belief or result in a
contrast effect. A contrast effect is built into the model by arguing that if the subjective
weight of the kth piece of evidence, s(xk). is less than or equal to the reference point, R,
wk will be proportional to S^.j. For example, if strong negative evidence is received when
a positive position is strongly held, the reduction of the anchor will be larger than if the
current position was weak. Conversely, Hogarth and Einhom argue that if the subjective
strength of a piece of evidence is greater than the reference point, wrk will be inversely
proportional to Stl.
The model further refines the updating process by recognizing that not all people
will adapt to evidence at the same rate. Thus, a and P are incorporated into the model
and defined as sensitivity toward negative and positfce information, respectively
(Osa.psl). Values of a and p are a function of individual and task characteristics. A
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low a or P implies low sensitivity to new information; a high a or p implies high
sensitivity. The impact of a and p are captured by the equations

wk = aSk.j when s(xk) <; R

(3a)

wk = P(l-Sk.!) when s(xk) > R

(3b)

and

For example, some people may have a general tendency to weight disconfirming
information more heavily than confirming. If so, a will have a high value (close to 1)
that will in turn create a high adjustment weight for new items of evidence that
contradict the reference point against which it is evaluated. Similarly, equation 3b
implies that as the value for p increases (rising sensitivity to new confirming evidence),
the extent of belief revision will increase as new evidence is received that is more
favorable than the background against which it is judged.
The assumptions underlying the parameters of the model can be varied to yield
diverse order effect predictions. Hogarth and Einhorn note that the parameters can be
affected by many task and procedural variables. To identify the effect of some key
variables, they classify prior research on the basis of complexity of the information
evaluated, the length of the series of evidence and the response mode. Two response
modes are possible: either an end of sequence response mode where a judgment is
elicited only after all information is received, or a step-by-step response mode where a
judgment is elicited in response to each item of information. The classification scheme
identifies the typical order effect result observed for various combinations of the factors.
For example, simple, short series of information that require only an end of the
sequence response are characterized by a primacy effect. On the other hand, recency
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predominates when a step-by-step response mode is used for tasks involving short series
of data with simple stimuli.
The belief-adjustment model is used to show how the results observed in prior order
effect studies can be explained. In using the model to explain the conflicting results, the
values of the model’s parameters must be estimated. By varying the values of the
parameters, several unique order effect predictions are obtained. Research that
investigates the effect of task variables on the various parameters and how these
variables affect the judgment process is needed.
The belief-adjustment model attempts to predict the outcome of the judgment
process by specifying several parameters that can affect the processing of information.
Thus, the predicted outcome from the model is highly dependent on identifying and
measuring the procedural and individual characteristics that may impact these
parameters. In Anderson’s serial integration model the weight of the information, wk,
captures the influence of several undetermined task variables. The belief-adjustment
model provides a more refined specification of the updating process, but it does not fully
consider the effects of all task and procedural variables on that process. While defining
a process that results in order effects in belief updating, it does not provide a complete
explanation of how various task variables may interact with the process to produce an
observed judgment.

Sequential Belief Updating in Accounting Studies

Several recent studies have examined the judgments made by auditors when
information is received in a sequential order. Studying audit judgments in a sequential
context represents an important advance in audit decision-making research because the
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audit process itself is highly sequential. Gibbins (1984) characterized audit judgment as
a continuous, incremental process in which information arrives sequentially and results in
a cycle of choices and actions. Cushing and Loebbecke’s (1986) model of the audit
process, developed from analyzing audit programs and auditing standards, also
characterizes the process as largely sequential.
A study by Ashton and Ashton (1988) was one of the first to specifically investigate
the presence of order effects in a sequential audit judgment context. Auditors were
given four pieces of internal control evidence and w?ere required to indicate the
likelihood that the controls would prevent or detect material error. The primary
hypothesis of the study was that the outcomes of the judgment process would be
consistent with the predictions of the contrast/surprise model, an earlier version of
Hogarth and Einhorn’s belief-adjustment model. Specifically, the model predicted that
w'hen the evidence presented w'as consistent there would be no order effect. However,
when mixed evidence was received the model predicted that a recency effect would be
present.
The four evidence items were presented one at a time and were followed by a
statement indicating that the evidence represented either a strength or weakness of the
internal control system. In one condition all of the evidence was consistently positive, in
another it was consistently negative, and in a third some was positive and some was
negative. Subjects were provided with an initial anchor by being told that a preliminary
investigation had indicated that the likelihood the controls would prevent or detect
material error was either .20, .50 or .80. After receiving each item of information the
subjects were required to update the likelihood estimate.
Consistent with the model’s predictions, no order effect was found when the
evidence was consistently positive or negative, while recency existed when the evidence
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was mixed. Note that the stimuli involved were simple one sentence statements, the
length of the series of evidence was short, and a step-by-step response mode was used.
Thus, the findings are consistent with prior studies classified on the basis of these
variables by Hogarth and Einhorn (1989).
The implications of the Ashton and Ashton study for audit judgment are not readily
apparent. Recall that the parameters of the belief-adjustment model (and the
contrast/surprise) model can be affected by many task and procedural variables. In this
study auditors were given an initial anchor, relatively little audit evidence was presented,
subjects did not need to interpret the evidence as a strength or weakness of the system,
and judgments were elicited after each item of evidence was received. An actual audit
judgment is not likely to be characterized by these features. Thus, a change in any of
these procedural characteristics could result in a different judgment outcome. Moreover,
the study does not test the model itself but only the predictions of the model. None of
the parameters of the model, such as the subjective weight of evidence or the sensitivity
of the decision maker to confirming and disconfirming information, were measured.
Thus, certain assumptions had to be made about the values of the parameters. The
outcomes were consistent with the mathematical form of the contrast/surprise model,
however, this model did not explicitly incorporate the effects of task characteristics.
Tubbs, Messier and Knechel (1990) also tested for the presence of order effects in
the auditor’s belief revision process. They extend Ashton and Ashton’s (1988) work by
using more complex scenarios that are closer to actual auditing settings. The study was
designed to test the belief-adjustment model’s predictions of no order effects for
consistent evidence and recency for mixed evidence. By using more complex scenarios
they hoped to address the effect of task complexity on observed order effects.
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In the study, both the end of sequence and step-by-step response modes were
employed. Subjects were given an initial problem setting for accounts payable or
accounts receivable. After reading the initial setting, subjects rated how likely the
account would be collectible or how likely the liability was fairly presented on a scale of 0
(not very likely) to 100 (very likely). The dependent variable measured was the
difference between the subjects’ judgment after receiving all of the evidence and their
initial judgment.
When the evidence presented was consistently positive or negative, no order effects
were observed for both of the response modes employed. Two experiments were
conducted with mixed evidence. In the first, two additional items of evidence were
presented and recency occurred when the step-by-step response mode was used but did
not occur when the end of sequence response mode was used. In the second mixed
evidence experiment, four additional items of information were presented. Here,
recency occurred for both response modes.
The Tubbs, Messier and Knechel study yielded decision outcomes that are consistent
with the belief-adjustment model if certain parameters are inferred, such as equal
subjective weights of evidence and high sensitivity to disconfirming evidence. The study
points to the importance of examining the effect of task characteristics on the sequential
judgment process. Simple manipulations such as changing the response mode or
increasing the amount of evidence presented changed the observed order effect. Though
more realistic than the Ashton and Ashton (1988) study, the study still lacks many of the
characteristics of the actual auditing setting. In particular, most audit judgments are
made on the basis of more than two or four items of evidence. As before, this study
identifies the presence of an order effect but does not identify or measure the process or
variables that account for this effect.
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Order effects in audit judgment were also studied by Messier (1989). Subjects were
presented with a basic accounts payable case and four additional items of information.
After reading the initial scenario, each subject rated how likely it was that accounts
payable were presented fairly using a scale ranging from 0 (not very likely) to 100 (highly
likely). After each piece of evidence the subjects revised this assessment. In addition,
after receiving all of the evidence, subjects were asked what additional audit work they
would conduct and the budgeted hours needed to complete the work. The four pieces of
evidence were presented either with the two positive items first or the two negative items
first. A significant recency effect was found in the belief revision, but the order of
presentation had no effect on the budgeted hours decision.
The results of this study provide additional support for the presence of recency
under certain task characteristics. Again, the amount of evidence that the subjects were
required to process was minimal and the step-by-step response mode was the only
process employed. Messier argues that since audit judgment is a cyclical process of
receiving information and choosing to act or not to act, the step-by-step process most
closely resembles the auditor’s judgment process. However, several items of information
are usually considered before any judgment is made or action is chosen. For example, in
considering the strength of an internal control system it is unrealistic to expect that a
judgment or action will be based on the results of one or two test of controls. Rather,
the auditor will collect evidence from several tests of controls and integrate the findings
to reach an overall judgment. Thus, the end of sequence response mode is more
appropriate for investigating order effects in sequential audit judgments.
Butt and Campbell (1989) also examined the effect of information order on audit
judgments. They tested a pair of competing hypotheses concerning recency effects and
the bias towards confirming a prior hypothesis. In their experiment, auditors were
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assigned to one of three possible hypothesis testing strategy conditions. The
experimental instructions either informed the subjects that audit evidence was gathered
to confirm a belief, disconfirm a belief, or simply gathered about the internal control
system. Two levels of initial belief were manipulated by providing the subjects with
either a general positive description about the company or a general negative
description. Lastly, subjects were provided the ten items of evidence in one of two
orders: either five positive items followed by five negative items or five negative items
followed by five positive items.
The dependent variable analyzed was a likelihood judgment given by the subjects
after all information was received. The likelihood judgment rated the probability that
the internal control evidence presented would prevent or detect material error. Though
not analyzed, a similar judgment was elicited after the general information was presented
and after the first five control test results were presented. In effect, a modified step-bystep response mode was employed. The results showed that a marginally significant
recency effect existed only when subjects had a general negative initial belief about the
company. When subjects held a general positive initial belief about the company, there
was no effect caused by the order of information.
A careful analysis of the cell means shown in the study points to recency in several
key conditions. When subjects had a general favorable initial opinion but were not
influenced to follow any hypothesis testing strategy, the mean probability estimate was
30.4 when the negative information came last and 50.5 when the positive information
came last. The results were in a similar but not as pronounced direction when subjects
had a general unfavorable opinion of the company and were not influenced to follow a
specific hypothesis testing strategy (31.0 when negative information came last and 38.1
when positive information came last). It would appear that in the absence of any
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intervention in hypothesis testing strategies, the natural tendency in the experiment was
towards recency. Similarly, when subjects had a general unfavorable initial belief about
the company and were told that evidence was gathered to confirm this belief, the mean
probability estimate was 19.2 when the negative information came last and 45.0 when the
positive information came last. Under this condition, subjects were told that the
evidence was gathered to confirm an initial unfavorable belief. When the unfavorable
initial belief was followed by more negative information, it might be expected that the
second assessment was extremely low on the probability scale (no data given). Thus, a
strong negative assessment followed by unexpected positive information would be likely
to result in a significantly more favorable final assessment.
The method used to manipulate hypothesis testing strategies complicates the
interpretation of the results. Simply making a statement that evidence was collected to
confirm or disconfirm a belief may not be enough to induce a change in hypothesis
testing strategies. The only direct information collected on the hypothesis testing
strategy employed and the information attended to was the relevancy rating of the
information items used in the experiment. However, no interpretable results were
obtained from analyzing these data. Subjects were provided with a list of all ten items
and asked to rate the relevance of each. It is likely that when presented with all of the
information at once, all of the information was deemed to be highly relevant by the
auditors.
Some of the results presented by Butt and Campbell are consistent with the
predictions of the belief-adjustment model. The finding of recency in some conditions
but not in others again points to the sensitivity of the judgment process to minor changes
in the task. However, the study was designed to test the predictions of the belief-
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adjustment model and not to identify any of the task or environmental characteristics
that may have an impact on the judgment process.
The results of these sequential auditing judgment studies provide important evidence
on the belief updating process. These studies primarily indicate that the order of
information can affect the data attended to and final judgments. Since these studies
were not designed to explicitly analyze the effects of various task characteristics on the
process, additional research is needed to determine conditions that may create recency
or primacy. One characteristic that may affect the process is the commitment of the
decision maker to the initial belief formed. Ashton and Ashton (1988) assigned an initial
belief to subjects while Tubbs, Messier and Knechel (1990), Butt and Campbell (1989),
and Messier (1989) allowed subjects to form their own initial belief on the basis of brief
introductory data. Neither situation is likely to create a firm commitment on the part of
the decision maker to the original hypothesis. Commitment will occur when the costs of
deviating from a decision are high, either in terms of cognitive effort or social or
economic motivations. These incentives are not likely to exist in an experimental setting
without some specific manipulation to introduce them. Thus, prior sequential auditing
judgment studies may be characterized by a lack of commitment by the decision maker
to the initial belief formed.
Additionally, the information presented in these studies typically did not provide
specific information on the importance of the decision to the overall audit process. A
decision in an audit area that has high inherent risk should signal that the decision will
have an important effect on the overall audit since errors in such areas are more likely
to have a material impact on the financial statements. Inherent risk can be affected by a
number of variables such as the audit area itself, dollar amount of the account or the
nature of the client’s business. While all of the studies mentioned examined audit areas
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that are usually considered high risk areas (e.g. payroll, sales and collection, accounts
payable), information on other risk factors was not given and the subjects were not
alerted to the importance of the decision. Ashton and Ashton (1988) did not provide
any background information, while the other studies provided general information
designed only to induce a general positive or negative initial belief. Providing specific
information may affect the way that new evidence is processed and result in modified
conclusions about the effects of information sequence on auditing judgments.
Other studies have examined sequential audit judgments but have not been
specifically concerned with identifying order effects. For example, Ho (1989) looked at
the effects of prior beliefs, hypothesis testing framing and importance of the context on
the number of confirming and disconfirming events to be investigated when a fluctuation
in gross margin percentage is analyzed by auditors. The sequential judgment involved
first evaluating an internal control system manipulated to be strong or weak, followed by
information concerning a fluctuation in the company’s gross margin. Subjects were then
asked to pick items from a list that might explain the observed fluctuation in the gross
margin percentage and rank them in the order of their importance.
The information used to induce a prior belief was a very general description of the
accounting system and internal control. However, the judgment of interest in the study
concerned listing those control test results relevant to investigating one very specific
audit area. Given this lack of correspondence between the prior belief and the data
elicited, it is not surprising that the prior belief did not have a significant impact on the
number of confirming and disconfirming items attended to. The only significant effect
found was for the interaction of the prior belief and the hypothesis framing. Ho’s
analysis of the results suggests that auditors use confirmatory strategies. This finding is
based on the fact that in three of four conditions auditors tended to list more confirming
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events than disconfirming events. However, Ho neglects to note that also in three of
four conditions the number of negative (unfavorable) items chosen exceeds the number
of positive (favorable) items selected. Thus, the results may not be caused by a
confirmatory bias but may instead be driven by a tendency for auditors to place more
weight on negative information.
Similar to Ho, Trotman and Sng (1989) investigated the effect of prior beliefs on an
auditing judgment. The decision task involved evaluating the likelihood that a firm
would fail or remain viable for at least two years. To manipulate prior expectations,
subjects were provided with one of two sets of ratios, indicating either a strong or weak
financial position for the company. Hypothesis framing was manipulated by asking
subjects to determine if the firm was going to fail or remain viable. Subsequently, twelve
information cues were presented to subjects, half pointing towards the possibility of the
firm failing and half pointing towards continued operations. The dependent variable was
the net number of failure or viability cues listed that were relevant to the going-concern
decision.
Trotman and Sng predicted that prior information would interact with the
hypothesis framing to have a significant impact on the information cues attended to.
The predicted effect was marginally significant (p = .072). When the prior information
received in the sequence indicated failure, the hypothesis framing did not affect the
number of positive and negative cues attended to. However, when the prior information
indicated nonfailure, hypothesis framing did have a significant effect. Specifically, those
subjects who received favorable prior information and were given a viable hypothesis
listed more viable items and less failure items than subjects in the other groups. A
strong relationship also existed between the cues chosen and the probability of failure
estimates given by the subjects.
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The results of Trotman and Sng indicate that information received in one phase of a
sequential judgment can have a significant impact on the way later information in the
process is used. The results of other studies suggest that minor changes in the
characteristics of the task can influence the way information is used. Thus, it is
important to determine how various task characteristics interact with a prior belief to
affect information use and final judgments.
In summary, studies of sequential judgments in auditing have shown that order
effects do exist. However, the type of order effects found has varied across studies and
even within the same study under different experimental conditions. Some studies have
shown results that are consistent with the predictions of the belief-adjustment model.
However, since these studies tested an earlier version of the model that paid little
attention to the effects of task characteristics, they have not examined the influence of
various task factors on the judgment process. The accumulated findings suggest that an
important avenue for auditing research is to determine the task characteristics that may
create order effects and explore the information processing strategies that create
different observed order effects.

Factors Influencing Sequential Judgments

Since information in auditing judgments is usually received in a sequential manner,
it is reasonable to question if the process is systematically affected by the order in which
the information is received. Order effects have commonly been classified on the basis of
their outcomes. Primacy occurs when the initial information received is the most
influential in the judgment process, while recency occurs when the last information
received is the most influential. However, identifying order effects only on the basis of
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the outcome of the judgment process ignores the fact that order effects may be obtained
for several different reasons.
The mathematical models developed to predict order effects highlight the difficulty
of attempting to predict the effects of order in complex natural settings. Parameters
often cannot be measured and task and environmental characteristics can exert
significant influences on the assumptions underlying the parameters. Information
conveyed by the order of information is contingent on the context in which the
information is presented. Thus, it is important to determine the conditions which may
create order effects.
Prior research suggests that auditors have a tendency to focus on negative
information. Thus, this tendency is a prominent component in examining the factors that
influence sequential audit judgments. In addition, three other factors that are expected
to exert an influence on sequential audit judgments are identified. These are the level of
commitment to a judgment in an earlier stage of the decision process, the importance of
the task to the overall audit process, and the sequential order of the information
received.

Attention to Negative Data
In certain judgment settings, negative information has been found to receive more
weight than positive information. For example, Fiske (1980) had subjects rate the
likability of a stimulus person on the basis of eight behavioral descriptions. Subjects’
evaluations were influenced most significantly by the negative cues. Fiske argues that for
a variety of reasons negative cues are more important than positive cues. In general,
person perception is characterized by a positive bias. Most cues we receive about other
people are positive. Thus, the negative cues stand out by being rare. Also, attention to
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negative data can be adaptive in that people desire to avoid negative contacts whenever
possible.
A tendency to focus on negative cues has also been a common finding in studies that
have investigated the employment interview and personnel evaluation processes. A study
by Macan and Dipboye (1988) examined the effects of initial impressions on
interviewers’ questions formulated to evaluate applicants for a sales position. Negative
applicant information caused interviewers to bias their questions in a more negative
direction and ask questions that were difficult to answer.
Hollman (1972) provided interviewers with descriptions of hypothetical job
applicants represented by fifteen different items of information. The items had been
independently rated in a pretest to determine the probability of success within a
company represented by each unit of information. His results showed that negative
information exerted the greatest influence on the subjects’ ratings of the hypothetical
applicants. In comparing the final ratings with the pretest ratings of the information
items, it was found that interviewers did not give more weight to the negative items but
gave less weight to the positive information. Also, the order of presentation of the
positive and negative information did not affect the ratings of the applicants.
Unfavorable information was also found to be more important to interviewers’
ratings than favorable information by London and Hakel (1974). Interviewers were
requested to give their impressions of how well a hypothetical employee would meet
thirteen specified job requirements. Each hypothetical employee was described by three
items of information, each of which had been previously rated as favorable or
unfavorable in an independent pretest. The unfavorable information was more
important in all experimental conditions but was found to be most important when the
hypothetical job applicant was compared to a highly qualified ideal applicant.
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To understand the importance cf negative information in audit judgments, it is
usef_i to analyze why negative information is often more important in impression
formation and in personnel selection

Rowe 1984) analyzes the reasons underlying

differential weighting of negative and positive information. Reliance or. negate*e
information in employment and impress: tn formation decisions may relate to the system
of regards and punishments experienced by the decision maker. For example, if a good
00

applicant is accepted or a bad job applicant is rejected the decision-maker wiD make

a correct judgment. Sunce this is the expected outcome cf the decision process, the
decision maker wT recede little praise or positive feedback.

However if a gxxi

applicant is rejected the error is liked to g: undetected since there is usually no follow¬
up on rejected job candidates Cor..erseh if a bad job appi.car: is accepted negative
feedback about the decision is almost assured

such a reward structure the

incentive is to be conservative and avoid hiring bad employees by paying mjore attention
to negative information- Similar!} it might be arg-ed that people are more motivated to
avoid potential costs than to lock for potential rewards
A sumdar reward structure exists in audit judgment. Issuing a dean a-di: opinion on
a set of good financial statements or a qualified cpir.ior. cr. a set of bad financial
statements is tine expected outcome of tine audit judgment process

However. tr.e

greatest potential costs for ar. auditing firm occur when a dear, a adit opinion is Issued
oc

2

set of bad financial statements. Tr.e threat of litigatier. looms Large for an auditing

firm that fails to uncover a material misstatement in the financial statements Otter
high costs cars also be associated with this type of error. For example, loss of
professional reputation is likely to occur if ar. existing materia, error is not uncovered
Thus, the incentive for auditors is to be conservative and avoid the unpleasant
consequences associated with fading to uncover an error
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Other arguments can be made to explain why auditors might focus more on negative
information. For example, a professional auditor receives extensive training in searching
for and interpreting cues that might be indicative of financial statement errors. This
training emphasizes the importance of negative information cues and the high risks
associated with ignoring these cues.
Findings in the audit judgment literature support the notion that negative
information is weighted more heavily in the audit judgment process. For example, Kida
(1984) had auditors list the data they felt was relevant to deciding whether a firm would
fail or remain viable for at least two years. Subjects listed more failure items as relevant
both when they received a failure hypothesis and when they received a viability
hypothesis. In a similar study, Trotman and Sng (1989) also observed that more failure
items than viable items were generally selected when auditors were asked to make a
similar going concern decision. This tendency persisted despite a manipulation designed
to induce a prior expectation about the firm’s viability in the subjects.
Studies that have tested for order effects have also observed the importance of
negative information to audit judgment. In Ashton and Ashton’s (1988) test of the
contrast/surprise model, presentation of mixed (some positive, some negative) evidence
to the subjects resulted in a general negative belief change. Thus, the negative evidence
was given more weight than the positive evidence. Recall that Butt and Campbell (1989)
asked subjects to list those items that they felt were relevant to an internal control
evaluation made on the basis of sequentially received information. Though no statistical
differences were found on the basis of the experimental manipulations, subjects in all
groups had higher relevancy ratings for the negative items than the positive items. It was
also noted above that in Ho’s (1989) study involving the investigation of an unusual gross
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margin fluctuation, subjects in three of four conditions listed more negative events to be
investigated than positive events.
Anderson (1989) investigated auditors’ hypothesis testing strategies in internal
control evaluation when an initial hypothesis was inherited from an outside source.
Subjects employed confirmatory strategies when they received initial negative hypotheses
but engaged in strategies that disconfirmed positive hypotheses. In effect, negative
information was more important than positive information to the subjects no matter how
the hypothesis was framed. In Joyce and Biddle’s (1981) study on anchoring and
adjustment subjects placed heavy emphasis on negative information when it followed
positive information. In a study by Cohen and Kida (1989) auditors were asked to
modify an audit budget on the basis of analytical review results. The results showed that
auditors were willing to increase but not decrease the number of audit hours on the basis
of the analytical review procedures.
Thus, evidence from several studies examining various audit judgments performed
under differing task conditions supports the existence of a conservatism heuristic in the
decision processes of auditors. Auditors appear to generally weight negative information
more heavily than positive information. As a result, the conservatism bias serves as a
central component of the proposed model of information use in sequential audit
judgment tasks. However, prior research suggests that commitment to an earlier
decision, task importance and the sequence of the information received will affect
auditors’ conservatism and thus have an impact on sequential audit judgments.
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Commitment to an Earlier Decision
Commitment can occur when an initial decision is followed by subsequent, related
decisions. Individuals will become committed to a course of action when the costs of
deviating from the initial decision are high (e.g., challenging the decision maker’s values;
creating the need to rethink issues; making previous actions appear foolish). Examining
the literature on confirmatory hypothesis testing strategies is also relevant since these
strategies are more likely to occur when a commitment has occurred. Since both
confirmatory hypothesis testing strategies and commitment to a course of action hold
important implications for the evaluation of new evidence in a sequential judgment,
research in both areas is examined.
All of the information that is relevant to a judgment is seldom received or processed
simultaneously. As each new item of information is acquired it is evaluated and
incorporated into an evolving impression of the object, person or event being judged. At
some point, people form an initial hypothesis or belief on the basis of the information
received thus far. Prior research has shown that the formation of an initial hypothesis
can have important implications for the evaluation of the evidence that is received or
processed later in the judgment process.
Much of the research in impression formation has shown that people tend to engage
in information seeking strategies that confirm their initial hypothesis. For example, in
one experiment conducted by Snyder and Swann (1978a) subjects were provided with a
personality profile describing either a prototypical extravert or a prototypical introvert.
Subjects were told to prepare questions to ask another person to determine whether that
person was the type outlined in the personality profile. Subjects were provided with a
list of twenty-six potential questions to choose from. Each question had previously been
rated in an independent pretest as an extraverted, introverted or neutral question. The
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results showed that people systematically formulated confirmatory strategies for testing
hypotheses about other people. Participants planned to ask extraverted questions more
frequently when preparing to test the hypothesis that their targets were extraverted
individuals than when preparing to test the hypothesis that their targets were introverted.
Similarly, subjects chose to ask introverted questions more frequently when testing
introverted hypotheses than when testing extraverted hypotheses.
Snyder and Swann conducted three other experiments designed to test the
robustness of confirmatory hypothesis testing strategies in similar judgment situations.
The origin of the hypothesis, the certainty of the hypothesis and incentives for accuracy
were manipulated. The evidence consistently indicated that the subjects engaged in
confirmatory hypothesis testing strategies. Snyder and associates (e.g. Snyder and
Swann, 1978b; Snyder and Gangestad, 1980; Snyder, 1981) conducted several studies to
test for the presence of confirmatory hypothesis testing strategies in social interaction.
The results consistently indicated that such strategies were the norm.
The finding that people tend to engage in information search strategies that confirm
an initial hypothesis is not limited to studies on impression formation. Though most
studies that have examined the employment interview process have found that negative
information receives more weight than positive information, some studies have observed
the presence of confirmatory hypothesis testing strategies. For example, Binning,
Goldstein, Garcia and Scattaregia (1988) told student subjects that they would be
conducting an interview with a hypothetical job applicant. After reviewing an applicant’s
information folder the subjects were told to generate a list of questions that would help
to assess the applicant’s qualifications for the job. The applicant folders had been
previously developed to represent high-suitability or low-suitability applicants.
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An analysis of the freely generated questions indicated that the subjects planned to
ask significantly more negative questions when planning to interview a low-suitability
applicant compared with a high-suitability applicant. Also, subjects planned to ask more
positive questions of high-suitability applicants compared to low suitability applicants of
the same sex. However, disconfirmatory strategies were observed when applicants
planned to ask questions of low-suitability applicants of the opposite sex. Social norms
may have influenced opposite sex interviewers to provide applicants an opportunity to
disconfirm a negative impression. Thus, though confirmatory hypothesis testing
strategies were again prevalent in this study, there is evidence that certain task
characteristics may influence people to follow other information search strategies. Other
studies have also supported the contention that the interviewer’s initial impression of the
applicant affects the amount and type of questioning (e.g. Dipboye, Fontenelle and
Garner, 1984; Word, Zanna and Cooper, 1974). In general, these studies have typically
employed student subjects performing unfamiliar interview tasks in experimental settings.
Thus, confirmatory strategies may have overshadowed reliance on negative information
because lack of experience with the task did not provide the subjects with a loss function
that would create differential weighting of positive and negative information.
Research on courtroom verdicts has also noted the effect of the initial hypothesis on
the evaluation of subsequent evidence. Ostrom, Werner and Saks (1978) asked college
students to assume the role of jurors and decide how likely it was that a defendant was
guilty on the basis of evidence presented to them in booklets. A measurement was taken
of the subjects’ prior expectations that the typical defendant was guilty. Based on this
measurement, the subjects were divided into those who seemed predisposed to presume
innocence and those predisposed to assume guilt. Subjects who were predisposed to
assume innocence gave lower final probability of guilt judgments. The subjects
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predisposed to guilt were found to place heavier weight on the incriminating evidence
than the subjects who were predisposed to assume innocence. Pennington (1982) also
observed that jurors who received guilty evidence first were more likely to render a final
guilty verdict.
Confirmatory hypothesis testing strategies have also been observed in the evaluation
of new products by consumers. Hoch and Ha (1986) measured college students’
perceptions of the quality7 of various products before exposing them to advertisements
about those products. After viewing the advertisements the subjects were allowed to
inspect and test each of the products in any way they chose. The subjects then
performed another rating of their perception of the product quality. An analysis of both
the final product judgments and the product inspection behavior showed that the
advertising induced the consumers to engage in confirmatory hypothesis testing. John,
Scott and Bettman (1986) and Kardes (1986) also observed that an induced initial
impression of a product created confirmatory search patterns and influenced final
product judgments.
Despite much research attesting to the prevalence of confirmatory hypothesis testing
strategies, research in some areas has failed to detect the presence of such strategies.
Most notably, the evidence in auditing research provides very little support for the
presence of confirmatory strategies. Kida (1984) conducted an experiment to determine
if auditors would attend to more confirmatory or disconfirmatory evidence when testing
a hypothesis. Professional auditors were asked to make a judgment concerning the
viability or failure of a hypothetical firm. A description of the firm was presented to
each subject containing evidence that equally supported firm failure and viability. The
hypothesis to be confirmed was manipulated in two directions. The subjects were either
asked to list the information from the description that was relevant to deciding if the
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firm would fail within two years or remain viable for at least two years. The results
showed only limited support for confirmatory strategies. Auditors who were asked to
test the viability hypothesis listed more viable items than auditors who were asked to test
the failure hypothesis. However, auditors attended to significantly more failure items
than viability items in both hypothesis conditions. A similar experimental task in a study
by Trotman and Sng (1989) also found that auditors were characterized by a lack of
confirmatory strategies. Again, the principal finding was that auditors chose more failure
cues than viable cues. Anderson and Kida (1990) also observed that subjects relied more
on negative cues than on confirming cues in the evaluation of internal control.
It appears that certain task characteristics may influence people to abandon
confirmatory hypothesis testing strategies. Snyder and Swann (1978a) hypothesize that
people will engage in confirmatory hypothesis testing because it is easier for the
individual to think of the target as behaving in accord with the hypothesized nature than
it is for the individual to think of the target as violating the hypothesis. In auditing, it
could be argued that a decision maker can very easily think of behaviors that are not in
accord with an initial hypothesis. Audit training stresses the importance of uncovering
weaknesses and errors. As an auditor gains experience, instances where negative
evidence was encountered will provide reference points against which other situations
can be compared. Thus, the auditor may be more predisposed to rely on negative
evidence than confirming evidence because negative evidence has been made more
available and salient by training and experience.
Klayman and Ha (1987) argue that people tend to engage in positive test strategies
as a default strategy. A positive test strategy holds that people will examine cases that
are known or expected to have the property of interest. However, they also argue that
this strategy will be used only when information concerning the judgment does not
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identify other strategies as preferable. The type of judgment error of greatest concern to
the decision maker is one variable identified as a factor that can influence the preference
for one type of strategy over another. Auditors generally perceive the risk associated
with failing to identify a negative outcome as more costly than failing to identify a
positive outcome. Thus, consistent with Klayman and Ha’s argument that decision
makers will engage in adaptive strategies, auditors tend to seek out more negative than
positive evidence.
Some studies that have shown a lack of confirmatory testing strategies may also be
characterized by a lack of commitment to the initial hypothesis. An initial hypothesis
that is weakly held or a hypothesis that is received and framed in a certain direction may
not be enough to induce biased search strategies. Prior research has shown that
strengthening the commitment to an initial decision can induce confirmatory strategies.
Oliver (1976), for example, looked at the effects of commitment to the outcome and
personal involvement on affective judgments of product performance. Student subjects
were asked to evaluate a recently introduced automobile model. Commitment was
induced by requiring some subjects to perform a written evaluation of the car prior to
test driving it. The evaluations were made visible to all of the participants in the study.
The results showed that those who committed themselves on the pretest evaluation rated
the car more favorably in the final evaluation. Luchins and Luchins (1985) also observed
that a commitment to a pro-integration stance had a significant impact on the way
descriptions of hypothetical pro- and anti-integration individuals were evaluated.
Commitment can also occur when an individual must decide whether or not to
continue with an original course of action chosen. In a study by Staw (1976), a simulated
business case was presented to business school students. Acting as corporate financial
officers, the subjects were asked to allocate research and development funds to one of
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two operating divisions of a company. Subjects were given the results of their initial
investment decisions and asked to make a second allocation of research and
development funds. Some subjects were not allowed to make the initial investment
themselves, but were told that it had been made by another officer of the firm. The
findings showed that the subjects allocated more resources to the initially chosen division
when they were responsible for the initial decision than when it had been made by
another officer. Most importantly, these subjects allocated more money when the initial
decision had negative consequences than when favorable feedback had been received.
Subjects appeared to justify an ineffective course of action by escalating commitment to
it.
Other studies have consistently found that individuals have a tendency to become
locked into a course of action (see e.g. Mayer, Duval and Duval, 1980; Brockner,
Houser, Birnbaum, Lloyd, Deitcher, Nathanson, and Rubin, 1986; Staw and Fox, 1977;
Bazerman, Giuliano and Appelman, 1984; and Cialdini, Cacioppo, Bassett and Miller,
1978). Staw’s (1981) review of the commitment process posits that there are four major
determinants of commitment to a course of action: motivation to justify previous
decisions, norms for consistency, probability of future outcomes, and value of future
outcomes. Motivation to justify decisions, perhaps the central determinant in the
process, is a function of responsibility for negative consequences as well as internal and
external demands for competence. Thus, commitment is seen as increasing when an
individual feels personally responsible for a negative outcome or when there is a need to
justify competence to one’s self or to others.
A central component of Schwenk’s (1986) model of promoting commitment is the
effect of confidence. He argues that large volumes of information relating to a choice
will increase confidence in a choice by increasing the number of reasons for confidence
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available in memory. As an individual becomes overconfident, the individual will become
trapped by escalating commitment. Support for this argument can be found in a study
conducted by Koriat, Lichtenstein and Fischhoff (1980). Subjects were asked to choose
the correct alternative answer for various questions and state the probability that their
choice was correct. Some subjects were asked to write a reason that supported the
chosen alternative while others were asked to write a reason that contradicted the
chosen alternative. Subjects were found to be most overconfident of their judgments
when they were not required to think of reasons that contradicted their choice. Thus,
making a choice with high confidence caused subjects to neglect information that may
have influenced them away from their original course of action.
The findings of the research on commitment have important implications for the
audit judgment process. Commitment research has shown that forming a decision early
in the judgment process may lead to biased subsequent, related decisions. The
sequential nature of the audit process requires related decisions to be made frequently
throughout the process. A strong commitment to a decision early in the process may
alter the way subsequent audit evidence is evaluated.
Church (1989) attempted to test the effects of commitment on auditors’ evaluations
of confirming and disconfirming evidence. Professional auditing subjects were told that a
hypothetical client had internal control problems primarily in the receivables cycle or the
payables cycle. Subjects were required to allocate one hundred hours of audit work to
an investigation of these cycles. Seven different allocation ratios were provided to the
subjects. At one extreme, 65% of time was allocated to the payables cycle and 35% to
the receivables cycle. At the other extreme, 65% of the time was allocated to the
receivables cycle and 35% to the payables cycle. The selection of the allocation scheme
served as the measure of the subject’s initial belief. Subjects were then told that an
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unexpected fluctuation in gross margin had been discovered using analytical review
techniques. Subjects were asked to choose between the payables cycle and the
receivables cycle as the likely source of the fluctuation. This choice was an indication of
the subjects’ hypotheses.
Commitment was manipulated at this point by requiring some subjects to write a
written argument justifying why they selected a particular cycle. Subjects’ names and
firm affiliations appeared on the page and they were told that their arguments would be
discussed with firm representatives. Other subjects did not have to offer a written
explanation, nor was there any identifying notation on the experimental materials.
Subjects were then provided with the results of ten internal control compliance tests.
Four improvements had been made in the receivables cycle, four in the payables cycle
and two in the payroll cycle. After reviewing the cues one by one, the subjects were told
to allocate an additional twenty hours of audit time to the receivables cycle or the
payables cycle. In addition, recall of the ten control test cues was tested and subjects
were asked to rate how important particular test results were to investigating the
fluctuation.
Church’s results showed that subjects who were committed allocated more additional
hours to the original cycle selected. Committed subjects also assigned more importance
to cues that were related to the original cycle selected than to those cues that were not.
In his analysis, Church treats cues that relate to an area other than the original cycle
selected as disconfirming cues. However, these cues were not disconfirming cues but
instead irrelevant to the cycle selected. They did not provide any information that the
original course of action chosen was the wrong one, but simply provided information that
suggested other possible causes of the fluctuation. The subjects were likely to choose an
initial course of action based on their own prior experiences and then continue with that
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course since no information was presented that disconfirmed that cycle as a possible
cause of the fluctuation. Thus, no conclusions can be made about the effect of
commitment on the evaluation of confirming and disconfirming items. However, the
results do suggest that commitment can induce auditors to continue a chosen course of
action despite evidence that suggests another course of action might also be appropriate.
In summary, prior research has shown that confirmatory hypothesis testing strategies
are not as predominant in auditing judgment as in other decision contexts. Instead,
auditing research has shown that auditors are biased towards negative information.
However, the research on commitment has shown that a strongly held initial hypothesis
will create a reliance on information that is consistent with that hypothesis. Thus,
models of sequential audit judgments must consider the level of commitment that the
decision maker has to a hypothesis generated early in the decision process.

Task Importance
The consistent finding in the research reviewed in the prior sections has been that
some evidence is usually perceived as more important than other evidence in the
decision process. For example, some studies found evidence of a primacy or recency
effect. Other studies noted that evidence confirming an initial hypothesis was weighted
heaviest while some revealed that negative information was most important to the
decision. These accumulated findings suggest that there is often incomplete attention to
potentially valuable evidence in the typical judgment task.
Beach and Mitchell (1978) developed a contingency model for the selection of
decision strategies that seeks to explain why decisions are often made in a suboptimal
way. Their discussion divides decision strategies into three categories: aided-analytic,
unaided-analytic and nonanalytic. In general, the analytic strategies require a high
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degree of analysis and thus a large amount of effort or time. The nonanalytic strategies
require very little analysis and thus little investment of time and energy. Analytic
strategies will be characterized by more complete processing of information as the
decision maker attempts to insure that a correct decision is made. The model theorizes
that characteristics of the decision task and characteristics of the decision maker will
interact to influence an individual to use a particular type of strategy.
The importance of the task is among the decision task characteristics that will
influence the choice of a decision strategy. Importance is determined both by the
magnitude of the outcome of the decision process and the potential ramifications the
decision will have for other parts of the decision maker’s life. A related component of
the model is accountability. Accountability is the degree to which the decision maker
will be held responsible for the decision. As the importance and the accountability
related to a decision rise, the decision maker will become more likely to select an
analytic strategy. Thus, a decision should be characterized by a more thoughtful analysis
of the evidence as the importance of the decision increases.
Importance has been observed to exert an influence on the decision process in
several studies. Billings and Scherer (1988), for example, investigated the effect of
importance and response mode on decisions made by students on candidates for college
residence hall advisors. Information on the potential candidates was presented to the
subjects using information boards. There were sixty-four candidates presented to each
subject, each consisting of information on six dimensions. The subjects were told to
examine as much information as they needed to make a choice. The dependent variable
measured was the information search behavior. The subjects were randomly assigned to
one of two importance conditions. The students in the high importance condition were
told that the college administration would use the information from the experiment to
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decide what information to gather on future applicants. Also, they were told that the
results would affect the extent of future student involvement in choosing resident
advisors. Finally, those in the high importance category were also told that correct
choices had been determined by experts and that feedback would be given at the end of
the experiment. Subjects in the low importance condition were told that the experiment
tested a theory of decision making and that there was no right or wrong answers. The
results of the experiment showed that importance did affect the search for evidence by
the subjects. The subjects searched for more information across dimensions under
conditions of high importance than did the subjects in the low importance tasks.
Murnighan and Leung (1976) investigated the effect of the importance of the task
on the quantity and quality of performance in problem solving tasks. The student
subjects in the task, all male, first met in groups to discuss ten problems that existed in
the undergraduate program. After the group discussion the subjects were told to rank
the ten problems in their order of importance. Later in the experiment, a discussion
leader stated that he had selected four of the problems as most important and asked
each student to write a statement explaining why each was important and to outline
possible solutions. Students were told that their responses would be forwarded to the
Dean. The importance of the task was actually manipulated at this point. One out of
four subjects actually received the problem that he had specifically ranked as most
important. A second subject received the problem he had ranked as third most
important. A third subject received his fifth-ranked problem, and the fourth subject
received his seventh ranked problem. The dependent variables in the study consisted of
behavioral measures of performance on the task and responses to a questionnaire to
determine reactions to the decision and the task.
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The importance that individuals attached to the problems they were assigned
influenced both the quantity and the quality of their task responses. Independent raters
found that the responses written by subjects offering a solution to a highly important
problem were significantly more analytical and creative. In addition, subjects were most
satisfied with the results of the task when it was a high importance task. The results
showed that high importance created a more thoughtful and complete decision process in
the subjects.
Other studies have also observed the effect of importance on the decision process.
McAllister, Mitchell and Beach (1979) found that personal accountability and the
importance of the decision both led to the use of more analytical decision strategies.
Christensen-Szylanski (1978) manipulated importance by varying the amount of the
monetary reward paid for a successful decision and found that it had an impact on the
time taken to make a decision. Gabrenya and Arkin (1979) varied the perceived social
consequences of a decision and found more careful use of decision-relevant information
when the consequences were high.
Note that in the studies reviewed, importance was manipulated in several different
ways. However, it appears that the impact of importance on the decision process should
be similar despite the way it is manipulated. A highly important task should enhance the
decision maker’s motivation to carefully scrutinize and analyze the new information
received (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986). The careful analysis may be motivated by the
decision maker’s desire to seek out information that is consistent with the goals of the
decision maker. Individuals engaged in tasks that are high in importance will also be
characterized by a willingness to spend more time and energy in deciding on an
appropriate behavior, and then acting on the chosen behavior (Bybee, 1978).
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A model of sequential audit decision making must consider the effect of importance
on the decision process. Beach and Mitchell 1978) indicate that the strategy selected
for a task high in importance will be one that maximizes the decision maker's net gain
Thus, the analysis of new evidence in a highly important task will more carefully consider
how that evidence impacts the decision maker's goals. Other task or individual
characteristics nay influence the decision maker to be biased towards certain types of
information, but the presence of high importance in a task may create a reliance on
certain r.pes of information. For example. the goai of a decision maker may be to avoid
making a favorable judgment or a stimulus that ultimately is determined to be
unfavorable. In this situation. high importance wfl cause a decision maker to adopt a
smateg that seeks on unfavorable evidence ir. order to insure that the goals of the task
are achieved.
In summary. a task that is high in importance wfL be accompanied by a more
thoughtful and analytical decision process ir. the individual

Iris in turn, should lead the

indhid-ai to seek out information that maximizes the goals of the decision process. The
way that importance is manipulated or the consequences associated with a highly
important risk should determine wha: r.pe of information wffi maximize the decision
maker's goals

Sec-r-ce rf Irfrmtat rr Recer-ec
.As discussed earlier, mere have been diverse firdinp of order effects in many
different disctplm.es. Some scathes have observed that judgments are most influenced by
the earliest information received in a sequence primacy i. witile other studies have
shown that decisions car. be inf!_eneed most by the last information received in the
sequence recency

Conflicting findings of primacy or recency have been found in

snidjs* mu: have looked 2: seemingly very similar judgments. It has been noted that
nnnnr

in ibe task structure. such as changing from a step-by-step response mode

in nr end d: sr.cuencr response mode, can create different order effects in the same type
of judgment
Despite me drffinahy in predicting whether recency or primacy will occur in a
partkafar jBdtgraeot, it remains important to consider what impact the order of the
—:ar inr receded vil have. Sequential decision making has been characterized as a

—'-1

procsss 1: evaluating and incorporating nee evidence into an evolving impression.
Eooi# evidence accumulates at some point to enable the decision maker to form an
~m?l>~ ' ootreijs or impression. Research reviewed in previous sections suggests that
*_-a ir - .a' hypothesis mav not always be one that the decision maker is firmly committed
to

At first the initial hypothesis may be weakly held since it is based on a limited set of

e-».oerjie

Thus it may not be resistant to change if new evidence that is contradictory is

sect encountered

However, if evidence confirming the initial hypothesis is immediately

received after the hypothesis is formed the belief should become more firmly held and
resistant to charge. The implication is that the order of the evidence received may be
critical in helping to create a commitment to a hypothesis or, alternatively, weaken a
belief that is not firmly held.
The importance of the order of the information is discussed in Ross and Lepper s
(1930) review of the belief perseverance paradigm.

The paradigm holds that people

tend to maintain preconceived beliefs, often in the face of strong challenges to their
validity. Once a strong belief has been formed people are slow to respond to new
evidence. An example of belief perseverance can be found in a study’ conducted by Lord,
Ross and 1 >epper (1979). Potential subjects in the study were measured on their belief
that capita) punishment was a deterrent or that it was not a deterrent to murder. A
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subset of subjects was selected who were either strong proponents or opponents of
capital punishment. Two research reports on the deterrent effect of capital punishment
were presented to each subject. One report supported the use of capital punishment as
a deterrent and one made an argument against the use of capital punishment. Half of
the subjects received the pro-capital punishment report first w'hile half received the anti¬
capital punishment report first. When asked to evaluate the quality of the two studies,
the subjects evaluated the stud)' that w'as consistent with their own position as more
convincing and better conducted than the stud)’ that opposed their position. Also, the
subjects' attitudes about the issue were influenced more by results that supported their
existing views than by exposure to results that opposed their views. There was no effect
for the order of presentation.
The results are particularly surprising given that the subjects already had firmly held
beliefs about capital punishment. It might be expected that there would be no attitude
change given that one set of information was contrary to the subjects’ original beliefs and
the other was consistent with their original beliefs. However, not only did the belief
persevere, but it was also bolstered by the offsetting evidence. A strong initial opinion
guided the way information was interpreted no matter which information came first.
In contrast to the Lord. Ross and Lepper (1979) study, many studies of primacy or
recency concern judgments about which the subject has no prior opinion. For example,
in Luchins and Luchins (1986) student subjects were given a description of a hypothetical
person. The description consisted of two paragraphs. In one paragraph several
behaviors of the individual were described that characterized him as honest. In the other
paragraph several dishonest behaviors of the same individual were described. Some
subjects received the honest description first wliile other subjects received the dishonest
description first. The results showed that judgments of the individual were biased in the
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direction of the initial information received. With no prior belief, the first information
received served to create an initial impression in the subjects that persevered even in the
face of conflicting evidence. In this study, as in many order effect studies, there is no
incentive for the subjects to deviate from the original belief. Conflicting evidence would
require that the decision maker reconcile that evidence with the existing belief. Thus,
subjects may underweight subsequent negative evidence to avoid the cognitive effort that
would be required to reconcile the evidence with the existing belief.
In summary', the order in which information is presented may interact with other
task characteristics to create differences in sequential audit judgments. In the presence
of a previous hypothesis or impression, initial information that supports the hypothesis
should strengthen the commitment to that hypothesis. On the other hand, if the initial
information received is contradictory and the hypothesis is not firmly held the strength of
the commitment should be weakened. In a model of audit judgment the order of the
information should also interact with auditors’ tendency to attend to negative evidence.
The serial position of the negative evidence should influence whether the first or the last
information has the greatest impact on the judgment process. As previously noted,
sequential audit judgment studies have also found that under some conditions the last
information will be weighted heaviest. Analysis of those studies indicates that this is
likely to occur when the decision maker has not formed a commitment to an initial
hypothesis or when the task is lowr in importance.

Summary

The research evidence reviewed implies that sequential judgments can be affected by
a variety of task characteristics. Models such as the belief-adjustment model and
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information integration theory have attempted to illustrate the process that underlies
sequential judgments, but the complex nature of the process makes it difficult to
mathematically specify all of the effects of various task and environmental characteristics.
Many of the assumptions that underlie these models are tenuous and difficult to
measure. These complexities point to the importance of examining how various features
of the task affect the sequential judgment process.
Findings in audit research stress the importance of considering auditors’
conservatism in any model of audit decision making. Professional auditors have been
consistently observed to place more weight on negative information in a variety of
auditing judgment tasks.
Prior research has shown that the formation of an impression or a hypothesis early
in the decision process can affect the way that subsequent information is evaluated.
Some studies have shown that people tend to seek out information that confirms the
initial hypothesis, but research in auditing has not shown a strong confirmatory bias.
Studies in commitment suggest that the conflicting findings may be caused by differences
in the strength of the commitment to the initial hypothesis. As commitment escalates, a
belief will become more firmly held and it will become more difficult to sway an
individual from a chosen course of action. Since decisions are often made early in the
audit process that relate to subsequent judgments, a model of sequential audit judgment
must consider the influence of the level of commitment to the earlier decision.
Decisions that are high in importance have been found to be characterized by
decision processes that are more thoughtful and analytic. A careful analysis of the task
and the outcomes related to the task should lead to a thorough search for evidence that
maximizes the desired effect of the decision. Thus, the relative importance of different
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types of information in sequential audit judgments should also be affected by the level of
importance associated with the task.
Studies of order effects in sequential judgments demonstrate the difficulty of
predicting when primacy or recency will occur. Recency has been observed in auditing
studies when no commitment existed and task importance was low. The order of the
information received should also have important implications for weakening or
strengthening the level of commitment to an earlier decision. A weakly held initial
hypothesis should be reinforced by consistent information that is received soon after the
hypothesis is formed, while inconsistent information should weaken the same hypothesis.
Thus, a model of sequential audit judgment should carefully consider the effect of the
sequence of information received on the judgment process.
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CHAPTER 3
HYPOTHESES AND METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this study is to examine the effects of commitment to a prior
decision, importance of the task and the sequence of information received on the use of
information in a sequential audit judgment. The test for these effects involves an
experimental auditing context that asks subjects to assess control risk based on
information received in a sequential manner.
To make the judgment task manageable, and to provide a well-defined setting, the
experimental context focused on one phase of the audit process. An area of the audit
cycle that involves sequential evaluation of information is the consideration of a firm’s
internal control structure. Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) No. 55 (1988)
outlines the procedures necessary to evaluate internal control structure. They include
procedures such as inquiries of appropriate management, supervisory, and staff
personnel, inspection of entity documents and records and observation of entity activities
and operations. This information is accumulated and evaluated over a period of time.
As the information is gathered, or as it is reviewed in the audit workpapers, each
successive piece of information is integrated with existing beliefs to produce an updated
belief on the assessed level of control risk. It is therefore an appropriate and realistic
context to evaluate sequential judgments.
A full factorial design with three between-subject factors is utilized. Commitment to
a prior decision, task importance and the order of information are all manipulated
between subjects. Subjects first received information indicative of either high or low
inherent risk. In addition, they received either a description of a positive or negative
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general control environment or no description at all. All subjects then received the same
twelve control test results for the inventory audit cycle, half of which were negative and
half positive. The order of presentation of the control tests was varied so that half of the
subjects received four positive items first while the other half received four negative
items first. The subjects made control risk assessments, were asked to list the control
test results that they considered relevant to their decision and were asked to rate the
relative importance of each of the results listed.

Hypotheses

Type of Data Attended To
The proposed model of sequential audit evidence evaluation is presented in Figure
1.1. The first set of hypotheses investigated examines the number of positive and
negative items attended to by auditors. Table 3.1 summarizes the model’s predictions
concerning auditors’ information use and the occurrence of primacy or recency. The
factors of the model are expected to interact to create strategies of positive or negative
information use with varying degrees of intensity. For example, negative strategies are
ranked as weak negative, negative and strong negative, respectively, in order of
increasing overall reliance on negative information. A strong negative (positive) strategy
indicates that the factors of the model interact to create a strong bias towards negative
(positive) information. A weak negative (positive) strategy occurs when some factors in
the model oppose each other and reduce the reliance on negative (positive) information.
The interactions predicted by the model were tested by examining several hypotheses.
The hypotheses are stated to reflect the general effects that are expected given the
interactions of the factors.
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H,:

A commitment to an earlier negative (positive) decision followed by
consistent negative (positive) initial information will cause auditors to attend
more to that negative (positive) initial data than when the negative (positive)
information is received last, while no commitment will result in more
attention to the data received last.

Commitment is expected to influence auditors to seek out and use evidence that is
consistent with an earlier decision. Auditors who commit to a negative (positive)
decision, in general, should attend to more negative (positive) information than auditors
who commit to a positive (negative) decision. Initial information received after a
commitment that is consistent with the earlier decision should strengthen the tendency to
attend to confirming information. For example, negative initial information following a
negative commitment should lead the auditor to believe that the commitment was the
correct one and strengthen the bias towards the consistent negative information.
Alternatively, contradictory positive initial information should weaken the strength of an
earlier commitment resulting in less reliance on negative evidence. If no commitment
exists, the results of prior sequential judgment studies in auditing suggest that auditors
will attend more to the last information received. Thus, with a prior commitment and
consistent initial information a primacy tendency should be observed, while with no prior
commitment a recency tendency should occur.
H2:

With high task importance, negative items will be attended to more when they
are first in the sequence of information than when they are last, while low
task importance will result in more attention to the data received last.

In general, auditors rely heavily on negative information. Also, tasks that are high
in importance are expected to be typified by a careful, analytical judgment process.
Given that importance is manipulated by varying the inherent risk associated with the
judgment, auditors who engage in a careful analysis should realize that the primary risk
they face is a failure to detect a material error in the financial statements. Negative
information provides evidence that a financial statement error may exist. Thus, when the
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negative information is received first in a task that is high in importance, the initial
ev idence received will confirm that there is a strong possibility of an error and cause
auditors to rely heavily on that initial information. Alternatively, if the initial
information received in a highly important task is positive, there will also be a reliance
on negative information, but since sev eral positive items of evidence were reviewed
before finding the negative information, that reliance will not be as strong as when the
first evidence received is negative. 'With low task importance, auditors will process
information less carefully and place less emphasis on negative evidence. Given recency
findings in prior sequential audit judgment studies in similar contexts, recent (both
negative and positive; evidence should be attended to more.
H

While high task importance will increase attention to negative data when
compared to low task importance, auditors committed to a negative decision
already attend to more negathe data, thus this importance effect will not be
as great for a negath e commitment as it is for no commitment or a positiv e
commitment.
High task importance should cause auditors who have not formed a prior

commitment to be conservative in their evaluation of evidence. If a task is low in
importance and no prior commitment has been formed, conservatism should be
overshadowed by the recency bias that has been observed in prior sequential auditing
judgment studies, resulting in decreased reliance on negative data when positive
information is received last. Ln general, the presence of a commitment to an earlier
decision should induce auditors to attend to information that is consistent with the
earder decision. However, auditors should conduct a careful analysis of the judgment
and its consequences when the task is highly important. Thus, even in the presence of a
commitment to a previous positive decision, the desire to avoid unfavorable
consequences sbouid encourage auditors to attend to more negative information for a
task that is high in importance. Alternatively, auditors should attend to more consistent
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positive information and less negative evidence when an earlier decision was positive for
a low importance task because the cost associated with an incorrect judgment will be less
severe. In contrast to the no commitment and positive commitment conditions, the
presence of a negative commitment should create strong reliance on negative evidence
both when the task is high and low in importance. Auditors who have committed to an
earlier negative decision should seek out information that is consistent with that initial
judgment.

H4:

The strongest bias towards negative information will exist when a
commitment to an earlier negative decision has been made, task importance
is high and the initial information in the sequence is negative.

A commitment to a negative decision followed by initial negative information should
induce auditors to rely heavily on negative information. When high task importance is
manipulated as high inherent risk an increased emphasis on negative information should
also result. Therefore, these factors should combine to produce the strongest reliance on
negative information.

Hs:

The strongest bias toward positive infomiation will exist when there is a
commitment to an earlier positive decision, task importance is low and the
initial information in the sequence is positive.

The model predicts that a commitment to an earlier positive decision should create
a tendency to seek out consistent positive information. That tendency should be
strengthened if the initial information received is consistent with the earlier decision.
Additionally, emphasis on negative information should be reduced when low task
importance is manipulated as low inherent risk. Thus, positive information should be
sought out and used most under this combination of factors.
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Control Risk Assessments
This study also examines the interactive effects of commitment, task importance and
the order of information received on the control risk assessments of auditors. Given that
the effects on control risk assessments should be similar to those indicated in the analysis
of the data attended to (i.e., greater reliance on negative or positive data should result in
more negative or positive risk assessments, respectively), the following hypotheses are
also tested.

H«:

A commitment to an earlier negative (positive) decision followed by
consistent negative (positive) initial information will result in final control risk
assessments that are more negative (positive) than when the negative
(positive) information is received last, while no commitment will result in
control risk assessments biased in the direction of the data received last.

H7:

With high task importance, final control risk assessments will be more
negative (positive) when the initial information received is negative (positive)
than when it is positive (negative), while low task importance will result in
control risk assessments that are biased in the direction of the last
information received

Hg:

While high task importance should cause auditors to make control risk
assessments that are more negative compared to low task importance, risk
assessments by auditors committed to a negative decision are already expected
to be negative, thus this importance effect will not be as great for a negative
commitment as it is for no commitment or a positive commitment.

H,:

Control risk assessments will be most negative when a commitment to an
earlier negative decision has been made, task importance is high and the
initial information in the sequence is negative.

H10:

Control risk assessments will be most positive when there is a commitment to
an earlier positive decision, task importance is low and the initial information
in the sequence is positive.
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Methodology

Subjects
Professional auditors with experience in planning an audit and evaluating internal
control strength served as the subjects for this study. Both in the pretesting and in the
final experiment, auditors with the rank of senior or above were used because
discussions with audit partners revealed that auditors at that rank would have the
necessary experience. Auditors from six large international accounting firms participated
in the study.
Subjects completing the final test instrument came from offices in Boston or
Springfield, Massachusetts. A total of one hundred twenty subjects were used in the
final experiment. In addition, sixty-nine subjects participated in the pretesting phases of
the study. The number of subjects obtained from each firm varied, ranging from thirtyeight subjects in one firm to eight in another. The mean experience level for all subjects
was 3.65 years.

Overview
The judgment task required subjects to evaluate evidence and make a decision on
the level of control risk for the inventory audit cycle. The information presented was
representative of that commonly received in practice and conformed to the guidelines of
SAS No. 55 on the consideration of internal control structure. A general background
description of the company that contained information on inherent risk factors was given
to all subjects. The inherent risk description either pointed to high or low risk. Subjects
in the commitment conditions also received information on the general control
environment of the company. The memo either described a favorable or unfavorable
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environment. Lastly, all subjects received information on the results of control tests
performed in the audit of the inventory cycle. The same control test results were
presented to all subjects, but the order of presentation was varied.

Development of the Control Test Data
Subjects were provided with control test results that were both positive (indicative of
a low level of control risk) and negative (indicative of a high level of control risk). Of
primary interest was the subjects’ use of the information provided. Initially, a list of
possible internal control test outcomes was generated from a review of audit workpapers
and discussions with audit professionals. The list of outcomes was constructed so that no
single control test result conflicted with or prevailed over other test results.
Pretest 1 was conducted on the list of control tests in order to construct an
information set that was realistic, unambiguous and that contained an equal number of
positive and negative control test results. Twenty possible tests, ten designed to be
interpreted as positive and ten to be negative, were presented to experienced auditors
who had reached the rank of senior or above.

Subjects rated each item individually on

how it would affect their assessment of the level of control risk for inventory. Responses
were provided on a five-point scale with the endpoint "1" labeled very negative impact,
the midpoint "3" labeled neither negative nor positive impact, and the endpoint "5"
labeled very positive impact (see Appendix A for Pretest 1).
Twenty-three audit seniors from two Big 6 accounting firms completed Pretest 1.
The interpretation by the subjects of the direction of each control test result was
consistent with the a priori expectation. Of the four hundred sixty responses provided,
only four were not in the expected direction. The results of this pretest were used to
construct an information set of twelve control test results that had an equal number of
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positive and negative items. Additionally, an equally-weighted information set was
obtained by choosing items such that the sum of the mean ratings on the positive items
and the mean ratings on the negative items was as close to zero as possible.
The twelve items selected were then combined into a single list of control test
results. Three audit partners from different firms reviewed the information set to
determine if the wording was consistent with that encountered in practice and to ensure
that the combined results were realistic. Based on the comments from these individuals,
minor wording changes were made. To ensure that the combined results would not be
%

positively or negatively biased, an additional pretest was conducted. Pretest 2 was
administered to nine audit seniors from one Big 6 accounting firm. Subjects were
provided with the list of twelve control test results in random order on one page, and
then asked to assess the level of control risk present in the inventory cycle on the basis
of this information. A nine-point response scale was provided, with the endpoint 'T
labeled low level of control risk and the endpoint "9" labeled high level of control risk
(see Appendix A for Pretest 2).
The mean response was 6.67 indicating that, though the individual items were not
positively or negatively biased, the combined control test results were perceived to be
somewhat negatively biased. Eight of the nine subjects indicated that the level of control
risk based on the information was seven, a response halfway between a moderate and
high level of control risk on the scale.
In an effort to ensure that the combined control test results were not negatively
biased, the wording of each individual test result was reviewed. As a result, several of
the negative test results were reworded. For example, phrases such as "approvals were
not obtained in an unacceptable number of sampled documents" were replaced with you
observe a number of sampled documents where this approval was not obtained.
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The

rewording was not designed to affect the direction of the control test result, but was
intended only to lessen the degree of negativity associated with the information.
A revised Pretest 2 was constructed using the reworded control test results (see
Appendix A). The revised pretest was administered to eight subjects from a Big 6
accounting firm. Subjects again indicated the effect the combined control test results
would have on their assessment of control risk for the inventory cycle on a nine point
scale. The endpoints were anchored with "1" indicating a very negative impact and "9"
indicating a very positive impact.
If the objective of constructing an equally-weighted combined information set was
achieved, the mean ratings of the subjects would be expected to fall around the midpoint
(5.0) on the nine-point scale, which was the case (mean = 5.29). Since the wording of
some items had been changed, subjects were again asked to assess the impact that each
individual item would have on their control risk judgments. Analysis of these responses
indicated that when considered separately, all the positive items were still perceived as
positive and all of the negative items were still perceived as negative. In addition, while
taken as a whole the test results were perceived as being equally weighted, taken
individually the positive items slightly outweighed the negative items. The nine-point
response scale was converted to a scale with the endpoints ''-4" indicating a very negative
impact and " + 4" indicating a very positive impact for ease of comparison. The average
response for the six positive control test results was 2.64, while the mean response for
the six negative items was -1.79. Thus, reliance on negative information in the final
experiment would provide strong evidence of auditors’ conservatism since individually the
positive test results were perceived as slightly stronger than the negative results.
Based on the results of these pretests, the control test information used in the
judgment task was developed. Six positive and six negative items were chosen that when
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considered together were not negatively or positively biased. The information set
developed, along with the mean ratings of the individual items, is presented in Table 3.2.

Treatment Variables
To test for the hypothesized effects of the model, the three between-subject
treatment variables were manipulated as follows:
1. Commitment to a prior decision - commitment to a positive decision,
commitment to a negative decision, no commitment.
2. Level of task importance - high inherent risk, low inherent risk.
3. Order of information presented - positive control tests first and negative
last, negative tests first and positive last.

Commitment to an Earlier Decision. SAS No. 55 describes the audit of financial
statements as a cumulative process. Information may come to the auditor’s attention
during the audit that differs significantly from the information on which an original
control risk assessment was based. For example, an assessment of the level of control
risk is often made two or three months before the balance sheet date to enable the
auditor to plan the extent of the substantive tests to be performed. However, changes in
controls may occur between the time of assessment and the end of the audit period.
These changes may be discovered during the performance of substantive tests. In this
situation, SAS No. 55 requires the auditor to reevaluate the planned substantive
procedures based on a revised consideration of the assessed level of control risk.
Hence, an auditor may uncover changes in the control environment that will require
a change in the level of assessed control risk previously committed to. A high
commitment condition requires that a high cost be associated with deviating from a
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Table 3.2
Control Test Results
Final Information Set

Mean
Rating
(Std Dev)

Control Test Result

3.29
(0.70)

In examining the posting of a sample of shipments by the accounting department to the
inventory control account, you determine that all of the posted shipments in the sample
are properly evidenced by shipping documents.

2.14
(1.12)

The individual reconciliations of a sample of differences between the physical inventory
and the general ledger are investigated. All of the differences are promptly resolved to
your satisfaction and approved by an appropriate department manager.

3.14
(0.83)

A sample of shipping orders indicates that the shipping orders are appropriately matched
with sales invoices.

2.14
(1.55)

In a sample of shipping documents (bills of lading), you observe that all of the documents
were signed by the carrier indicating acceptance of the quantities shipped.

-1.86
(0.64)

Procedures exist to identify and report obsolete, damaged and slow-moving goods. In a
sample of items identified, you observe that in a number of sampled cases the appropriate
adjustments were not made.

-1.00
(1.07)

In a sample of incoming inventory items, you observe a number of cases where the
receiving department did not obtain a copy of the purchase order for authority to accept
the items.

2.14
(1.12)

There is sufficient documentation present to indicate that the summarization of quantities
and pricing, extending and totalling the final physical inventory have been verified and
checked by qualified personnel independent of those who initially performed these tests.

3.00
(0.76)

You observe that all gaps in the numerical sequence of physical inventory tags and record
sheets are investigated, documented, explained and approved by an appropriate company
official.

-1.14
(0.64)

The approval of the purchasing department manager is required when the actual unit
price of inventory purchased exceeds the purchase order price by more than 10%. You
observe a number of sampled documents where this approval was not obtained.

-2.29
(1.28)

In reviewing the posting of receiving reports, you determine that neither the receiving
department nor the person posting the inventory records investigates gaps in the
numerical sequence of reports.

-1.43
(0.90)

A sample of goods transferred from the storeroom to the production floor is selected and
you observe that goods were transferred without a properly approved requisition form in
a number of the cases sampled.

-3.00
(0.53)

You observe in a sample of credit memos issued to customers for items returned to
inventory that a number were issued without a receiving report indicating that the goods
had actually been returned to inventory.
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previous course of action. Such a cost is likely to occur when an initial positive
assessment of the level of control risk is followed by information that would require a
less positive control risk assessment. A change from a positive to a negative assessment
would require that the auditor provide strong reasons for deviating from the initial
favorable assessment. Justification will be needed to incur the additional cost of
allocating more resources to the substantive testing phase of the audit.
A commitment to an initial negative assessment of control risk might also occur.
Changing from a negative evaluation to a more positive evaluation would also require
the auditor to rethink an original course of action and justify any deviation from that
course of action. Additionally, if a weakness in the control system exists during any part
of the audit period the scope of audit tests should not be reduced because a material
error may have occurred during the time adequate controls were not in place.
Therefore, the auditor would have to provide a strong rationale before making a
favorable revision of an initial negative assessment of control risk.
To manipulate commitment, some subjects in the study were provided with a
description of the internal control system sufficient to form an initial control risk
assessment. The description was representative of the information used to form a
control risk assessment after documenting the understanding of the internal control
structure as outlined by SAS No. 55. The documentation was in the form of a
memorandum that specifically addressed several elements of the company s internal
control structure. Each subject was randomly assigned to one of two high commitment
conditions (commitment to a positive or negative decision) or a no commitment
condition.
Initially, two detailed summaries of internal control structures were developed with
the help of auditing textbooks, professional audit manuals and consultations with auditing
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professionals and faculty. One description was designed to be representative of a
company with a strong overall control structure and one was designed to be
representative of a weak internal control structure. Pretest 3 was conducted to ensure
that the descriptions were unambiguous and that each was consistently interpreted in the
intended direction (see Appendix A for Pretest 3).
Nine audit seniors from two Big 6 accounting firms participated in Pretest 3. Each
subject was asked to read either the positive or negative description of the internal
control structure and to evaluate the level of control risk present in the inventory cycle
on the basis of this understanding. The evaluations were provided on a nine-point scale,
with "1" labeled low level of control risk and "9" labeled high level of control risk.
Additionally, all nine subjects participated in follow-up discussions concerning the
accuracy and realism of the descriptions. The mean evaluations of the positive and
negative descriptions were 3.0 and 7.6, respectively, which were significantly different
(t = 6.147, p = .004). The follow-up discussions also indicated that the descriptions were
clear and representative of the information often found in a memorandum describing the
internal control structure of a firm.
In the final experiment, subjects in the commitment to a positive or negative
decision conditions received either the positive or negative descriptions evaluated in
Pretest 3. Subjects in both these commitment conditions were then asked to perform a
control risk assessment after receiving the description, in accordance with SAS No. 55.
After performing the initial assessment, subjects in these commitment conditions were
told that the senior audit manager required them to document the basis for the
assessment made. The documentation was to be used in an audit planning meeting to
decide on subsequent audit procedures. Thus, each subject in the commitment to a
positive and negative decision conditions was required to write a memo outlining the
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rationale for the assessment made. This was performed to enhance the commitment
made by the subjects to their original evaluation. After completing the memo subjects
moved on to the second phase of the experimental task.
A situation of no commitment was created by not providing the subjects any
description of the general control structure on which to form a prior belief. As a result,
subjects in the no commitment condition were not asked to form an initial assessment of
control risk and were not required to write a memo justifying their decision.

Task Importance. Task importance may be manipulated in many ways. For
example, it can be manipulated by varying monetary rewards (Smith, Mitchell and Beach,
1982), varying the perceived social consequences (Gabrenya and Arkin, 1979), or by
varying the consequences for oneself or others (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986). The inherent
risk of an audit decision is one measure of the potential consequences of an audit
judgment task, and was used to manipulate task importance in the final experiment.
SAS No. 55 defines inherent risk as the susceptibility of a financial statement assertion
to material error, assuming no internal controls. The consideration of inherent risk in
the audit planning process implies that the auditor should attempt to predict where
errors are most likely to occur and subsequently focus efforts on gathering evidence in
those areas. Audit segments that have high inherent risk should be more important to
the auditor since errors are more likely to occur in these areas that have a material
impact on the financial statements.
Professional judgment dictates those segments of the audit that have the highest
level of inherent risk. Several factors must be considered in assessing inherent risk,
including susceptibility to defalcation, dollar amount of account balances, population size,
and makeup of the population (Arens and Loebbecke, 1988). Thus, the same audit area
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may exhibit different levels of inherent risk in different firms on the basis of these
factors. Two descriptions were developed to manipulate inherent risk as either high or
low. Since a primary goal of the study was to test for information usage under varying
levels of task importance, the inventory cycle was used as the audit area in each
description to enable a common set of control test information to be used for both the
high and low task importance conditions.
The descriptions were developed on the basis of discussions with audit professionals,
auditing faculty and by reviewing audit manuals and textbooks. Each description varied
on several key dimensions. For example, the high inherent risk company operated in a
manufacturing environment that exhibited volatile swings in inventory (high technology
electronics), the stock was publicly traded, and management bonuses and debt covenants
were tied to the level of current assets. The low inherent risk company operated in an
environment characterized by stable inventory levels (publishing), the stock was privately
held, and bonuses and debt covenants were not tied to the level of current assets.
Pretest 4 was conducted to ensure that the descriptions manipulated inherent risk in the
intended directions (see Appendix A for Pretest 4). Twenty audit seniors from three Big
6 accounting firms participated. Each subject read either the high or low inherent risk
description and was asked to indicate the level of risk they felt was associated with the
audit of this segment. Responses were provided on a nine-point scale with "1" labeled
low level of inherent risk and ”9" labeled high level of inherent risk. The mean ratings of
the high (7.92) and low (3.13) risk areas were significantly different (t = 9.960, p<.001).
Thus, task importance was manipulated in the final experiment by varying the level
of inherent risk associated with the audit segment being evaluated. Each subject
received a description of an inventory cycle either high or low in inherent risk.
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Sequence of Information Received. SAS No. 55 requires that to reduce the assessed
level of control risk, tests of controls must be conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of
the design and operation of specific control procedures. Thus, all subjects in the final
experiment received information pertaining to the results of specific tests of controls.
Subjects in the commitment to a positive decision or commitment to a negative decision
conditions received the control test results only after performing the initial risk
assessment formed on the basis of the description of the control structure and after
writing a memo justifying that assessment. Subjects in the no commitment condition
received the control test results immediately after reading the background information
that was used to manipulate the task importance.
All subjects in the experiment received the same twelve items of information
pertaining to control test results. However, the sequence of the information received
was manipulated to test for primacy/recency effects and to assess the relative impact of
positive and negative information on control risk assessments and type of data attended
to. Using the information set developed in Pretests 1 and 2, half of the subjects received
four positive control test results first and half received four negative control test results
first. Those subjects that received four positive results first then received two negative,
two positive and finally four negative test results. Likewise, those receiving four negative
test results first then received two positive, two negative and finally four positive test
results. Thus, for each subject the direction of the first information received was
opposite that of the last information received.

Experimental Task
The results of Pretests 1 through 4 were used to create the final test instrument.
Before final assembly, the individual manipulations of the treatment variables were
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checked to make sure that when considered together no inconsistencies would arise.
Minor wording changes were required in some areas to prevent ambiguities and
inconsistencies. Since there were three levels of one treatment variable (commitment)
and two levels of the other treatment variables (task importance and order of
information), the individual manipulations were combined in all twelve possible ways to
form the final test instrument (see Appendix B for the final instrument).
All subjects completed the test instrument in the presence of the researcher. The
instrument was administered in groups ranging in size from four to seventeen. The data
was collected in the office of each of the six participating firms over several visits. The
study was introduced by a firm representative as a case study in internal control
evaluation. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the twelve possible test
conditions. The cover page informed subjects that they would be assessing the level of
control risk associated with the audit of a company’s inventory cycle. Subjects were
reminded to follow the directions at the bottom of each page that ensured that the
information was considered in the sequence intended.
After reading the directions on the cover page, each subject began the experiment
by turning to a page entitled "Description of the Company and Inherent Risk Factors."
Task importance was manipulated at this point by providing each subject with the
description of an inventory cycle either high or low in inherent risk. Subjects were
instructed to turn to the next section when they had finished reading this page.
Following the information on inherent risk, some subjects received a manipulation
designed to induce a commitment to either a positive or negative initial control risk
assessment. Subjects in these conditions turned the page to a "Description of the
Internal Control Structure." This was described as a memorandum documenting the
understanding of the internal control structure and characterized the general control
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environment as either favorable (low control risk) or unfavorable (high control risk).
After reading the description, subjects in these conditions turned the page and made an
initial assessment of control risk based on the information received thus far. The
assessment was made on a nine-point response scale with "1" indicating a low level and
"9" indicating a high level of control risk.

Additionally, these subjects were required to

write a memo for the audit manager outlining the rationale for the assessment made.
Subjects in the no commitment condition did not receive a description of the
internal control structure. Since no description was present, a commitment to a decision
reached early in the sequence of the judgment task could not be formed.
After writing the memo explaining the rationale for the initial control risk
assessment made (subjects in the commitment to a negative/positive decision conditions)
or after reading the inherent risk description (subjects in the no commitment condition),
the subjects turned the page to obtain information about the results of specific tests of
controls. Each result provided information that was indicative of either strong internal
control or weak internal control. The results of the twelve control tests were presented
to each subject, two test results per page. Subjects were told not to turn the page until
they had read and evaluated the results on the current page. Two orders of presentation
were used. Subjects either received a greater proportion of initial positive or negative
information. The order of information presentation was as follows for the initial positive
information condition: four positive, two negative, two positive and four negative. For
the initial negative information condition, the ordering of control test results was: four
negative, two positive, two negative and four positive. The same control test results were
presented to aLI subjects, but the serial position of each individual test result was
reversed in the two conditions. For example, the result presented first in the initial
positive information condition became the last item presented in the initial negative
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information condition, and the second item in one condition became the next to last item
in the other condition.
After reading all twelve control test results, all subjects were told to stop and close
the experimental booklet. At that point the booklet was collected and the subjects
received a separate handout on which to answer the questions of interest in the study.
First, each subject was asked to assess the level of control risk present in the inventory
cycle of the company. The assessment was made on a nine-point response scale with ”1"
indicating a low level and "9" indicating a high level of control risk. Subjects then turned
the page and were asked to list those control test results that they considered to be
relevant in making their assessment of the level of control risk. By collecting the
information booklets from the subjects before they responded to this question, it was
ensured that the responses were not biased by subjects reviewing the control test results
in a different order than that in which they were originally presented. Subjects were
instructed to turn to the next page after listing the relevant items. On that page, they
were asked to return to the list of relevant items and rate how relevant each item was to
their judgment. This rating was performed by using a scale with the endpoint "1" labeled
slightly relevant and the endpoint "5" labeled highly relevant.
Finally, each subject answered two questions concerning their experience level and
rank within their company. Subjects were allowed to work on the instrument at their
own pace and could leave when completed. Completion times ranged from twenty
minutes to slightly over one hour, with the average completion time approximately forty
minutes. As expected, those subjects in the no commitment condition required
considerably less time to complete the task because they received less information to
evaluate and were not required to write a memo.
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CHAPTER 4
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The first section of this chapter contains analyses and results concerning the type of
data attended to by the auditors, while the second section examines the actual control
risk judgments made by auditors. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is used to investigate
the hypotheses presented. Descriptive statistics are also presented and discussed.

Type of Data Attended To

The first set of hypotheses concerned auditors’ use of positive and negative
information in the evaluation of control risk. A primary factor of interest in some
hypotheses was the effect of the first and the last information received on the use of
information and control risk judgments. Recall that the sequence of twelve control test
results provided each subject with four consistently positive or negative items first, and
four final test results that were in a direction opposite that of the initial information.
Thus, to examine those hypotheses concerned with the impact of the first and last
information, the analyses are conducted using only those items from the first and last
four control test results listed by each subject. Other hypotheses are investigated by
examining the data attended to from the complete information set.
The net relevancy rating of the items listed was used to examine the type of data
attended to.4 This dependent variable was constructed by summing the relevancy ratings
assigned to positive items and subtracting the sum of the relevancy ratings assigned to
the negative items listed. Thus, the constructed variable represented a weighted
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difference score between positive and negative items. A net relevancy rating that was
negative (positive) indicated that the auditor found negative (positive) information to be
more relevant to the control risk assessment made.
Table 4.1 presents descriptive statistics for the net relevancy rating for both the total
information set and the first and last four items. Note that as predicted by the model,
there is a strong tendency for auditors to attend to negative information. Eleven of
twelve cell means are negative for both analyses. Table 4.1 also presents the relative
rankings of the cell means (1 = most positive net relevancy rating; 12 = most negative).
The correlation between the rankings of the cell means for the total information set and
the information set based on the first four and last four items is .72 (p = .008). Thus, the
independent variables appear to have a similar impact on both overall information use
and primacy and recency.
The model presented in Figure 1.1 also predicted that both primacy and recency
could occur under various task conditions. Table 4.1 summarizes the findings of primacy
and recency in the type of data attended to. Note that as predicted, both primacy and
recency did occur. Moreover, the model correctly predicted the occurrence of primacy
and recency in ten of the twelve conditions. The two incorrect predictions occurred in
cells that the model predicted would be characterized by a reliance on positive
information (conditions 7 and 8 in Table 4.1). However, negative information was
weighted more heavily in those conditions. It appears that auditors’ conservatism
created reliance on negative information even when other factors suggested that positive
information should be more heavily weighted. Auditors did tend to use more positive
information, as predicted, when there was no prior commitment, low task importance
and negative initial control tests. Since both primacy and recency occurred, the
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interaction of the factors in the model may be useful in explaining seemingly conflicting
findings observed in other sequential judgment studies.

Tests of Hypotheses
The hypotheses concerning the type of data attended to were investigated by
performing two separate 2x3x2 factorial analyses of variance with the net relevancy
rating as the dependent variable. Table 4.2 presents the ANOVA results based on only
the control tests attended to from the first and last four items presented. These results
address the effects of the independent variables on primacy or recency of information
use. The results in Table 4.3 were used to examine those hypotheses concerned with the
effect of the independent variables on overall information use.

The Interaction of Commitment and Information Sequence. Ht predicted that an
earlier commitment to a negative (positive) decision followed by consistent negative
(positive) initial information would cause auditors to attend more to that negative
(positive) initial data than when the negative (positive) information was received last,
while the last data would be attended to more when there was no commitment. Thus, a
significant interaction between commitment to an earlier decision and information
sequence was expected. Recall that information sequence was manipulated by presenting
four negative (positive) items first in one condition, while presenting the same four
negative (positive) items last in the other condition. Since the hypothesis was concerned
with the effect of the first and last information in the sequence, it was tested by using the
net relevancy rating based on the first and last four items. The ANOVA results
presented in Table 4.2 indicate that a significant interaction did exist (p = .047).5 Table
4.4 presents the cell means for the commitment/information sequence interaction.
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Table 4.2
Analysis of Variance - Net Relevancy Rating
Based on First and Last Four Control Tests

Mean
Square

Source of Variation

F
Ratio

P
Value

MAIN EFFECTS
Commitment to an earlier decision

35.058

0.706

0.496

Task importance

19.200

0.387

0.535

Information sequence

50.700

1.021

0.315

Commitment by information sequence

156.325

3.148

0.047

Importance by information sequence

276.033

5.559

0.020

Commitment by importance

32.025

0.645

0.527

Commitment by importance by
information sequence

74.358

1.498

0.228

INTERACTIONS

As expected, a negative commitment followed by negative initial information
resulted in a more negative net relevancy rating (mean = -3.950) than when a negative
commitment was followed by positive initial information (mean = -2.650), and a positive
commitment followed by positive initial information resulted in a more favorable net
relevancy rating (mean = -3.650) than a positive commitment followed by initial negative
information (mean = -4.300). However, these differences were not statistically
significant. The overriding tendency of auditors was to attend to negative information,
as five of six cell means were negative.
Note that all mean ratings were negative when a prior commitment had been
formed. However, the net relevancy ratings of the positive and negative commitment
conditions were slightly more positive when the first information received was positive
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Table 4.3
Analysis of Variance - Net Relevancy Rating
All Twelve Control Tests

Mean
Square

F
Ratio

P
Value

53.608

0.678

0.510

Task importance

124.033

1.569

0.213

Information sequence

598.533

7.571

0.007

Commitment by information sequence

114.158

3.444

0.240

Importance by information sequence

418.133

5.289

0.023

10.858

0.137

0.872

118.308

1.497

0.229

Source of Variation
MAIN EFFECTS
Commitment to an earlier decision

INTERACTIONS

Commitment by importance
Commitment by importance by
information sequence

Table 4.4
Cell Means (Standard Deviations) - Net Relevancy Rating
Interaction of Commitment and Information Sequence

No
Commitment

-3.950

-4.300

.800

(8.121)

(6.350)

(6.263)

n = 20

n = 20

-2.650

-3.650

-5.050

(9.483)

(6.260)

(5.862)

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20
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o

Positive
Initial
Control Tests

Commitment to a
Positive Decision

<N
II
C

Negative
Initial
Control Tests

Commitment to a
Negative Decision

and more negative when the first information received was negative. The results in these
conditions suggest a slight tendency towards primacy that appears to be overshadowed by
the effects of conservatism.
In contrast, a different pattern of information use is observed in the no commitment
condition. The interaction of commitment and information sequence on the net
relevancy rating is graphed in Figure 4.1. As noted above and shown in Figure 4.1, there
was a slight, though insignificant, primacy bias when auditors committed to a positive or
negative earlier decision. In contrast, Figure 4.1 shows a strong recency effect for the
overall no commitment condition. When positive information was first in the no
commitment condition, the net relevancy rating was the most negative of any treatment
combination (mean = -5.050). However, when negative information was first the net
relevancy rating was most positive (mean = .800), a difference that is significant
(t = 3.050; p = .004). The recency effect in the no commitment/negative initial
information condition was strong enough to influence auditors away from conservatism
by creating more emphasis on the recent positive information than on the initial negative
information.
Note in Tables 3.1 and 4.1 that the model correctly predicted primacy would occur
in one of the no commitment conditions (no commitment/high importance/negative
initial information). The overall recency effect of the graphed interaction in the no
commitment condition reflects the fact that the majority of the no commitment
conditions exhibited recency (three of the four cells). In effect, the data suggests that
recency generally occurs with no commitment, but such tendencies can be affected by
other factors in the model (e.g. presence of high importance and negative initial
information). Thus, the predictions of primacy and recency in Tables 3.1 and 4.1
represent refinements of general strategies.
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Net relevancy rating

Figure 4.1
Interaction of Commitment and Information Sequence
Net Relevancy Rating

To further investigate the interaction between commitment and information
sequence, separate ANOVA’s were conducted on the raw number of positive and
negative items attended to by auditors.6 The results showed that a significant interaction
existed for the number of negative items attended to (p = .034), which is graphed in
Figure 4.2. Subjects who made either a positive or negative commitment exhibited a
slight increase in the number of negative items attended to when the negative control
test results were presented first, though the increases were not significant (p>.l).
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Figure 4.2
Interaction of Commitment and Information Sequence
Number of Negative Items Attended To

However, subjects who did not form an earlier commitment listed more negative items
when the negative information came last (mean = 2.450) than when the negative
information came first (mean = 1.700), a difference that was significant at .069.7 Thus,
it appears that information that came last in the sequence of control test results was
perceived as more important by those auditors who had not formed an earlier
commitment.8
Consistent with

the results suggest that recency generally occurs when no prior

commitment has been formed. A slight, though insignificant, primacy effect for the
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commitment conditions was found as conservatism appeared to overshadow any tendency
toward primacy. Thus, these results suggest that findings of recency in prior auditing
studies may be caused by the lack of commitment to an earlier belief.

The Interaction of Task Importance and Information Sequence. In the investigation
of H2, it was expected that with high task importance, negative information received first
in the sequence of information would cause auditors to attend more to those negative
items than when they were last, while with low task importance auditors would attend
more to the data received last. Thus, the interaction of importance and information
sequence for the first and last four control test items was investigated. The results of the
analysis of variance presented in Table 4.2 indicate that this interaction was significant
(p = .020).9 The cell means for the task importance/information sequence interaction are
presented in Table 4.5.
The means presented in Table 4.5 show that tasks high in importance had more
negative net relevancy ratings when negative control test information came first (mean =
-4.400) than when the negative control test results came last (mean = -2.667). These
means are consistent with H2, but the difference is not statistically significant (t = 1.028;
p = .308). In contrast, and as predicted by H2, tasks that were low in importance indicate
a recency tendency. Even though the cell mean with negative initial control test results
was negative (mean = -.567) which suggests an overall primacy effect, it was significantly
less negative (t = -2.165; p = .034) than when the negative tests came last (mean = -4.900)
indicating increased attention to the positive data. Under low task importance, four cells
in Tables 3.1 and 4.1 were expected to exhibit recency and two primacy. Again, these
predictions represent refinements in the general strategy that are expected when low task
importance is combined with other task characteristics. The significant effect for
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Table 4.5
Cell Means (Standard Deviations) - Net Relevancy Rating
Interaction of Task Importance and Information Sequence

Positive
Initial Control
Tests

-4.400

-.567

(5.143)

(8.512)

n = 30

n = 30

-2.667

-4.900

(7.671)

(6.905)

n = 30

o
m

Low Task
Importance

II
c

Negative
Initial Control
Tests

High Task
Importance

information sequence in the low commitment condition indicates that the model
successfully predicted the general strategy for low importance tasks, since the data
attended to was significantly less negative when the positive information came last than
when negative came last. This result is similar to the outcome of the interaction of
commitment and information sequence. There, recency was generally observed when no
prior commitment had been made by auditors. Here, a recency tendency generally exists
when the judgment task is low in importance. In effect, it is expected that a general
recency tendency is more likely with low task importance. However, other factors in the
model (e.g. conservatism) can create primacy in some conditions.
Figure 4.3 graphs the interaction of task importance and information sequence. The
graph illustrates the presence of a recency tendency when the judgment task is low in
importance. In contrast, a slight (but statistically insignificant) primacy effect appears to
exist for tasks that are high in importance with the most favorable net relevancy rating
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Net relevancy rating

Figure 4.3
Interaction of Task Importance and Information Sequence
Net Relevancy Rating

when positive information is first and most negative when negative information is first.
To further investigate the interaction between task importance and information
sequence, the results of separate ANOVA’s on the raw number of positive and negative
items attended to were examined. The significance level for the interaction was p = .105
for the number of positive items attended to and p =. 117 for the number of negative
items attended to.10 Figures 4.4 and 4.5 graph the effect of task importance and
information sequence on positive items and negative items, respectively. Figure 4.4
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shows that for tasks low in importance, more positive items were attended to when the
positive information came last (mean = 1.367) than when the positive information came
first (mean = .833), a difference that is significant at p = .056. Figure 4.5 indicates that
for tasks low in importance, the differences in the means are not statistically different
(t = .681; p = .498), but are in the direction of recency with more negative items when the
negative information was last (mean = 2.067) than when the negative information was
first (mean = 1.833).
Further analysis of the cell means for negative items attended to in Figure 4.5
provides additional support for H2. More negative items were attended to in high
importance tasks when the negative information came first (mean = 2.367) than when
the positive information came first (mean = 1.900), a result significant at p = .119. In
addition, Figure 4.5 shows that more initial negative items were attended to when the
task was high in importance (mean = 2.367) than when the task was low in importance
(mean = 1.833), which is significant at p = .097. While not conclusive, the data suggests
that the negative items were more important to auditors when they came first in a highly
important task, and initial negative information was more important for high importance
tasks compared to the same information in low importance tasks. The information that
came last in the sequence of control test results was perceived as more important by
those auditors evaluating control risk for tasks low in importance.
The presence of a conservatism bias is also supported by Figures 4.4 and 4.5. Note
that for all cells, the mean number of negative items attended to exceeds the mean
number of positive items attended to. Also, the mean net relevancy ratings presented in
Table 4.5 are negative for all combinations of task importance and information sequence.
In general, H2 is supported by the results. Analysis of the task importance/
information sequence interaction suggests greater recency tendencies in those decisions
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Number of positive items attended to

Figure 4.4
Interaction of Task Importance and Information Sequence
Number of Positive Items Attended To

Number of negative items attended to

Initial control test results

Figure 4.5
Interaction of Task Importance and Information Sequence
Number of Negative Items Attended To
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that were low in importance. The net relevancy rating of the data is most positive when
the task is low in importance and the positive information is presented last. In addition,
more positive items were attended to when the positive information came last than when
the same items were listed first. Also, high importance tasks were accompanied by a
tendency to attend to more negative items when the negative items were presented first.
Auditors' conservatism was evidenced bv the fact that negative information was attended
*

w»

to more than the positive information under all combinations of importance and initial
information.

The Interaction of Commitment and Task Importance. H3 predicted that while
auditors will increase attention to negative data when a task is high in importance
compared with low importance tasks, this effect will not be as great for a negativ e
commitment as it is for no commitment or a positiv e commitment since auditors who
have formed a negative commitment should already generally attend to more negative
information. A significant interaction between commitment and task importance when
the net relevancy rating is based on all twelve control tests would support this hypothesis.
Tne ANOVA results presented in Table 43 show’ that this interaction was not significant
(p=-872). The cell means for this interaction are presented in Table 4.6.
Though not statistically significant, the direction of the cell means suggests that high
importance may influence auditors to attend to more negative evidence. Importance
appeared to exert the most influence in the no commitment condition, as the mean net
relevancy rating fell from -2.100 to -5.050 in the low and high importance conditions,
respectively. Negativ e information was more heavily w eighted than positive information
in all commitment conditions, as ah six conditions had mean net relevancy ratings that
were negative. However, since the results are not significant. H, is not supported.
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Table 4.6
Cell Means (Standard Deviations) Net Relevancy Rating
Interaction of Commitment and Task Importance
-

High
Task
Importance

Low
Task
Importance

Commitment to a
Negative Decision

Commitment to a
Positive Decision

No
Commitment

-6.900

-5.750

-5.050

(9.899)

(7.426)

(7.423)

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

-4.650

-4.850

-2.100

(10.343)

(9.326)

(11.187)

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

Strongest/Weakest Reliance on Positive or Negative Information. Table 4.7
presents the mean net relevancy rating of the twelve treatment combinations ranked
from most positive to most negative. H4 predicted that the strongest bias towards
negative information would occur when a commitment to an earlier negative decision
had been made, initial control test information was negative and task importance was
high. Table 4.7 shows that this prediction was correct. The most negative mean
relevancy rating for the total set of control tests exists under this combination of factors
(mean = -9.300). Pairwise comparisons of this cell with the other eleven cells showed
that it was significantly different (at ps.05) from six of the other cell means.11 These
differences are noted in Table 4.7. The most negative cell is significantly more negative
than all five other cell means where the initial control test information was negative.
The combination of a negative prior commitment and high task importance appears to
have caused auditors to rely heavily on the initial negative information received.
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Table 4.7
Ranking of Cell Means - Net Relevancy Rating

Rank

Commitment

Importance

Initial Info

Mean

Contrast
Negative

1

None

Low

Negative

4.400

**

2

Negative

Low

Negative

-.500

**

**

3

Positive

Low

Negative

-3.200

**

**

4

None

High

Negative

-3.300

**

**

5

Positive

High

Negative

-4.000

**

**

6

Negative

High

Positive

-4.500

**

**

7

Positive

Low

Positive

-6.500

**

8

None

High

Positive

-6.800

**

9

Positive

High

Positive

-7.500

**

10

None

Low

Positive

-8.600

**

11

Negative

Low

Positive

-8.800

**

12

Negative

High

Negative

-9.300

**

Contrast
Positive

** Significantly different from most positive/negative at .05 level.

H5 predicted that the strongest bias towards positive information would exist when
there was a commitment to an earlier positive decision, the initial control test
information was positive and the task importance was low. However, inspection of the
rankings presented in Table 4.7 indicates that this prediction of the model was not
correct. It appears that auditors’ conservatism overshadowed the positive bias expected
because of the commitment to an initial positive belief. The most (and only) positive
mean net relevancy rating of the twelve conditions did, however, occur in a condition
that the model predicted would be characterized by the second most positive strategy.
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This occurred when there was no commitment to an earlier decision, the initial control
test information was negative and the task importance was low (mean = 4.400).
Since a positive strategy had been predicted in this cell, pairwise comparisons were
performed to determine if the net relevancy rating was significantly more positive than
those observed in the other cells. As indicated in Table 4.7, the most positive cell mean
is significantly more positive than all eleven of the other cell means (at pjs.05). Recall
that in analyzing the interaction of information sequence with both importance and
commitment, a recency tendency was observed in tasks that were low in importance or
when no prior commitment had been formed. This finding is further supported here, as
the most positive net relevancy rating occurred when there was no prior commitment,
task importance was low and the positive information was presented last. When negative
information came last under this same combination of commitment and importance, a
highly negative net relevancy rating occurred (ranked 10th out of 12) which was
significantly more negative than the most positive relevancy rating. Other factors such as
conservatism appear to affect the recency tendency since the net relevancy ratings are
not consistently biased in the direction of the last information. However, it appears that
a recency tendency generally occurs with low task importance or where no prior
commitment has been formed.

Control Risk Assessments

Hypotheses concerning the effects of commitment to a prior decision, task
importance and information sequence on control risk judgments were also investigated.
The overall analysis of the control risk assessments was performed by using an analysis
of variance with the final control risk assessment as the dependent variable. As before,
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there were two levels of task importance (high/low), three levels of commitment to an
earlier decision (negative/positive/none) and two levels of information sequence
(negative flrst/positive first). In addition, some analyses were conducted by examining
the control risk assessments of different commitment conditions separately. These
separate analyses were performed to control for the differences in general control
environment information received by subjects in different commitment conditions.

The

overall ANOVA results for the final control risk assessment are presented in Table 4.8.
Descriptive statistics for the final risk assessment are presented in Table 4.9. There
were ten subjects in each of the twelve treatment combinations. The final risk

Table 4.8
Analysis of Variance - Final Risk Assessment

Mean
Square

Source of Variation

F
Ratio

P
Value

MAIN EFFECTS
Commitment to an earlier decision

5.608

2.619

0.077

Task importance

5.208

2.432

0.122

Information sequence

6.075

2.837

0.095

Commitment by information sequence

2.275

1.062

0.349

Importance by information sequence

0.675

0.315

0.576

Commitment by importance

0.108

0.051

0.950

Commitment by importance by
information sequence

0.675

0.315

0.730

INTERACTIONS
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Table 4.9
Cell Means (Standard Deviations)

-

Final Risk Assessment

-

1

High
Task
Importance

Low
Task
Importance

|-

Commitment to
a Negative
Decision

Commitment to
a Positive
Decision

6.700

5.600

5.300

(1.160)

(1.506)

(0.949)

6.200

6.100

6.200

(1.687)

(1.449)

(1.317)

5.800

5.300

4.800

(1.033)

(1.636)

(1.135)

6.200

5.800

5.700

(1.874)

(1.751)

(1.703)

Negative
Initial
Tests
Positive
Initial
Tests
Negative
Initial
Tests
Positive
Initial
Tests

No
Commitment

assessment was made on a nine-point scale with "1" labeled low level of control risk, ”5"
labeled moderate level of control risk, and "9" labeled high level of control risk. An
examination of the cell means shows that the mean risk assessment fell in the moderate
to high range in all but one of the twelve conditions. Thus, consistent with the results
shown in analyzing the type of data attended to, it appears that auditors were
conservative in their judgments concerning the level of control risk.

Analysis of the Interaction Effects
H* H7 and H% predicted that the two-way interactions between commitment, task
importance and information sequence would be significant. However, the results in
Table 4.8 indicate that none of the interactions approached significance. The cell means
for the two-way interactions are presented in Tables 4.10, 4.11 and 4.12.
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Table 4.10
Cell Means (Standard Deviations) - Final Risk Assessment
Information Sequence Separated by Commitment Group

No
Commitment

6.250

5.450

5.050

(1.164)

(1.538)

(1.050)

n = 20

o
<N
II
a

Positive
Initial
Control Tests

Commitment to a
Positive Decision

o
<N
II
a

Negative
Initial
Control Tests

Commitment to a
Negative Decision

6.200

5.950

5.950

(1.735)

(1.572)

(1.504)

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

Table 4.11
Cell Means (Standard Deviations) - Final Risk Assessment
Interaction of Task Importance and Information Sequence

Negative
Initial Control
Tests

Low Task
Importance

5.867

5.300

(1.332)

(1.317)

o
CO
II
c

Positive
Initial Control
Tests

High Task
Importance

n = 30

6.167

5.900

(1.440)

(1.729)

n = 30

n = 30
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Table 4.12
Cell Means (Standard Deviations) - Final Risk Assessment
Task Importance Separated by Commitment Group

Commitment to a
Negative Decision

Commitment to a
Positive Decision

No
Commitment

6.450

5.850

5.750

(1.432)

(1.461)

(1.209)

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

6.000

5.550

5.250

(1.487)

(1.669)

(1.482)

n = 20

n = 20

n = 20

High
Task
Importance

Low
Task
Importance

The pattern of cell means presented in these tables suggests a possible cause for the
insignificant interactions. Note that the cell means in all conditions presented in these
tables fell between five and seven. This corresponds to the moderate to high range on
the nine-point scale subjects used to indicate their assessment of control risk. Moreover,
an analysis of the individual risk assessments showed that seventy percent of the subjects
assessed control risk in the five to seven range. It appears that the generally moderate
to high responses on the control risk scale limited the variability of the judgments so as
to make it difficult to detect significant interactions.

Analysis of the Main Effects
While the model and hypotheses are based upon interactions among commitment,
task importance and information sequence, given the limited variability in the subjects’
judgments, the larger sample size available for analyzing the main effects might provide
an opportunity to observe the independent effects of the dependent variables as
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predicted in developing the model. Table 1.1 summarized these predicted effects. Thus,
the main effects were analyzed to examine the impact of the dependent variables
separately on the final control risk assessments.

The Main Effect of Commitment. Commitment was expected to influence auditors
to attend to information that was consistent with a prior commitment. Thus, final risk
assessments would be expected to be more negative (positive) when auditors had
committed to a previous negative (positive) risk assessment than when no commitment
had been made. Thus, a significant main effect for commitment might be expected. The
ANOVA results in Table 4.8 show that the main effect for commitment was significant at
the p = .077 level. The cell means for the main effect are presented in Table 4.13.
Table 4.13 shows that the mean final risk assessment after an earlier positive
commitment was similar to that in the no prior commitment case (5.700 vs. 5.500;
p = .542). The auditors appeared to be highly conservative in their final risk assessments
even in the face of large amounts of favorable evidence.
Final risk assessments were most negative when an earlier commitment to a
negative decision had been made. A post hoc comparison of the cell means for the
commitment to a negative decision condition (6.225) and the no commitment condition
(5.500) showed that a significant difference existed (p = .029). Auditors were more
negative in their final risk assessments when an earlier negative commitment had been
made than when no prior commitment had been made. Given that subjects in the
commitment to a negative decision condition received a much larger amount of negative
information than those in the no commitment condition, this result is not surprising.
The final risk assessment for the negative commitment condition was also more negative
than the assessment in the positive commitment condition at p = .112.
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Table 4.13
Cell Means (Standard Deviations) - Final Risk Assessment
Main Effect of Commitment

Commitment to a
Negative Decision

Commitment to a
Positive Decision

No Commitment

6.225

5.700

5.500

(1.459)

(1.556)

(1.359)

o
-'3II
c

o
ll
c

o
^fII
a

Thus, the results provide partial support for the expected effect of commitment on
the control risk assessments. The conservatism of auditors appeared to outweigh the
effect of the positive commitment and the additional positive information received by
subjects in the positive commitment condition. However, subjects were less favorable in
their risk judgments when an earlier negative commitment based on additional negative
information was made.

The Main Effect of Task Importance. Although interactions were the primary focus
of the study, if the main effect for importance occurred, high task importance would be
expected to lead to an increased reliance on negative information, resulting in higher
control risk assessments. While the cell means for the main effect of task importance,
presented in Table 4.14, are consistent with this expectation, the ANOVA results in
Table 4.8 show that p = .122 for this difference.
The effect of task importance within each commitment condition was also analyzed
because of the varied information used by subjects to make risk assessments in different
commitment conditions. While the cell means, presented earlier in Table 4.12, show that
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the final risk assessment was more negative in each commitment condition with a high
importance task, separate ANOVA’s conducted in each of the commitment conditions
indicated that the main effect of task importance was not significant in any of the three
conditions (all p>.20).

Table 4.14
Cell Means (Standard Deviations) - Final Risk Assessment
Main Effect of Task Importance

High
Task Importance

Low
Task Importance

6.017

5.600

(1.384)

(1.554)

n = 60

n = 60

The Main Effect of Information Sequence. In developing the model it was expected
that final control risk assessments would generally not be affected solely by the
sequential order of the information presented. In most cases, negative information was
expected to be more important to the judgment, whether that information came first or
last. However, the model did predict that the last information received would be more
important to the judgment when certain task characteristics were present (e.g. no
commitment, low importance). The ANOVA results presented in Table 4.8 show that
the effect of information sequence was significant at p = .095. The cell means for the
main effect of information sequence, presented in Table 4.15, show that the final risk
assessments were slightly more negative when positive information came first than when
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the negative information came first. Both cell means are in the moderate to high risk
assessment range. The results are consistent with a conservatism bias in the risk
assessments, tempered by a slight recency effect for the order of the control test
information. However, subjects in different commitment conditions received differing
amounts of positive and negative information. Thus, in analyzing the final control risk
assessments it is more meaningful to analyze the effect of the order of information
separately for each of the commitment conditions.
A separate analysis of variance was conducted for each of the three commitment
conditions. The between subjects variables within each commitment condition were task
importance and information sequence. There were no significant main effects or
interactions in either the commitment to a positive decision group or the commitment to
a negative decision group (all p>.30). Thus, within commitment groups, the independent
and interactive effects of importance and information sequence did not create significant
differences in the final risk assessment. However, the main effect of information
sequence was statistically significant in the no commitment group (p = .036).
The cell means in each commitment group separated by information sequence were
previously presented in Table 4.10. The final risk assessments in all six conditions fell
into the moderate to high risk range. The ANOVA results indicate that the order of
information did not have an effect in the commitment to a positive decision group or in
the commitment to a negative decision group. Thus, no significant primacy or recency
effect existed in the risk assessments when a prior commitment had been made. The cell
means in the no commitment group indicate that final control risk assessments were
more negative when the negative information came last (mean = 5.950) than when the
negative information came first (mean = 5.050). The significant main effect for
information sequence suggests that a recency tendency existed when subjects had not
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Table 4.15
Ceil Means Standard Deviations
Final FLsk .Assessment
Main Effect of Lnfonradcei Sequence
-

Negative Initial
Control Tests

Positive Initial
Control Tests

5-600

6.017

(1-554)

(1.384)

n=60

a=60
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Table 4.16
Ranking of Cell Means - Final Risk Assessment

Rank

Commitment

Importance

Initial Info

Mean

Contrast
Negative

1

None

Low

Negative

4.800

**

2

Positive

Low

Negative

5.300

**

3

None

High

Negative

5.300

**

**

4

Positive

High

Negative

5.600

**

**

5

None

Low

Positive

5.700

**

**

6

Negative

Low

Negative

5.800

**

**

7

Positive

Low

Positive

5.800

**

**

8

Positive

High

Positive

6.100

**

**

9

Negative

High

Positive

6.200

**

10

None

High

Positive

6.200

**

11

Negative

Low

Positive

6.200

**

12

Negative

High

Negative

6.700

**

Contrast
Positive

** Significantly different from most positive/negative at .05 level.

H10 predicted that the most positive control risk assessment would be found when
there was a commitment to an earlier positive decision, the initial information in the
sequence of control test results was positive and task importance was low. The rankings
presented in Table 4.16 do not support this prediction. The most positive control risk
assessment existed when there was no prior commitment, the initial control test results
were negative and the task importance was low (mean = 4.800). Recall that the model
predicted a reliance on positive data for this condition and that it was this same
condition that exhibited the most favorable net relevancy rating when the type of data
attended to was analyzed. Thus, the finding of recency in tasks that are low in
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importance and where no prior commitment has been formed is further supported by
this observation. Since this condition was expected to be positive, multiple comparisons
were performed to determine if the control risk assessments in the other conditions were
significantly more negative. Ten of the eleven other cell means were found to be
significantly more negative than the most positive cell mean at an overall alpha level of
.05.

The Relationship Between Data Attended to and Risk Assessments
The impact of the information attended to by auditors on the risk assessments was
examined by correlating the final risk assessments with the number of positive and
negative items listed, the net number of items listed and the net relevancy ratings. The
correlations were calculated using the measures of data attended to calculated on the
basis of all twelve control tests presented. Correlations of the risk assessments with the
net relevancy rating, the number of negative items, the number of positive items and the
net number of items were -.548 (pc.001), .429 (pc.001), -.376 (pc.001), and -.544
(pc.001), respectively. Given how these variables were calculated, all signs of the
correlation coefficients were in the expected direction. Thus, there was a strong
relationship between data attended to and the final risk assessment.
Measures of the information attended to were designed to evaluate only the control
test results used by subjects in making a risk assessment. However, information that was
received by subjects concerning the general control environment of the company was also
likely to have an impact on the final risk assessment. Subjects in different commitment
conditions received different information about the general control environment. For
example, subjects in the commitment to a positive (negative) decision condition received
information describing a highly favorable (unfavorable) general control environment,
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while the no commitment condition received no general control environment information
on which to base a decision. Because of these information differences, the relationship
between data attended to and the final risk assessment may vary based on the
commitment condition. Correlations between the risk assessments of the positive
commitment group and the net relevancy rating, number of negative items, number of
positive items and net number of items were -.515 (p = .001), .479 (p = .002), -.207
(p = .200), and -.481 (p = .002), respectively. Note that for those who committed to a
positive decision, information that disconfirmed their original hypothesis (negative items)
had a greater impact on judgments than items that confirmed their hypothesis.
Correlations for subjects in the negative commitment group were -.650 (pc.OOl), .518
(p = .001), -.485 (p = .002), and -.668 (p<.001) for the net relevancy rating, negative items,
positive items, and net number of items, respectively. Information that both confirmed
and disconfirmed an original commitment had a strong impact on the judgments of those
who committed to a negative decision. Correlations of the risk assessments of those who
made no prior commitment and the net relevancy rating, the number of negative items,
the number of positive items and the net number of items were -.466 (p = .002), .329
(p = .038), -.398 (p = .011), and -.477 (p = .002), respectively. In the presence of no prior
general information, both positive and negative information had a strong impact on
control risk judgments.

Further Analysis of the Control Risk Assessments
The dependent variables measured in analyzing auditors’ information use were
based on the sequence of twelve control test results that each subject received. Subjects
in the commitment to a positive and negative decision conditions also received additional
relevant information before being presented with the control test results. Thus, final risk
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assessments in those conditions were not based solely on the control test results.
Subjects in the positive and negative commitment conditions were required to make a
risk assessment after receiving the general information and immediately before
evaluating the control test results. The only information received between the initial
assessment and the final risk assessment was the twelve control test results. Thus, any
revision from the preliminary to the final assessment should be affected by the use of the
control test information.
To examine the relationship between the control test results and the revision in
subjects’ control risk assessments, a variable to measure the change in the assessment
was constructed. For the eighty subjects who performed an initial assessment, the final
risk assessment was subtracted from the initial assessment to measure the amount of
revision. Thus, an assessment difference that was negative (positive) would indicate that
the subject had a final risk assessment that was more negative (positive) than the initial
assessment.
The correlations between the assessment difference and the information use
variables were calculated. For all eighty subjects in the commitment to a positive or
negative decision conditions, the correlations of the assessment difference with the net
relevancy rating, the number of negative items, the number of positive items and the net
number of items were .216 (p = .054), -.181 (p = .109), .115 (p = .311), and .203 (.072),
respectively. To investigate the effect of the original commitment made on the
relationship between the assessment difference and the information use variables,
separate correlations were calculated for each of the commitment conditions. In the
commitment to a positive decision condition, the correlations between the assessment
difference and the net relevancy rating, number of negative items, number of positive
items, and the net number of items were .274 (p = .087), -.397 (p = .011), 0.047 (p = .776),
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and .306 (p = .055), respectively. In the commitment to a negative decision condition, the
correlations between the assessment difference and the net relevancy rating, the number
of negative items, the number of positive items, and the net number of items were .340
(p = .032), -.167 (p = .304), .421 (p = .007), and .382 (p = .015), respectively. Thus, in the
initial positive commitment condition the negative information was more highly
correlated with the revision in the assessment. On the other hand, in the initial negative
commitment condition the positive information was more highly correlated with the
change in the assessment. The signs of the correlation coefficients are all in the
expected directions given the manner in which the variables are calculated.
An ANOVA on the assessment difference scores across both commitment conditions
was conducted. The results are presented in Table 4.17. The cell means are presented
in Table 4.18. The cell means show that a commitment in one direction was generally
followed by an assessment revision in the opposite direction. For example, a
commitment to a positive decision was always followed by a less favorable final risk
assessment. Also, in general, a commitment to a negative assessment was followed by a
more favorable final risk assessment. Note that this is consistent with the relationship
between the data attended to and the assessment difference discussed above. The
assessment difference was more highly correlated with data that was in a direction
opposite that of the original commitment. The mean difference in risk assessments for
all subjects who committed to an earlier positive decision (mean = -1.850; std. dev. =
1.861) was significantly different (p = .001) from the difference in the negative
commitment condition (mean = .750; std. dev. = 1.410).
Recall that the twelve control test results were constructed so that the mean overall
control risk rating obtained on the control tests alone was moderate. Thus, it is not
unexpected that a strong initial assessment on one extreme of the scale would become
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Table 4.17
Analysis of Variance - Assessment Difference

Mean
Square

Source of Variation

F
Ratio

P
Value

MAIN EFFECTS
Commitment to an earlier decision

135.200

50.126

0.001

12.800

4.746

0.033

1.250

0.463

0.498

Commitment by information sequence

0.050

0.019

0.892

Importance by information sequence

0.050

0.019

0.892

Commitment by importance

0.200

0.074

0.786

Commitment by importance by
information sequence

4.050

1.502

0.224

Task importance
Information sequence

INTERACTIONS

less extreme after receiving moderate information. However, the relative magnitude of
the impact of the control test results on earlier positive and negative commitments is of
interest. Hence, to test for the significance of the relative impact of the control test
results on earlier positive or negative commitments, the assessment difference variable
was transformed into an absolute value. An analysis of variance was conducted with the
absolute difference score as the dependent variable and commitment, importance and
information sequence as the independent variables. The results showed that there was a
significant difference in the magnitude of the assessment revision caused by the main
effect of commitment (p = .002). In summary, those auditors who committed to an
earlier negative decision revised their original assessments less than those auditors who
had committed to an earlier positive decision. Consistent with a conservatism bias, those
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Table 4.18
Cell Means (Standard Deviations) - Assessment Difference

High
Task
Importance

Low
Task
Importance

Negative
Initial
Tests
Positive
Initial
Tests
Negative
Initial
Tests
Positive
Initial
Tests

Commitment to
a Negative
Decision

Commitment to
a Positive
Decision

1.100

-1.100

(.994)

(1.969)

1.300

-1.900

(1.703)

(1.969)

.600

-2.300

(1.350)

(1.636)

.000

-2.100

(1.333)

(1.912)

auditors making initial negative judgments remained closer to those judgments after
receiving additional information, while those auditors who made initial positive
judgments revised those judgments in a negative direction to a greater extent after
receiving additional information.
The ANOVA results presented in Table 4.17 also show a significant main effect for
task importance on the change in the assessment (p = .033). The overall mean change in
the risk assessment from the initial to the final assessment for those subjects in the high
and low task importance conditions was -0.150 (std. dev. = 2.155) and -0.950 (std. dev. =
1.986), respectively. This significant main effect implies that subjects evaluating tasks
high in importance were less likely to revise their original assessments than those in low
importance conditions. However, the mean initial assessments made by auditors in the
high importance conditions and low importance conditions were 6.000 and 4.825,
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respectively. Thus, similar to subjects in the commitment to a positive decision
condition, subjects performing high importance tasks made initial negative judgments and
were reluctant to revise the initial assessment. Subjects performing low importance tasks
made more favorable initial assessments but were conservative in their evaluation of the
control test results and revised their final assessments in a negative direction.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS

This chapter presents a brief overview of the study and a discussion of the research
findings. Limitations of the study, implications of the research findings and directions
for future research are also discussed.

Overview

The objective of this study was to investigate the effect of various task characteristics
on the use of information by auditors in a sequential judgment. Also, the ability of these
same factors to account for primacy and recency effects was examined. A model of
sequential information use was developed that predicted the interactive effects of
commitment to a prior decision, task importance and information sequence on the data
attended to by auditors.
The model was tested by constructing an experiment that required auditors to
integrate sequentially received information. Audit seniors and managers reviewed
information that is typically considered in evaluating the level of control risk present in
an audit cycle. The auditors were asked to assess the level of control risk present in the
inventory cycle and to list the information from the study that was relevant to forming
the assessment. Each subject was randomly assigned to one of twelve possible treatment
combinations. One hundred twenty auditors from six large international accounting
firms participated in the experiment.
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Discussion of Results

The model of information use developed considers various task characteristics that
potentially affect the data attended to and, consequently, issues such as primacy and
recency. The model predicts that primacy occurs in certain situations while recency
occurs in others, and identifies factors that could explain differential information use.
Specifically, it makes predictions about the effects of commitment, task importance and
information sequence on the data auditors attend to. Building upon prior audit
judgment research, the model is based upon an underlying preferential attendance for
negative over positive data by auditors, and recency tendencies when there is no
commitment and low task importance. However, these underlying characteristics would
be mediated by the presence of the model’s factors. For example, a preference for
positive evidence was expected when a commitment to an earlier positive decision had
been made and task importance was low. Primacy could occur if initial information
received was consistent with a prior commitment. Given various combinations of factors,
the model predicted primacy in five cases and recency in seven cases. The model’s
predictions were correct in ten out of twelve conditions.
Prior research has shown that auditors have a tendency to weight negative
information more heavily than positive information (e.g. Ashton and Ashton, 1988;
Anderson, 1989; Trotman and Sng, 1989; Kida, 1984; Cohen and Kida, 1989). The
results of this study are consistent with these findings. The model predicted that
negative evidence would predominate in nine of twelve treatment combinations. The
principal measure of data attended to, the net relevancy rating, was negative in all nine
of those conditions, and was in fact negative in two additional cases. Thus, it is apparent
that auditors’ conservatism is a central component of the sequential judgment process.
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In the two cases where the model predicted a reliance on positive data but a
reliance on negative data occurred, it was expected that positive data would dominate
since there was a commitment to a prior positive belief and low task importance. This
prediction was based on prior research that suggested decision makers will seek out
information that is consistent with an earlier decision or belief (e.g. Snyder and Swann,
1978a, 1978b; Snyder and Gangestad, 1980; Snyder, 1981; Binning, Goldstein, Garcia and
Scattaregia, 1988; Pennington, 1982; Hoch and Ha, 1986). However, subjects that
committed to either a positive or negative decision were characterized by a reliance on
negative evidence. The results of this study also indicate that a strong conservatism bias
overshadowed the bias towards consistent positive information that had been expected in
certain treatment combinations. Previous studies that found a lack of confirmatory
testing strategies typically provided subjects with initial hypotheses that were not self¬
generated and, therefore, not likely to be firmly held. Here, auditors developed their
own beliefs and were required to make a statement committing them to that belief. The
lack of confirmatory search strategies and the persistence of conservatism in the
presence of the commitment manipulation emphasizes the pervasiveness of a
conservatism bias in auditor judgment.
The model correctly predicted that the strongest reliance on negative information
would occur when a commitment to an earlier negative decision had been made, task
importance was high and the initial control test information was negative. Previous
research suggested that, manipulated in these directions, all three factors would result in
a strong reliance on negative evidence. Thus, these factors combined with the general
conservatism bias of auditors to induce auditors to strongly attend to the negative
evidence presented.
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The model generally predicted that findings of primacy and recency would be based
on the serial position of information that was consistent with a previous positive or
negative commitment or the position of the negative evidence when the task was high in
importance. Also, the model predicted that recency would occur if no prior commitment
had been made and the task was low in importance. This prediction was based on the
findings of previous sequential audit judgment research (e.g. Ashton and Ashton, 1988;
Tubbs, Messier and Knechel, 1990; Messier, 1989; Butt and Campbell, 1989). While
these studies consistently observed a recency bias, they were primarily designed to test
the predictions of mathematical process models and were not concerned with examining
the effects of various task characteristics on the judgment process. Sequential judgment
research in other disciplines indicates that various task characteristics can affect the
process. Since prior auditing studies in this area were typified by relatively low task
importance and no commitment by the subjects to an initial belief, it was expected that
recency would occur under these conditions. The results supported this expectation since
recency tendencies were observed in both cases of no commitment and low task
importance. In fact, the only case resulting in a positive mean net relevancy rating
existed when positive data was last, task importance was low and there was no prior
commitment. These results suggest that recency may be a default strategy. That is, in
the absence of prior commitment and high task importance, auditors will preferentially
attend to recent data. However, introducing variables such as commitment and high
importance changes the decision process so that both recency and primacy could occur
depending upon the combination of factors.
Analysis of the interactions also revealed recency tendencies either in the presence
of no prior commitment or low task importance. That is, even if the net relevancy rating
indicated an overall primacy effect for a cell, subjects in the no commitment case placed
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more emphasis on recent data when compared with commitment conditions. For
example, in analyzing the commitment/information sequence interaction it was noted
that with negative data last in the no commitment case, a negative net relevancy rating
was found indicating recency, and with the positive data last the net relevancy rating was
positive, also indicating recency. In analyzing the interaction of importance and
information sequence, it was noted that with negative data last in the low importance
case, a negative net relevancy rating was found indicating recency. However, when
positive evidence came last a negative net relevancy rating also existed indicating
primacy, but the net relevancy rating was significantly less negative than when the
negative data came last, indicating increased attention to recent positive data.
The results of this study indicate that both primacy and recency may occur in the
presence of various task characteristics. The order effects observed when subjects
committed to an earlier decision or when task importance was high were a result of a
strong reliance on negative evidence. Consequently, if the negative evidence came first
primacy existed, while if negative evidence was last recency existed.
The information use in the high importance tasks is consistent with prior research
findings. Studies on task importance have suggested that highly important tasks are
characterized by careful scrutiny and analysis of new information received (Petty and
Cacioppo, 1986). High task importance in this study, interacting with other variables,
was expected to lead auditors to attend to more negative information. In general, since
task importance was manipulated as inherent risk, a careful and analytic decision process
was expected to increase the sensitivity of auditors to the importance of negative
evidence in detecting financial statement errors. As expected, subjects engaged in tasks
that were high in importance were characterized by a reliance on negative evidence. In
contrast, the judgment tasks used in prior studies that have observed significant recency
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effects may be characterized by either low task importance or the lack of details that
make the importance salient to the decision maker.
The findings in this study indicate that commitment to an earlier decision may also
serve to mitigate order effects in audit judgment. Recency was generally observed in
tasks where subjects were not required to make a prior commitment, while those subjects
that committed to an earlier decision were characterized by a reliance on negative
evidence. If negative data came first primacy was evident, while if last, recency existed.
Conservatism may explain why negative evidence was attended to even when a prior
positive commitment had been formed, but it does not explain why recent positive
evidence was attended to more than negative evidence when auditors did not form a
commitment to an initial hypothesis.
The level of involvement of the subjects may explain why recency was observed in
the no commitment conditions and conservatism predominated in conditions where the
subjects were required to make a prior commitment. Those subjects who were not
required to make a commitment early in the decision process may have felt a low level
of personal involvement in the judgment task. No information on the general control
environment was presented in the no commitment condition, which decreased the
realism of the case study. Also, nothing in the task suggested that the control risk
assessment had any personal consequences for the subjects. In contrast, those subjects
who formed an earlier commitment engaged in considerable cognitive effort to justify a
position formed on the basis of preliminary audit evidence. The subsequent control test
results received were highly relevant to these subjects since the results directly related to
the original position taken. Prior research suggests that a high level of involvement in a
decision will increase the processing of new information received. Bybee’s (1978)
process model of involvement holds that highly involved decision makers are active
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processors of incoming information, and will use that information to achieve a desired
goal. Thus, if no commitment resulted in low involvement in the task, the recency effect
observed could have resulted from a failure to carefully process new information
received.
Task importance and commitment to an earlier decision are two task characteristics
that have not been investigated by prior studies in sequential auditing judgments. The
results of this study indicate that findings of recency when both positive and negative
data is received last in prior studies may be caused by the lack of high task importance
or commitment by the subjects to an initial belief. Recency was predominant in this
study when task importance was low and when no prior commitment had been made. In
contrast, the order effect observed when task importance was high or when a
commitment to a prior decision had been made was based primarily on the position of
the negative evidence in the sequence of control test results.
This study also examined the impact of commitment, task importance and
information sequence on the actual control risk assessments made. A strong relationship
existed between the information attended to and the final risk assessments. In general, a
comparison of the rankings of the data attended to and the risk assessments showed that
as auditors attended to more negative (positive) evidence, control risk assessments
became more negative (positive). As predicted, the most negative control risk
assessment existed in the same treatment combination that was found to have the most
negative net relevancy rating. Also, the most positive control risk assessment was found
in the treatment combination that exhibited the most positive net relevancy rating.
Strong support for the conservative nature of auditors was also found in the analysis
of the risk assessments. The cell means for the twelve treatment combinations all fell
into the moderate to high range of assessed control risk. Thus, conservatism persisted
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even when subjects committed to a positive decision and received a large amount of
positive general control-related information. Analysis of the change from the initial risk
assessment to the final risk assessment also supported the finding that auditors are
subject to a conservatism bias. Auditors making initial negative assessments revised
those assessments slightly in a positive direction when additional information was
received. However, those who made positive initial assessments revised those
assessments in a negative direction to a greater extent than those who made initial
negative assessments.
Though the predicted interactive effects of commitment, task importance and
information sequence on the risk assessment were not significant, an analysis of the main
effects of the dependent variables did reveal significant results. Since subjects in
different commitment groups received differing amounts of positive and negative
information, separate analyses were conducted for each level of commitment. No
significant differences in the risk assessments were observed in either the commitment to
a positive or the commitment to a negative decision group. However, the effect of the
information sequence was significant in the no commitment group. Risk assessments
were more negative when the negative information came last than when the negative
information came first. Thus, consistent with the finding of recency in the data attended
to for auditors who did not form a prior commitment, control risk assessments were
biased in the direction of the most recent evidence in the absence of a prior
commitment.
The ranking of the treatment combinations from most positive to most negative
further supported the finding that recency occurs in tasks that are low in importance and
when no prior commitment has been formed. The most positive control risk assessment
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occurred when there was no prior commitment, task importance was low and recent
control test results were positive.
In summary, the model developed appears to capture many of the predicted effects
of commitment, task importance and information sequence on the use of information in
the sequential evaluation of audit evidence. As predicted, auditors exhibited a strong
general bias toward negative evidence. The formation of a prior commitment by the
decision maker or the presence of high task importance resulted in conservative
evaluations of new evidence. However, the results of the study showed that under
certain task characteristics, auditors will attend to more positive than negative evidence.
The lack of a prior commitment and the presence of low task importance caused
auditors to exhibit a recency bias. Under these conditions, both the data attended to and
final control risk assessments were biased toward the last information received, whether
it was positive or negative. Thus, this study has identified factors that affect the data
attended to in sequential judgments and analyzed these factors to determine how they
might account for previously observed order effects.

Limitations

Several limitations of the study must be considered in evaluating the findings.
Extensive pretesting was conducted and several discussions were held with audit
professionals to ensure that a realistic case scenario was created. The comments of
participants in the study indicate that this goal was achieved to some extent. Several
participants commented on the task realism and inquired if the case study had been
developed from actual client files. However, the experiment still employed a simplified
task setting. The evaluation of control risk is usually more complex than the situation
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presented in this study. The amount of information presented was limited in order to
construct a judgment task that was manageable for the subjects. In practice, much more
information than that presented in this study would be available on which to assess
control risk. Auditors in an actual audit engagement are also faced with the task of
extracting and interpreting evidence from a variety of potential sources. However, to
ensure that differences in judgments were caused by the manipulated variables, the
information was provided in a format that required little interpretation of the evidence.
This study also focuses on internal control evaluation, only one segment of the
overall audit process. Generalizability of the findings to other audit areas may be
limited. Certain characteristics of control risk judgments may not be present in other
types of audit judgments. For example, auditors’ loss functions may be different in other
types of decisions, control risk assessment may be a more familiar and thus routine task,
or methodologies used in other audit areas may mitigate the effects of the task
characteristics analyzed in this study.
The analysis of control risk assessments was limited by the lack of variability in the
subjects’ final risk assessments. Subjects were required to evaluate control risk on a
nine-point scale. Seventy percent of the subjects evaluated risk using only three points
on the scale, all in the moderate to high risk range. A broader scale, capable of
accommodating finer distinctions in risk assessments, might provide stronger conclusions
than those reached in this study.
The variables of interest were carefully identified and their predicted effects
analyzed on the basis of a thorough review of prior research. However, the results of the
study are dependent upon how accurately each of the variables has been defined and
manipulated.
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Implications and Directions for Future Research

The belief-adjustment model developed by Hogarth and Einhorn (1989) attempts to
represent the sequential judgment process in terms of a mathematical model. They note
that many of the parameters, and thus the predictions of the model, can be affected by
task and procedural variables. This study demonstrates the complex nature of the belief¬
updating process by identifying factors that affect this process. Commitment to an
earlier decision, the level of task importance and information sequence interacted to
produce both primacy and recency in sequential audit judgments. Though these results
are not inconsistent with the belief-adjustment model, they point to the difficulty in
developing a mathematical model that captures the effects of all relevant task and
environmental factors. The results of this study also suggest that other variables in
addition to those mentioned by Hogarth and Einhorn (1989) should be examined.
The results indicate that the type of data attended to by auditors will vary given
differences in the level of commitment, task importance and the information sequence.
Given these effects, seemingly conflicting results from prior studies may be reconciled. It
was shown that both primacy and recency occurred under certain treatment
combinations. Conservatism predominated in most conditions, but a bias towards
positive information was also observed. Auditors attended to evidence that confirmed a
prior belief in some conditions while attending to more disconfirming evidence in other
conditions. Thus, studies of the audit judgment process should carefully consider the
effects of the factors examined in this study.
Prior sequential auditing studies have implied that order effects may affect the cost
and quality of audits (Ashton and Ashton, 1988; Tubbs, Messier and Knechel, 1990).
Ashton and Ashton (1988) concluded that order effects were systematic and predictable.
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However, the results of this study suggest that order effects may be more difficult to
predict because of the complex task of identifying all task characteristics that may be
present in a judgment task. Moreover, this study suggests that changing the order of the
presentation of evidence alone is not the primary cause of differences in judgments.
Instead, observed order effects are caused by the interaction of task and procedural
characteristics. It is these characteristics that may cause auditors to underweight or
ignore certain types of evidence. Thus, audit training and practice should focus on the
effects of task characteristics on audit quality and cost rather than focusing simply on the
order in which information is processed.
It is difficult to draw firm conclusions from one study conducted in one task setting.
To develop a procedural model of audit judgment, further research must be conducted in
other types of audit tasks. For example, the effects of commitment, task importance and
information sequence may be different in analytical review or going-concern decisions
than the effects observed in internal control evaluation. Studies in other areas of audit
judgment may also help to explain how these task characteristics affect the judgment
process as well as identify other dimensions that create differences in data use and
observed judgments.
The findings indicated that the variables examined affected the data attended to and
the level of control risk assessed for the inventory audit cycle. However, this represents
only an initial step in examining the implications of these variables for auditing practice.
Further research is needed to determine if differences in control risk assessments lead to
significantly different levels of audit testing or different audit conclusions. For example,
though differences were observed in control risk assessments, most subjects assessed risk
in the moderate to high range. To determine the impact of task characteristics on audit
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quality and efficiency, future studies need to investigate the effect of these characteristics
on the actual audit effort.
The results of this study represent an important first step in identifying factors that
can influence the use of information in the sequential evaluation of audit evidence.
However, the model developed does not capture the effect of all procedural and task
characteristics on the sequential judgment process. Further research should be
conducted to study how other variables affect the process. This study represents an
important first step in developing a model of contingent decision processing in auditing.
By incorporating the effects of other variables, the model may more thoroughly explain
the complex nature of sequential decision making.
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ENDNOTES

1.

For primacy effects, see for example Sinclair (1988); Luchins and Luchins (1986);
Anderson (1965); Pennington (1982); Peters and Terborg (1975); and Blakeney and
MacNaughton (1971). For recency, see for example Tubbs, Messier and Knechel
(1990); Butt and Campbell (1989); Ashton and Ashton (1988); Luchins and Luchins
(1984); Wilson (1971); Crano (1977); Farr (1973); Dreben, Fiske and Hastie (1979);
and Stewart (1965).

2.

Negative data is data that suggests unfavorable characteristics of the firm (e.g. poor
internal controls, going concern problems, etc.). Negative data is not meant to infer
that the data is contrary or disconfirming to a prior belief.

3.

Other models of belief updating include the constant weight model (see Einhorn and
Hogarth, 1985, p. 14) that predicts no primacy or recency effects; the crystallization
hypothesis (see Anderson, 1981, p. 191) that predicts primacy will occur under all
conditions; and the "grain size" effect (see Lopes, 1982) which predicts recency
under all conditions.

4.

All hypotheses were also examined using the net number of positive and negative
items attended to. The results found were virtually the same in all cases as those
reported for the net relevancy rating.

5.

No significant interaction for the effect of commitment and information sequence on
the net relevancy rating was found when the analyses were conducted using all
twelve control tests. However, the interaction did create a significant (p = .060)
difference in the number of negative items attended to when all twelve control tests
were analyzed.

6.

A MANOVA was also conducted using the raw number of positive and negative
items as multiple dependent variables. The MANOVA results showed a marginally
significant interaction (p = .083). However, separate ANOVA’s are appropriate and
increase the power of the tests when there is a low correlation between the
dependent variables. The correlation between positive and negative items attended
to was -.164 (p = .074).

7.

A similar, though not significant (t = 1.459; p = .153), result was observed when the
number of positive items attended to in the no commitment condition was analyzed.
More positive items were listed when the positive information came last (mean =
1.400) than when the positive information came first (mean = .900).

8.

This conclusion is also strongly supported by the analysis of the net number of items
attended to. For the no commitment condition, the net number of items attended
to when the positive information came first was -1.500. The net number of items
attended to when the negative information came first and there was no prior
commitment was -.300. Thus, the net number of negative and positive items
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attended to was significantly more negative when the negative information came last
than when the positive information came last (t=2.423; p = .020).
9.

A significant interaction for the effect of task importance and information sequence
on the net relevancy was also found when the analysis was conducted using all
twelve control tests (p = .023). A significant main effect for information sequence
was also found in this analysis (p = .007). However, an analysis of the cell means for
the importance/information sequence interaction revealed that the main effect is
due primarily to the difference in the means for the low importance condition
(t = 3.371, p = .001), while no significant differences were found when task importance
is high.

10. Though individually the number of positive and negative items attended to are
marginally significant, when combined to form the net number of items attended to
there is a significant interaction (F = 4.580; p = .035) between importance and
information sequence.
11. Pairwise comparisons of the mean number of negative items attended to for the
negative commitment, high task importance and negative initial information
condition with the eleven other cell means indicated that significantly more negative
items were attended to in this condition than were attended to in all of the eleven
other cells (p^.05).
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APPENDIX A
PRETESTS

EXHIBIT 1.

Pretest 1; Rating of Possible Control Test Outcomes

EXHIBIT 2.

Pretest 2; Overall Rating of the Twelve Control Test Results

EXHIBIT 3.

Revised Pretest 2

EXHIBIT 4.

Pretest 3; Rating of Internal Control System Descriptions

EXHIBIT 5.

Pretest 4; Rating of Inherent Risk Descriptions
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EXHIBIT 1.
Pretest 1
Rating of Possible Control Test Outcomes

As part of the audit of the XYZ Company, you have been asked to review the interned control
policies and procedures the company employs to safeguard inventory. You have conducted a series
of tests of controls. A partial list of the results of these tests is presented here. Please read each of
these results carefully and determine how each would affect your assessment of the level of control
risk for inventory. Consider each control test result independently of all other test results. For
those tests of controls based on statistical sampling, assume that the sample size selected was
appropriate. Please place the number that most closely indicates your judgment next to each test
result using the scale shown below. For example, if you feel that a particular control test result
would have a very negative impact on your assessment of the level of control risk (i.e., the item
provides some evidence that may indicate very weak internal control), then place the number 1 next
to that item. If you feel a particular control test result would have a very positive impact on your
assessment of the level of control risk (i.e. the item provides some evidence that may indicate very
strong internal control), then place the number 5 next to that item. Similarly, place the number 2
next to an item if the control test result would have a slightly negative impact on your judgment,
enter the number 3 to indicate that the result would have neither a positive nor negative impact on
your judgment, or enter the number 4 if the control test result would have a slightly positive impact
on your judgment.

1

2

Very negative
impact

Slightly negative
impact

3

Neither negative
nor positive
impact

4

Slightly positive
impact

5

Very positive
impact

REMEMBER, please consider each item independently.

In testing a sample of receiving reports, you observe that in some cases the date of the
actual receipt of inventory items is not the date of receipt posted to the inventory
records. This occurred in an unacceptable number of test cases.

In a test of items returned to inventory, you found that the accounting department was
appropriately notified by the next business day when the inventory items were returned.

The individual reconciliations of a sample of differences between the physical inventory
and the general ledger are traced. All of the differences are promptly resolved and
approved by an appropriate department manager.
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1

2

Very negative
impact

Slightly negative
impact

3

Neither negative
nor positive
impact

4

Slightly positive
impact

5

Very positive
impact

In a sample of shipping documents (bills of lading), you observe that all of the
documents were signed by the carrier indicating acceptance of the quantities shipped.

In reviewing the posting of receiving reports, you determine that neither the receiving
department nor the person posting the inventory records investigates gaps in the
numerical sequence of reports.

You observe that in a sample of invoices some were not matched with the appropriate
documentation before being processed for payment. This occurred in an unacceptable
number of sampled cases.

Shipment documents were approved by an appropriate company official prior to
shipment in all of the cases sampled.

While performing audit procedures in the receiving department, you observe three cases
where receiving reports were not prepared during one eight-hour shift. In a follow-up
discussion with the receiving clerk, it is noted that this frequently happens as a result of
the urgent need for the materials in the production department.

In a sample of incoming inventory items, you observe that in some cases the receiving
department does not obtain a copy of the purchase order for authority to accept the
items. This occurred in an unacceptable number of sampled cases.

In a sample of receiving reports, you determine that completed receiving reports were
appropriately approved by the receiving department supervisor.

The accounting department matched the shipping report for items returned from
inventory to the original vendor with the credit memo received in all of the sample items
tested.
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1

2

Very negative
impact

Slightly negative
impact

3

Neither negative
nor positive
impact

4

Slightly positive
impact

5

Very positive
impact

You observe that all gaps in the numerical sequence of physical inventory tags and
record sheets are investigated and approved by an appropriate company official.

Procedures to review and update the inventory unit costs are clearly defined. However,
you review the actual updating and find that the procedures are not consistently followed
or are carelessly performed.

A sample of goods transferred from the warehouse to the production floor is selected
and you observe that the goods are sometimes transferred without a properly approved
requisition form. This occurred in an unacceptable number of sampled cases.

There is sufficient documentation present to indicate that the summarization of
quantities and pricing, extending and totalling the final physical inventory have been
verified and checked by qualified personnel independent of those who initially performed
these steps.

Procedures exist to identify and report obsolete, damaged and slow-moving goods. A
sample of cases where such goods were identified is chosen and you find that in some
cases the appropriate adjustments were not made and there is no documentation present
to explain why adjustments were not made. This occurred in an unacceptable number of
sampled cases.

In examining the posting of a sample of shipments by the accounting department to the
inventory control account, you determine that all of the posted shipments in the sample
are properly evidenced by shipping documents.

You observe in a sample of credit memos issued to customers for returning items to
inventory that in some cases the credit memo is issued without a receiving report
indicating that the goods have actually been returned to inventory. This occurred in an
unacceptable number of sampled cases.
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2

1

Very negative
impact

Slightly negative
impact

3

Neither negative
nor positive
impact

4

Slightly positive
impact

5

Very positive
impact

A sample of shipping orders indicates that the shipping orders are appropriately matched
with sales invoices.

The approval of the purchasing department manager is required when the actual unit
price of inventory purchased exceeds the purchase order price by more than 10%. In
testing a sample of these transactions, you observe some documents where approval was
not obtained. This occurred in an unacceptable number of sampled cases.
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EXHIBIT2
Pretest 2
Overall Rating of the Twelve Control Test Results

DIRECTIONS

As part of the audit of XYZ Company, you have been asked to review the internal control
policies and procedures the company employs to safeguard inventory. You have conducted a series
of tests of controls. You have conducted these tests of controls in order to assess the level of
control risk associated with the audit of the inventory cycle of XYZ Company. While all of the
information required to assess control risk is not present here, your overall evaluation of these test
results is needed as part of a larger research project. Control risk is the risk that a material
misstatement that could occur in an assertion will not be prevented or detected on a timely basis by
an entity’s internal control structure policies or procedures.
The information obtained from the tests of controls conducted is shown on the next page. For
those tests of controls based on statistical sampling, assume that the sample size selected was
appropriate.
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In a sample of incoming inventory items, you observe that in an unacceptable number of the cases
the receiving department did not obtain a copy of the purchase order for authority to accept the
items.

The individual reconciliations of a sample of differences between the physical inventory and the
general ledger are investigated. All of the differences are promptly resolved to your satisfaction and
approved by an appropriate department manager.

A sample of goods transferred from the storeroom to the production floor is selected and you
observe that goods were transferred without a properly approved requisition form in an unacceptable
number of sampled cases.

You observe that all gaps in the numerical sequence of physical inventory tags and record sheets are
investigated, documented, explained and approved by an appropriate company official.

You observe in a sample of credit memos issued to customers for items returned to inventory that
an unacceptable number were issued without a receiving report indicating that the goods had
actually been returned to inventory.

In examining the posting of a sample of shipments by the accounting department to the inventory
control account, you determine that all of the posted shipments in the sample are properly evidenced
by shipping documents.

The approval of the purchasing department manager is required when the actual unit price of
inventory purchased exceeds the purchase order price by more than 10%. You observe that in an
unacceptable number of sampled documents this approval was not obtained.

A sample of shipping orders indicates that the shipping orders are appropriately matched with sales
invoices.

Procedures exist to identify and report obsolete, damaged and slow-moving goods. In a sample of
items identified, you observe that in an unacceptable number of sampled cases the appropriate
adjustments were not made.

In a test of items returned to inventory, you found that the accounting department was appropriately
notified by the next business day when the inventory items were returned.

In reviewing the posting of receiving reports, you determine that neither the receiving department
nor the person posting the inventory records investigates gaps in the numerical sequence of reports.

In a sample of shipping documents (bills of lading), you observe that all of the documents were
signed by the carrier indicating acceptance of the quantities shipped.
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Based on the results of these tests of control, please assess the overall level of control risk present in
the audit of the inventors' cycle of XYZ Company by circling the appropriate number on the scale
below.

123456789

Low
lesel
of
control
risk

Moderate
level
of
control
risk
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High
les'el
of
control
risk

EXHIBIT 3.
Revised Pretest 2

DIRECTIONS

As part of the audit of XYZ Company, you have been asked to review the internal control policies
and procedures the company employs to safeguard inventory. Assume you have conducted a series of
tests of controls in order to assess the level of control risk associated with the inventory cycle. While all
of the information required to assess control risk is not present here, your overall evaluation of these
test results is needed as part of a larger research project. Therefore, please read the list of control test
results on the following page and determine how just these results would affect your assessment of the
level of control risk for inventory. Please circle the number on the scale at the end of the list that most
closely indicates your judgment.
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In examining the posting of a sample of shipments by the accounting department to the
inventory control account, you determine that all of the posted shipments in the sample are
properly evidenced by shipping documents.

In a sample of incoming inventory items, you observe a number of cases where the receiving
department did not obtain a copy of the purchase order for authority to accept the items.

The individual reconciliations of a sample of differences between the physical inventory and
the general ledger are investigated. All of the differences are promptly resolved to your
satisfaction and approved by an appropriate department manager.

A sample of goods transferred from the storeroom to the production floor is selected and you
observe that goods were transferred without a properly approved requisition form in a
number of the cases sampled.

You observe in a sample of credit memos issued to customers for items returned to inventory
that a number were issued without a receiving report indicating that the goods had actually
been returned to inventory.

There is sufficient documentation present to indicate that the summarization of quantities and
pricing, extending and totalling the final physical inventory have been verified and checked by
qualified personnel independent of those who initially performed these tests.

The approval of the purchasing department manager is required when the actual unit price of
inventory purchased exceeds the purchase order price by more than 10%. You observe a
number of sampled documents where this approval was not obtained.

A sample of shipping orders indicates that the shipping orders are appropriately matched with
sales invoices.

Procedures exist to identify and report obsolete, damaged and slow-moving goods. In a
sample of items identified, you observe that in a number of sampled cases the appropriate
adjustments were not made.

In reviewing the posting of receiving reports, you determine that neither the receiving
department nor the person posting the inventory records investigates gaps in the numerical
sequence of reports.

In a sample of shipping documents (bills of lading), you observe that all of the documents
were signed by the carrier indicating acceptance of the quantities shipped.

You observe that all gaps in the numerical sequence of physical inventory tags and record
sheets are investigated, documented, explained and approved by an appropriate company
official.
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1. Please indicate the effect these control test results would have on your assessment of the level of
control risk for the inventory cycle by circling the appropriate number on the scale below.

123456789

Very
negative
impact

Neither negative
nor positive
impact

Very
positive
impact

2. After completing question 1 above, please return to the list of control test results on the previous
page and indicate on the line next to each item whether the individual item has a positive or
negative impact on your control risk judgment. Use the same nine point scale used to answer
the previous question as a basis for providing your answers.
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EXHIBIT 4.
Pretest 3
Rating of Internal Control System Descriptions
Version A

-

High Control Risk

DIRECTIONS

As part of the audit of Hoffman &. Green. Inc. you have been asked to review the internal
control policies and procedures that the company employs to safeguard inventory. In order to obtain
an understanding of the internal control structure related to the inventory cycle, assume that you
have gathered the following information. You have been asked to make an initial assessment of
control risk associated with the inventory cy cle on the basis of this documentation. Please read the
following summary of the documentation and assess the level of control risk related to the inventory
cycle. Please circle the number on the scale at the end of the documentation that most closely
indicates your judgment.
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Assume that you have obtained information concerning various elements of the internal control
structure of the company through previous experience with the company, inquiries of client
personnel, inspection of documents and records, and observation of entity activities and operations.
The understanding of the entity’s internal control structure has been documented, and some of the
key elements of that understanding are summarized in the following memorandum.

THE CONTROL ENVIRONMENT
Management philosophy and operating style
The chief executive officer of the company has been in his position since 1985. There has been
some turnover in key management positions in recent years. Your discussions with management and
observation of management’s actions clearly indicate that management often pursues a course of
action that could be considered risky. Entry into new product lines and into new geographic markets
are often undertaken without careful analysis. Management has indicated that profit plans and
budget data are set as "best possible" plans. Past history indicates that budget goals have been
difficult to attain. A review of significant company decisions made in the last few years indicates
that the decision making process is dominated by a few individuals. Many decisions have been made
without input from seemingly appropriate top level managers. Discussions with employees at all
levels of the company indicate to you that top management is perceived as being aggressive and
growth-oriented. There seems to be very little perception that management is concerned about the
strength of the company’s internal control system.

Audit committee
The audit committee has been relatively inactive during the last three years. The committee has met
infrequently^ usually only to accept the report of the company’s external auditors and for other
critical matters. Your review of the minutes from both board of directors and audit committee
meetings indicates that there has been little concern for communicating with either the internal or
external auditors. Only limited discussions could be found in the minutes concerning the company’s
internal control system.

Communication of authority and responsibility
You observe that there has been some, but very little, communication from top-level management
that discussed internal control or control-related matters during the last three years. Formal written
employee job descriptions and related policies are being developed for the company. However,
because of rapid growth and employee turnover the policies and descriptions have not been
approved or implemented. There are no written policy documents that cover employee conflicts of
interest or codes of conduct.

Management control methods
Monthly budget reports are prepared that compare the results of operations at the department level
to budgeted amounts. However, differences between budgeted and actual amounts are seldom
investigated. Several department managers indicated to you that budget goals have been set so high
that there is little expectation that they will actually be met. Upper level management indicated that
it would prefer to have department heads focus on current operations rather than spend time
analyzing differences that are past history.
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Internal audit function
An internal audit function was created in the last three years. The manager of the internal audit
department and several of the staff are former employees of the company's accounting department.
The organization chart indicates that the function reports to the company comptroller. Though
independent of the accounting department, your discussions with internal audit staff indicate that
often internal auditors assist the accounting department when there is a need for support during
busy periods. Formalized internal audit procedures have not yet been developed. There has been
only limited work done by the internal audit staff, and the focus has been on operational auditing
rather than on control or substantive auditing.

Personnel policies and procedures
Personnel turnover has been high in recent years. In discussions with employees, you note that
frequent cutbacks and rehiring related to swings in the industry have resulted in low morale. The
personnel department has procedures that prescribe the methods by which people are hired,
evaluated and compensated. However, the personnel department manager indicates that these
procedures are often ignored because of an urgent need for employees and because the procedures
have not been updated as the company has grown and expanded.

THE ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
The company has documented the accounting system through the preparation of flowcharts and am
accounting department policy manual. However, the flowchart and policy manual have not been
updated during the last year. The accounting system relies on the computer to process most routine
accounting tasks. A new, larger computer system was installed during the current year to handle the
increasing volume of transactions and to provide more rapid processing of data. The accounting
department manager indicated that some problems were encountered in converting from the old
system to the new system. Past audits have shown that responsibility for handling particular
transactions is not always clearly assigned. As part of this year’s audit, the flowchart is updated to
reflect the current changes in the handling of accounting transactions.

CONTROL PROCEDURES
As part of obtaining an understanding of the company’s internal control system, an internal control
questionnaire has been completed for the inventory cycle by discussing the system with appropriate
client personnel. These personnel indicate that there are no major weaknesses relative to the design
of the control system. Procedures have not been performed to test the effectiveness of operation of
specific controls.
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Based on this documentation concerning the understanding of the internal control structure, please
assess the level of control risk present in the audit of the inventory cycle of Hoffman & Green, Inc.,
by circling the appropriate number on the scale below.

123456789
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Low
level
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control
risk

Moderate
level
of
control
risk
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High
level
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control
risk

Version B

-

Low Control Risk

DIRECTIONS

As part of the audit of Hoffman & Green, Inc., you have been asked to review the internal
control policies and procedures that the company employs to safeguard inventory. In order to obtain
an understanding of the internal control structure related to the inventory cycle, assume that you
have gathered the following information. You have been asked to make an initial assessment of
control risk associated with the inventory cycle on the basis of this documentation. Please read the
following summary of the documentation and assess the level of control risk related to the inventory
cycle. Please circle the number on the scale at the end of the documentation that most closely
indicates your judgment.
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Internal audit function
An internal audit function has been in existence for several years. The internal audit department is
well-staffed with competent and experienced personnel The function is independent of the
operating and accounting departments and it reports directly to the audit committee of the board of
directors. Your review of internal audit workpapers indicates that the function is being performed
with competence and objectivity.

Personnel policies and procedures
Personnel turnover is well below the industry average. Employee morale is generally observed to be
very high. A review of personnel department procedures indicates that there are carefully prescribed
methods by which people are hired, evaluated and compensated. Your discussions with employees
indicate that these procedures are fairly applied and that there is genuine satisfaction in the
treatment received by employees.

THE ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
The company has carefully documented the accounting system through the use of flowcharts and the
accounting department policy manual. The system is modern and relies on the computer to process
most of the routine accounting tasks. The system has been carefully reviewed and documented as
part of earlier years’ audits. The processing of transactions has always been observed to be highly
consistent with the documented procedures. Responsibility for handling particular transactions is
clearly assigned and adequate accounting records are found to exist

CONTROL PROCEDURES
As part of obtaining an understanding of the company’s internal control system, an internal control
questionnaire for the inventory cycle has been completed by discussing the system with appropriate
client personnel These personnel indicate that there are no major weaknesses relative to the design
of the control system. Procedures have not been performed to test the effectiveness of operation of
specific controls.

Based on this documentation concerning the understanding of the internal control structure, please
assess the level of control risk present in the audit of the inventory cycle of Hoffman Sc Green, Inc.,
by circling the appropriate number on the scale below.
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EXHIBIT 5.
Pretest 4

Rating of Inherent Risk Descriptions
Version A

-

High Inherent Risk

Evaluation of Inherent Risk - Inventories
Please read the following description of Reed Electronics. After reading the description you will be
asked to evaluate the level of inherent risk associated with the audit of inventories for the company.

Reed Electronics is a manufacturer of diversified high-technology electronics components for the
computer industry. The company was formed in 1980 and has grown rapidly since then, achieving
sales growth rates averaging around 20% per year. The company’s stock is traded over the counter,
with no one shareholder owning more than 10% of the outstanding stock. Information has been
gathered on the general business environment of the company and on specific accounts to assist you
in planning the current year’s audit of inventories.
Demand for the components produced by Reed Electronics is highly volatile. Recent slowdowns
in the computer industry in general have caused a sharp decline in product demand. Production and
inventory levels have fluctuated significantly in recent months. Management has attempted to
balance cost control with a desire to maintain production levels to meet the quick demand for the
company’s products that would accompany a turnaround in the industry. The components of
inventory have changed frequently as a result of engineering modifications to existing products and
new product development.
The chief executive officer of the company, Ron Joseph, has been in his position since 1985.
There has been some turnover in other key management positions in recent years, however it has
not been excessive. Management bonuses are based on reported operating results. In addition, the
company has a bond indenture requirement that includes a specification that the current ratio must
remain above a certain leveL
Inventories represent 32% of total assets, the largest percentage of any individual account. The
inventories are comprised of many different components, covering a wide range of unit prices.
Management is required to make frequent judgments concerning obsolete inventory because of rapid
technological changes in the industry. Your firm has performed the previous two annual audits of
Reed Electronics. Several errors were uncovered in the inventory area in each of the two previous
audits.
Based on your experience and this information, please evaluate the inherent risk associated with
the audit of inventories for Reed Electronics. Circle the number on the following scale that
corresponds to the level of inherent risk you feel is associated with the audit of this segment.
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Version B - Low Inherent Risk

Evaluation of Inherent Risk - Inventories
Please read the description erf Hoffman Si Green. Inc., that follows. After reading the description
you will be asked to evaluate the level of inherent risk associated with the audit of the inventory
cycle for the company.
Hoffman Si Green. In<m is a large national printing and publishing company. The company
publishes both textbooks and books for the general consumer market. The company has been in
existence for over 80 years. It is privately owned, with approximately 80% of the stock owned by the
families of the two original incorporators. James Hoffman and Gordon Green. The remaining
shares erf stock are owned by various employees who have purchased stock through a company
purchase plan. Information has been gathered on the general business environment of the company
and on specific accounts to assist you in planning the current year s audit of the inventory cy cle.
The company has maintained its overall share erf the publishing market for several years. The
publishing industry in general has been very stable for several years, and industry analysts expect no
changes in the industry in the near future. Gross margin percentages and operating income
percentages for the company are consistently above the industry7 averages. The company has grown
in terms erf total assets and gross sales at a rate that approximates the growth rate of the general
economy. The product mix in Hoffman a: Green's inventory has stayed constant as the percentage
of sales generated by different product lines has also remained constant.
The chief executive officer of the company . Ronald Joseph, has been in his position for over nine
years. A recent trade publication noted that Mr. Joseph 'has built Hoffman Si Green into one of
the world's great publishing businesses - a place that cares about its authors, a place that retains a
human scale, a place where authors and employees come and stay.' Employ ees' salaries are above
the industrv average, and the general morale that exists in the company is very high. Turnover in
key management positions has been almost nonexistent during the last decade.
Inventories represem 8% of total assets. This percentage has been stable for a number of years.
There are several accounts that represent larger percentages of total assets, including accounts
receivable, cash and investments, and property, plant and equipment.
Your firm has conducted the audit of Hoffman Si Green for a number of years and there have
been no major errors in inventory throughout this time period.
Based on your experience and rhis information, please evaluate the inherent risk associated with
the audit of the inventory cvcle for Hoffman a: Green. Circle the number on the following scale
rr.ar corresponds to the level of inherent risk you feel is associated with the audit of this segment.
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APPENDIX B
VARIABLE MANIPULATIONS AND FINAL INSTRUMENT

EXHIBIT 1.

High Task Importance Manipulation

EXHIBIT 2.

Low Task Importance Manipulation

EXHIBIT 3.

Commitment to a Negative Decision Information Set

EXHIBIT 4.

Commitment to a Positive Decision Information Set

EXHIBIT 5.

Commitment to a Negative/Positive Decision Manipulation

EXHIBIT 6.

Negative Initial Control Tests Data Set

EXHIBIT 7.

Positive Initial Control Tests Data Set

EXHIBIT 8.

Complete Version of the Final Instrument (Commitment to a Negative
Decision/High Task Importance/Negative Initial Control Tests)
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EXHIBIT 1.
High Task Importance Manipulation

Description of the Company and Inherent Risk Factors

Reed Electronics is a manufacturer of diversified high-technology electronics components for the
computer industry. The company was formed in 1980 and has grown rapidly since then, achieving
sales growth rates averaging around 20% per year. The company's stock is traded over the counter,
with no one shareholder owning more than 10% of the outstanding stock. Information has been
gathered on the general business environment of the company and on specific accounts to assist you
in planning the current year’s audit of inventories.
Demand for the components produced by Reed Electronics is highly volatile. Recent slowdowns
in the computer industry in general have caused a sharp decline in product demand. Production and
inventory levels have fluctuated significantly in recent months. Management has attempted to
balance cost control with a desire to maintain production levels to meet the quick demand for the
company’s products that would accompany a turnaround in the industry. The components of
inventory have changed frequently as a result of engineering modifications to existing products and
new product development.
The chief executive officer of the company, Ron Joseph, has been in his position since 1985.
There has been some turnover in other key management positions in recent years, however it has
not been excessive. Management bonuses are based on reported operating results. In addition, the
company has a bond indenture requirement that includes a specification that the current ratio must
remain above a certain level.
Inventories represent 32% of total assets, the largest percentage of any individual account. The
inventories are comprised of many different components, covering a wide range of unit prices.
Management is required to make frequent judgments concerning obsolete inventory because of rapid
technological changes in the industry. Your firm has performed the previous two annual audits of
Reed Electronics. Several errors were uncovered in the inventory area in each of the two previous
audits.
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EXHIBIT2
Low Task Importance Manipulation

Description of the Company and Inherent Risk Factors

Hoffman & Green, Inc. is a large national printing and publishing company. The company
publishes both textbooks and books for the general consumer market. The company has been in
existence for over 80 years. It is privately owned, with approximately 80% of the stock owned by the
families of the two original incorporators, James Hoffman and Gordon Green. The remaining
shares of stock are owned by various employees who have purchased stock through a company
purchase plan. Information has been gathered on the general business environment of the company
and on specific accounts to assist you in planning the current year’s audit of the inventory cycle.
The company has maintained its overall share of the publishing market for several years. The
publishing industry in general has been very stable for several years, and industry analysts expect no
changes in the industry in the near future. Gross margin percentages and operating income
percentages for the company are consistently above the industry averages. The company has grown
in terms of total assets and gross sales at a rate that approximates the growth rate of the general
economy. The product mix in Hoffman & Green’s inventory has stayed constant and the percentage
of sales generated by different product lines has also remained constant.
The chief executive officer of the company, Ronald Joseph, has been in his position for over nine
years. A recent trade publication noted that Mr. Joseph "has built Hoffman & Green into one of
the world’s great publishing businesses - a place that cares about its authors, a place that retains a
human scale, a place where authors come and stay." Turnover in top management positions has
been almost nonexistent during the last decade.
Inventories represent only 8% of total assets. This percentage has been stable for a number of
years. There are several accounts that represent larger percentages of total assets, including
accounts receivable, cash and investments, and property, plant and equipment.
Your firm has conducted the audit of Hoffman & Green for a number of years and there have
been no major errors in inventory throughout this time period.
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EXHIBIT 3.
Commitment to a Negative Decision Information Set

Description of the Internal Control Structure

Assume that you have obtained information concerning various elements of the internal control
structure of the company through previous experience with the company, inquiries of client
personnel, inspection of documents and records, and observation of entity activities and operations.
The understanding of the entity’s internal control structure has been documented, and some of the
key elements of that understanding are summarized in the following memorandum.

THE CONTROL ENVIRONMENT

Management philosophy and operating style
Your discussions with management and observation of management’s actions indicate that
management sometimes pursues a course of action that could be considered risky, such as entry into
new geographic markets without careful analysis. Management has stated that profit plans and
budget data are set as "best possible" plans. Past history indicates that budget goals have been
difficult to attain. A review of significant company decisions made in the last few years indicates
that the decision making process is dominated by a few individuals. Many decisions have been made
without input from top level managers. There seems to be very little perception among employees
that management is concerned about the strength of the company’s internal control system.

Audit committee
The audit committee has been relatively inactive during the last three years. The committee has met
infrequently, usually only to accept the report of the company’s external auditors and for other
critical matters. Your review of the minutes from both board of directors and audit committee
meetings indicates that there has been little concern for communicating with either the internal or
external auditors. Only limited discussions could be found in the minutes concerning the company’s
internal control system.

Communication of authority and responsibility
You observe that there has been some, but very little, communication from top-level management
that discussed internal control or control-related matters. Formal written employee job descriptions
and related policies are being developed for the company. However, the policies and descriptions
have not been approved or implemented. There are no written policy documents that cover
employee conflicts of interest or codes of conduct.
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Management control methods
Monthly budget reports are prepared that compare the results of operations at the department level
to budgeted amounts. However, differences between budgeted and actual amounts are seldom
investigated. Several department managers indicated to you that budget goals have been set so high
that there is little expectation that they will actually be met. Upper level management indicated that
it would prefer to have department heads focus on current operations rather than spend time
analyzing differences that are past history.

Internal audit function
An internal audit function was created this year. The manager of the internal audit department and
several of the staff are former employees of the company’s accounting department. The organization
chart indicates that the function reports to the company comptroller. Though independent of the
accounting department, your discussions with internal audit staff indicate that often internal auditors
assist the accounting department when there is a need for support during busy periods. Formalized
internal audit procedures have not yet been developed. There has been only limited work done by
the internal audit staff, and the focus has been on operational auditing rather than on control or
substantive auditing.

Personnel policies and procedures
You observe that employee turnover in some positions has recently been above average. The
personnel department has procedures that prescribe the methods by which people are hired,
evaluated and compensated. Discussions with employees indicate that these procedures are
sometimes ignored.

THE ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

The company has documented the accounting system through the preparation of flowcharts and an
accounting department policy manual. However, the flowchart and policy manual have not been
updated during the last year. The accounting system relies on the computer to process most routine
accounting tasks. A new, larger computer system was installed during the current year to handle the
increasing volume of transactions and to provide more rapid processing of data. The accounting
department manager indicated that some problems were encountered in converting from the old
system to the new system. Past audits have shown that responsibility for handling particular
transactions is not always clearly assigned. As part of this year’s audit, the flowchart is updated to
reflect changes in the handling of accounting transactions.

CONTROL PROCEDURES

As part of obtaining an understanding of the company’s internal control system, an internal control
questionnaire has been completed for the inventory cycle by discussing the system with client
personnel. These personnel indicate that there are no major weaknesses relative to the design of the
control system. Procedures have not been performed to test the effectiveness of operation of
specific controls.
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EXHIBIT 4.
Commitment to a Positive Decision Information Set

Description of the Internal Control Structure

Assume that you have obtained information concerning various elements of the internal control
structure of the company through previous experience with the company, inquiries of client
personnel, inspection of documents and records, and observation of entity activities and operations.
The understanding of the entity’s internal control structure has been documented, and some of the
key elements of that understanding are summarized in the following memorandum.

THE CONTROL ENVIRONMENT

Management philosophy and operating style
Your discussions with management and observation of management’s actions clearly indicate that
management does not engage in activities that are highly risky. Entry into new geographic markets
is taken only after careful analysis. Profit plans and budget data are set as "most-likely" targets
rather than as unreasonable or risky "best possible" plans. A review of significant company decisions
made in the last few years indicates that input is sought and used from several top-level managers,
thus indicating that the decision making process is not dominated by a few individuals. Discussions
with employees at all levels of the company indicate that management is perceived as being
concerned about internal control and places a great deal of emphasis upon it.

Audit committee
The audit committee has actively pursued its oversight responsibility for several years. The
individual members of the committee have been chosen because of their expertise in matters relating
to the financial reporting process. A review of the audit committee meeting minutes for the past
three years indicates that the committee has been in frequent contact with both internal and external
auditors on matters related to its general oversight responsibility.

Communication of authority and responsibility
Management has taken formal steps to clearly communicate authority and responsibility and other
control-related matters. You noted that several memoranda were written during the last three years
from management about the importance of control and control-related matters. Formal written
employee job descriptions and related policies exist for all levels of the company. There are written
policy documents that cover employee conflicts of interest and codes of conduct, and you determine
that these policies are strictly adhered to at all levels.
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Management control methods
Strong methods are employed to monitor activities at all levels of the company. Monthly budget
reports compare the results of operations at the department level to budgeted amounts. Each
department manager must prepare a monthly memorandum discussing the department’s
performance. Material differences between actual and planned amounts are duly noted and you find
evidence to indicate that appropriate corrective action is prescribed and implemented.
Internal audit function
An internal audit function has been in existence for several years. The interned audit department is
well-staffed with competent and experienced personnel. The function is independent of the
operating and accounting departments and it reports directly to the audit committee of the board of
directors. Your review of internal audit workpapers indicates that the function is being performed
with competence and objectivity.

Personnel policies and procedures
Personnel turnover is below the industry average. Employee morale is generally observed to be
high. A review of personnel department procedures indicates that there are carefully prescribed
methods by which people are hired, evaluated and compensated. Your discussions with employees
indicate that these procedures are fairly applied and that there is genuine satisfaction in the
treatment received by employees.

THE ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
The company has carefully documented the accounting system through the use of flowcharts and the
accounting department policy manual. The system is modern and relies on the computer to process
most of the routine accounting tasks. The system has been carefully reviewed and documented as
part of earlier years’ audits. The processing of transactions has always been observed to be generally
consistent with the documented procedures. Responsibility for handling particular transactions is
clearly assigned and adequate accounting records are found to exist.

CONTROL PROCEDURES
As part of obtaining an understanding of the company’s internal control system, an internal control
questionnaire for the inventory cycle has been completed by discussing the system with client
personnel. These personnel indicate that there are no major weaknesses relative to the design of the
control system. Procedures have not been performed to test the effectiveness of operation of
specific controls.
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EXHIBIT 5.
Commitment to a Negative/Positive Decision Manipulation

Initial Assessment of Control Risk

Using the information you have received thus far, you have been asked to assess the level of control
risk present in the audit of the inventory cycle for the company. Please provide your assessment by
circling the appropriate number on the scale below.
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The senior audit manager on the engagement has requested that you document the basis for your
conclusions about the assessed level of control risk. The documentation of your conclusion will be
used in an audit planning meeting to decide on subsequent audit procedures. Based on the
information you have received thus far, write a brief memo in the space provided below that clearly
outlines the rationale for your assessment.
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EXHIBIT 6.
Negative Initial Control Tests Data Set

You observe in a sample of credit memos issued to customers for items returned to inventory that a
number were issued without a receiving report indicating that the goods had actually been returned
to inventory.

A sample of goods transferred from the storeroom to the production floor is selected and you
observe that goods were transferred without a properly approved requisition form in a number of
the cases sampled.

In reviewing the posting of receiving reports, you determine that neither the receiving department
nor the person posting the inventory records investigates gaps in the numerical sequence of reports.
The approval of the purchasing department manager is required when the actual unit price of
inventory purchased exceeds the purchase order price by more than 10%. You observe a number of
sampled documents where this approval was not obtained.

You observe that all gaps in the numerical sequence of physical inventory tags and record sheets are
investigated, documented, explained and approved by an appropriate company official.
There is sufficient documentation present to indicate that the summarization of quantities and
pricing, extending and totalling the final physical inventory have been verified and checked by
qualified personnel independent of those who initially performed these tests.
In a sample of incoming inventory items, you observe a number of cases where the receiving
department did not obtain a copy of the purchase order for authority to accept the items.
Procedures exist to identify and report obsolete, damaged and slow-moving goods. In a sample of
items identified, you observe that in a number of sampled cases the appropriate adjustments were
not made.
In a sample of shipping documents (bills of lading), you observe that all of the documents were
signed by the carrier indicating acceptance of the quantities shipped.
A sample of shipping orders indicates that the shipping orders are appropriately matched with sales
invoices.
The individual reconciliations of a sample of differences between the physical inventory and the
general ledger are investigated. All of the differences are promptly resolved to your satisfaction and
approved by an appropriate department manager.
In examining the posting of a sample of shipments by the accounting department to the inventory
control account, you determine that all of the posted shipments in the sample are properly evidenced
by shipping documents.
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EXHIBIT 7.
Positive Initial Control Tests Data Set

In examining the posting of a sample of shipments by the accounting department to the inventory
control account, you determine that all of the posted shipments in the sample are properly evidenced
by shipping documents.

The individual reconciliations of a sample of differences between the physical inventory and the
general ledger are investigated. All of the differences are promptly resolved to your satisfaction and
approved by an appropriate department manager.

A sample of shipping orders indicates that the shipping orders are appropriately matched with sales
invoices.
In a sample of shipping documents (bills of lading), you observe that all of the documents wrere
signed by the carrier indicating acceptance of the quantities shipped.
Procedures exist to identify and report obsolete, damaged and slow-moving goods. In a sample of
items identified, you observe that in a number of sampled cases the appropriate adjustments were
not made.
In a sample of incoming inventory items, you observe a number of cases where the receiving
department did not obtain a copy of the purchase order for authority to accept the items.
There is sufficient documentation present to indicate that the summarization of quantities and
pricing, extending and totalling the final physical inventory have been verified and checked by
qualified personnel independent of those who initially performed these tests.
You observe that all gaps in the numerical sequence of physical inventory tags and record sheets are
investigated, documented, explained and approved by an appropriate company official.
The approval of the purchasing department manager is required when the actual unit price of
inventory purchased exceeds the purchase order price by more than 10%. You observe a number of
sampled documents where this approval was not obtained.
In reviewing the posting of receiving reports, you determine that neither the receiving department
nor the person posting the inventory records investigates gaps in the numerical sequence of reports.
A sample of goods transferred from the storeroom to the production floor is selected and you
observe that goods were transferred without a properly approved requisition form in a number of
the cases sampled.
You observe in a sample of credit memos issued to customers for items returned to inventory that a
number were issued without a receiving report indicating that the goods had actually been returned
to inventory.
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EXHIBIT 8.
Complete Version of the Final Instrument
Commitment to a Negative Decision/High Task Importance/Negative Initial Control Tests

DIRECTIONS
As part of the audit of Reed Electronics, you have been asked to
review the internal control policies and procedures that the
company employs to safeguard inventory. Assume that you have
gathered the information on the following pages in order to assess
the level of control risk associated with the audit of the inventory
cycle. Please begin by turning to the first page of the information
provided and following the directions at the bottom of each page.
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Description of the Company and Inherent Risk Factors

Reed Electronics is a manufacturer of diversified high-technology electronics components for the
computer industry. The company was formed in 1980 and has grown rapidly since then, achieving
sales growth rates averaging around 20% per year. The company’s stock is traded over the counter,
with no one shareholder owning more than 10% of the outstanding stock. Information has been
gathered on the general business environment of the company and on specific accounts to assist you
in planning the current year’s audit of inventories.
Demand for the components produced by Reed Electronics is highly volatile. Recent slowdowns
in the computer industry in general have caused a sharp decline in product demand. Production and
inventory levels have fluctuated significantly in recent months. Management has attempted to
balance cost control with a desire to maintain production levels to meet the quick demand for the
company’s products that would accompany a turnaround in the industry. The components of
inventory have changed frequently as a result of engineering modifications to existing products and
new product development.
The chief executive officer of the company, Ron Joseph, has been in his position since 1985.
There has been some turnover in other key management positions in recent years, however it has
not been excessive. Management bonuses are based on reported operating results. In addition, the
company has a bond indenture requirement that includes a specification that the current ratio must
remain above a certain level.
Inventories represent 32% of total assets, the largest percentage of any individual account. The
inventories are comprised of many different components, covering a wide range of unit prices.
Management is required to make frequent judgments concerning obsolete inventory because of rapid
technological changes in the industry. Your firm has performed the previous two annual audits of
Reed Electronics. Several errors were uncovered in the inventory area in each of the two previous
audits.

After reading this page, please turn the page to the next section.
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Description of the Internal Control Structure

Assume that you have obtained information concerning various elements of the internal control
structure of the company through previous experience with the company, inquiries of client
personnel, inspection of documents and records, and observation of entity activities and operations.
The understanding of the entity’s internal control structure has been documented, and some of the
key elements of that understanding are summarized in the following memorandum.

THE CONTROL ENVIRONMENT
Management philosophy and operating style
Your discussions with management and observation of management’s actions indicate that
management sometimes pursues a course of action that could be considered risky, such as entry into
new geographic markets without careful analysis. Management has stated that profit plans and
budget data are set as "best possible" plans. Past history indicates that budget goals have been
difficult to attain. A review of significant company decisions made in the last few years indicates
that the decision making process is dominated by a few individuals. Many decisions have been made
without input from top level managers. There seems to be very little perception among employees
that management is concerned about the strength of the company’s internal control system.

Audit committee
The audit committee has been relatively inactive during the last three years. The committee has met
infrequently, usually only to accept the report of the company’s external auditors and for other
critical matters. Your review of the minutes from both board of directors and audit committee
meetings indicates that there has been little concern for communicating with either the internal or
external auditors. Only limited discussions could be found in the minutes concerning the company’s
internal control system.

Communication of authority and responsibility
You observe that there has been some, but very little, communication from top-level management
that discussed internal control or control-related matters. Formal written employee job descriptions
and related policies are being developed for the company. However, the policies and descriptions
have not been approved or implemented. There are no written policy documents that cover
employee conflicts of interest or codes of conduct.
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Management control methods
Monthly budget reports are prepared that compare the results of operations at the department level
to budgeted amounts. However, differences between budgeted and actual amounts are seldom
investigated. Several department managers indicated to you that budget goals have been set so high
that there is little expectation that they will actually be met. Upper level management indicated that
it would prefer to have department heads focus on current operations rather than spend time
analyzing differences that are past history.

Internal audit function
An internal audit function was created this year. The manager of the internal audit department and
several of the staff are former employees of the company’s accounting department. The organization
chart indicates that the function reports to the company comptroller. Though independent of the
accounting department, your discussions with internal audit staff indicate that often internal auditors
assist the accounting department when there is a need for support during busy periods. Formalized
internal audit procedures have not yet been developed. There has been only limited work done by
the internal audit staff, and the focus has been on operational auditing rather than on control or
substantive auditing.

Personnel policies and procedures
You observe that employee turnover in some positions has recently been above average. The
personnel department has procedures that prescribe the methods by which people are hired,
evaluated and compensated. Discussions with employees indicate that these procedures are
sometimes ignored.

THE ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
The company has documented the accounting system through the preparation of flowcharts and an
accounting department policy manual. However, the flowchart and policy manual have not been
updated during the last year. The accounting system relies on the computer to process most routine
accounting tasks. A new, larger computer system was installed during the current year to handle the
increasing volume of transactions and to provide more rapid processing of data. The accounting
department manager indicated that some problems were encountered in converting from the old
system to the new system. Past audits have shown that responsibility for handling particular
transactions is not always clearly assigned. As part of this year’s audit, the flowchart is updated to
reflect changes in the handling of accounting transactions.

CONTROL PROCEDURES
As part of obtaining an understanding of the company’s internal control system, an internal control
questionnaire has been completed for the inventory cycle by discussing the system with client
personnel. These personnel indicate that there are no major weaknesses relative to the design of the
control system. Procedures have not been performed to test the effectiveness of operation of
specific controls.

After reading this section, please turn to the next page.
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Initial Assessment of Control Risk

Using the information you have received thus far, you have been asked to assess the level of control
risk present in the audit of the inventory cycle for the company. Please provide your assessment by
circling the appropriate number on the scale below.

123456789

Low

Moderate
level
of
control
risk

level
of
control
risk

High
level
of
control
risk

The senior audit manager on the engagement has requested that you document the basis for your
conclusions about the assessed level of control risk. The documentation of your conclusion will be
used in an audit planning meeting to decide on subsequent audit procedures. Based on the
information you have received thus far, write a brief memo in the space provided below that clearly
outlines the rationale for your assessment.

If additional space for your memo is required, you may use the next page.
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PLEASE DO NOT GO ON TO THE NEXT SECTION
UNTIL YOU HAVE COMPLETED YOUR MEMO.

Results of Tests of Controls

Assume that you conducted tests of controls to evaluate the effectiveness and operation of the
internal control procedures related to inventory. The information you obtained from these tests is
presented on this and the following pages.

You observe in a sample of credit memos issued to customers for
items returned to inventory that a number were issued without a
receiving report indicating that the goods had actually been
returned to inventory.

A sample of goods transferred from the storeroom to the
production floor is selected and you observe that goods were
transferred without a properly approved requisition form in a
number of the cases sampled.

Please do not turn to the next page until you
read and evaluate the control test results on this page.
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In reviewing the posting of receiving reports, you determine that
neither the receiving department nor the person posting the
inventory records investigates gaps in the numerical sequence of
reports.

The approval of the purchasing department manager is required
when the actual unit price of inventory purchased exceeds the
purchase order price by more than 10%. You observe a number
of sampled documents where this approval was not obtained.

Please do not turn to the next page until you
read and evaluate the control test results on this page.
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You observe that all gaps in the numerical sequence of physical
inventory tags and record sheets are investigated, documented,
explained and approved by an appropriate company official.

There is sufficient documentation present to indicate that the
summarization of quantities and pricing, extending and totalling the
final physical inventory have been verified and checked by qualified
personnel independent of those who initially performed these tests.

Please do not turn to the next page until you
read and evaluate the control test results on this page.

In a sample of incoming inventory items, you observe a number of
cases where the receiving department did not obtain a copy of the
purchase order for authority to accept the items.

Procedures exist to identify and report obsolete, damaged and
slow-moving goods. In a sample of items identified, you observe
that in a number of sampled cases the appropriate adjustments
were not made.

Please do not turn to the next page until you
read and evaluate the control test results on this page.
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In a sample of shipping documents (bills of lading), you observe
that all of the documents were signed by the carrier indicating
acceptance of the quantities shipped.

A sample of shipping orders indicates that the shipping orders are
appropriately matched with sales invoices.

Please do not turn to the next page until you
read and evaluate the control test results on this page.

The individual reconciliations of a sample of differences between
the physical inventory and the general ledger are investigated. All
of the differences are promptly resolved to your satisfaction and
approved by an appropriate department manager.

In examining the posting of a sample of shipments by the
accounting department to the inventory control account, you
determine that all of the posted shipments in the sample are
properly evidenced by shipping documents.

After reading this page,
please stop and close your booklet.
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Assessment of Control Risk

Please assess the overall level of control risk present in the inventory cycle of the company by
circling the appropriate number on the scale shown below.

123456789

Low
level
of
control
risk

Moderate
level
of
control
risk

Please turn to the next page after completing this assessment.
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High
level
of
control
risk

From the control test results presented in this case, please provide a list below of those test results
that you considered to be most relevant in making your assessment of the level of control risk.

Please turn to the next page after listing
the items most relevant to your judgment.
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You have just listed those control test results that you considered to be relevant to your assessment
of the control risk associated with the inventory cycle. Please return to your list and rate how
relevant each item was to your judgment. Perform your rating by referring to the scale shown
below. Place the rating for each item to the left of the item on your list being rated.

1

Slightly
Relevant

2

3

Moderately
Relevant

4

5

Highly
Relevant

Please provide the following information about your experience level:

Years of audit experience

Rank within your company

This completes the study. Thank you for your participation in this project.
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